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BURDENING ACCESS TO JUSTICE: THE




Without question, public funding for court services rarely
meets all the needs of the justice system.' Case filings have in-
creased dramatically in many courts in the past ten to twenty
years.2 In some courts, particularly in state courts, increases in
the criminal docket have forced significant delays in processing
civil cases.3 The perception that there are undue delays has gen-
*Associate Professor of Law, Roger Williams University. The empirical research
reported in this Article was funded by a grant from the Interdisciplinary Research
Challenge Program at The Ohio State University. The Article could not have been
written without the work of Professors Nancy Rogers, Jeanne Clement, and Susan
Sears. Dr. Roselle Wissler and Professor Elizabeth Stasney provided helpful advice.
Special thanks are due to Professor Craig McEwen for his invaluable assistance
with statistical analysis and interpretation.
1 See James W. Meeker & John Dombrink, Access to the Civil Courts for Those
of Low and Moderate Means, 66 S. CAL. L. REV. 2217, 2218 (1993) (noting that ac-
cess to the courts is limited, due to high costs of litigation); Jack M. Sabatino, ADR
as "Litigation Lite": Procedural and Evidentiary Norms Embedded Within Alterna-
tive Dispute Resolution, 47 EMORY L.J. 1289, 1291 (1998) (suggesting that parties
are increasingly "unable or unwilling to bear the excesses of our elaborate civil jus-
tice system").
2 See KARL D. SCHULTZ, FLORIDA'S ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT: AN EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT 1 (1990) (noting that Flor-
ida's courts have become overburdened and providing a graph showing the rise of
circuit civil filings by year; also noting that Americans are becoming more litigious);
Marc Galanter, Reading the Landscape of Disputes: What We Know and Don't Know
(And Think We Know) About Our Allegedly Contentious and Litigious Society, 31
UCLA L. REV. 4, 37-40 (1983); Marc Galanter, The Day After the Litigation Explo-
sion, 46 MD. L. REV. 3, 3 (1986); John Flynn Rooney, Federal Judges Launch New
Salvo at Crime Bill, CEI. DAILY L. BULL., Mar. 14, 1994, available in LEXIS, All-
news Library, Chidlb File; Is U.S. Justice System in a State of Crisis?, NAT'L L.J.,
Aug 2, 1993, at 23.
See Lauren K. Robel, The Politics of Crisis in the Federal Courts, 7 OHIO ST. J.
ON DISP. RESOL. 115, 124-25 (1991).
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erated pressure to take cases out of the trial system. Many
courts have instituted alternative dispute resolution methods
such as mediation, court-annexed arbitration, early neutral
evaluation, and summary jury trials in order to speed up case
resolution.4 The desire for expanded court-related services comes
at a time of strong public resistance to increased taxes and pub-
lic spending. This has created tension for court reformers due to
the fact that expanded services require additional funds. Some
programs have been designed to resolve this tension by shifting
costs of new services to users of the courts. These programs,
however, create new problems concerning equal and fair access
to both the courts and to the alternative methods the courts wish
to promote.
The speed of case processing and docket control are not the
only motivations behind the growing impetus to divert cases
from the litigation track to alternative dispute resolution. The
quality, not just the quantity, of justice delivered by trial alter-
natives is also important to policy makers. There is some evi-
dence that the quality delivered by alternative conflict resolution
programs has been more than satisfactory. Mainly, research
studies show that participant satisfaction with alternatives is
usually high,5 and that parties generally perceive the process
and outcomes as fair."
4 See Janice A. Roehl & Royer F. Cook, Mediation in Interpersonal Disputes: Ef-
fectiveness and Limitations, in MEDIATION RESEARCH: THE PROCESS AND EF-
FECTIVENESS OF THIRD PARTY INTERVENTION 31, 38-39 (Kenneth Kressel et al. eds.,
1989) (hereinafter MEDIATION RESEARCH); NANCY H. ROGERS & CRAIG A. MCEWEN,
MEDIATION: LAW, POLICY & PRACTICE App. B (2d ed. 1994) (describing statutes by
jurisdiction establishing court-annexed arbitration programs); Dwight Golann, Mak-
ing Alternative Dispute Resolution Mandatory: The Constitutional Issues, 68 OR. L.
REV. 487, 488-89 (1989).
5 See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, §§ 4:06-4.08, at 25-31; Jeanne A.
Clement & Andrew I. Schwebel, A Research Agenda for Divorce Mediation: The
Creation of Second Order Knowledge to Inform Legal Policy, 9 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP.
RESOL. 95, 98-99 (1993); Jay Folberg, Mediation of Child Custody Disputes, 19
COLuM. J.L. & Soc. PROBs. 413, 424 (1985) (finding 93% of mediation clients would
mediate again or recommend the process to a friend); Craig A. McEwen & Richard
J. Maiman, Small Claims Mediation in Maine: An Empirical Assessment, 33 ME. L.
REV. 237, 256-60 (1981); Jessica Pearson & Nancy Thoennes, Divorce Mediation:
Reflections on a Decade of Research, in MEDIATION RESEARCH, supra note 4, at 9, 19
(reporting that more than three-fourths of mediation clients expresses extreme sat-
isfaction); Roehl & Cook, supra note 4, at 33.
6 See McEwen & Maiman, supra note 5, at 238 (noting parties' overall satisfac-
tion and perception of fairness in mediation process); Jeanne M. Brett et al., The
Effectiveness of Mediation: An Independent Analysis of Cases Handled by Four Ma-
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In the family law area, especially in cases involving children,
many judges, advocates, and commentators share concerns that
the adversarial system can be counterproductive, frustrating
rather than advancing the real needs of the parties.7 The adver-
sary system works by emphasizing the differences between the
litigants, and by advancing each litigant's wishes by attacking
the merits of the other's position. In order to work as designed,
divorce litigation actually polarizes the divorcing couple. After
trial the adversaries need to rebuild their relationship so as to
remain partners and parents to their children. This goal is un-
likely to be achieved in a system that operates on the general as-
sumption that the trial court judgment actually ends the case,
and also ends the relationship between the disputants, when in
fact it does neither.
In light of studies indicating that high levels of interparental
hostility are associated with poorer emotional adjustment of the
children of divorce,8 policy makers have encouraged parents to
jor Service Providers, 12 NEGOTIATION J. 259, 267 (1996); Folberg, supra note 5, at
424 (finding a majority of mediation clients reported that the process was perfectly
fair). But see Robert J. Levy, Custody Investigation in Divorce Cases: The New York
Law Revision Commission Proposal in Perspective, 19 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS.
485, 494 (1985) (suggesting that "[r]esearch on mediation outcomes... is often
shallow and hopelessly biased to favor the value of the 'nonadversarial' technique").
7 See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 25-381.01 (West 1991); FLA. STAT. ANN. §
984.04 (West Supp. 1999); MINN. STAT. ANN. § 518.619 (1990); WASH. REV. CODE
ANN. § 26.09.015 (West 1990); Anderson v. Anderson, 494 So. 2d 237, 238 (Fla. Dist.
Ct. App. 1986) (praising the Florida legislature for enacting legislation requiring
mediation of child custody issues); Stockwell v. Stockwell, 775 P.2d 611, 615-16
(Idaho 1989) (Johnson, J., concurring) (elaborating on the mediation required prior
to conducting further formal custody hearing); Jessica Pearson, State Justice Insti-
tute: Family Mediation (A Working Paper for the National Symposium on Court-
Connected Dispute Resolution Research) 2 (Oct. 15-16, 1993) (on file with the
author) (describing mediation as "more effective than adversarial interventions in
generating appropriate, non-obvious, and tailored resolutions"); Linda Silberman &
Andrew Schepard, Consultants' Comments on the New York State Law Revision
Commission Recommendation on the Child Custody Dispute Resolution Process, 19
COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 399, 412 (1985) (finding the legal process inadequate
because "[alversary procedures and an adversarial mindset encourage parents to
use children as pawns").
8 See ROBERT E. EMERY, RENEGOTIATING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, DIVORCE,
CHILD CUSTODY, AND MEDIATION 205-06 (1994) (citing studies) [hereinafter
RENEGOTIATING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS]. See, e.g., ROBERT E. EMERY, MARRIAGE,
DIVORCE, AND CHILDREN'S ADJUSTMENT 52 (1988) (rejecting the theory linking
"father absence" and child delinquency, as advocated by several studies, and stating
that other factors such as interparental conflict account for study outcomes)
[hereinafter MARRIAGE, DIVORCE, AND CHILDREN'S ADJUSTMENT]; E. Mark Cum-
mings, Coping with Background Anger in Early Childhood, 58 CHILD DEV. 976
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try mediation to resolve conflicts over children, especially in
cases involving custody and visitation.' Because mediation fa-
cilitates open communication, it has the potential to help parties
resolve underlying issues and deal with emotions that arise in
litigation and negotiations.0 The hope held by proponents of
child-custody mediation is that parents will learn to cooperate
with each other, resulting in decreased hostility, thereby improv-
ing the psychological adjustment of children post-divorce."
Custody law is both ambiguous and fact specific. The court
is directed to place the child with the parent who will best serve
the child's needs under the prevalent "best interest" standard. 2
In reality, determining placement is rarely an easy decision.
13
The judge may seek the expertise of a psychologist or psychia-
trist to aid in forming the judge's decision, but different profes-
(1987) (finding that preschoolers exposed to anger showed evidence of sadness, ag-
gressiveness, and anger); Robert E. Emery, Interparental Conflict and the Children
of Discord and Divorce, 92 PSYCHOL. BULL. 310, 310 (1982) (citing relevant cases
that stand behind "[t]he idea that marital turmoil is the cause of a variety of behav-
ior problems in children is widely held") (footnote omitted) [hereinafter Inter-
parental Conflict]; John Guidubaldi et al., The Role of Selected Family Environment
Factors in Children's Post-Divorce Adjustment, 35 FAM. REL. 141, 142-50 (1986)
(describing longitudinal study of post-divorce adjustment in children).
" See Silberman & Schepard, supra note 7, at 399-400.
10 See Kenneth R. Davis, A Model for Arbitration Law: Autonomy, Cooperation
and Curtailment of State Power, 26 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 167, 208 (1999) (noting that
arbitration "reconciles autonomy and cooperation" as the parties have a "common
desire for swift and affordable justice"); Folberg, supra note 5, at 418-21 (noting
that mediation provides benefits not present in the adversarial process); Ellen A.
Waldman, The Evaluative-Facilitative Debate in Mediation: Applying the Laws of
Therapeutic Jurisprudence, 82 MARQ. L. REV. 155, 160-63 (1998) (discussing how
the mediation process provides a "less traumatic means of resolving conflict" than
the adversary system)
" See, e.g., CAL. FAM. CODE § 3161 (Deering 1994) (declaring that mediation is
intended inter alia "[t]o reduce acrimony that may exist between the parties"); N.C.
GEN. STAT. § 50-13.1 (1995) (stating that the purposes of mediation are to reduce
acrimony, facilitate agreements and cooperative resolution of issues, and reduce re-
litigation); WASH. REv. CODE ANN. § 26.09.015(1) (West 1998) (indicating that me-
diation is intended to reduce acrimony and to develop an agreement whereby both
parents maintain contact with the child); Jones v. Bowman, 479 So. 2d 772 (Fhl
Dist. Ct. App. 1985) (Glickstein and Barkett, JJ., concurring specially) (noting that
the adversary system is inappropriate and inadequate for cases involving children).
12 See Uniform Marriage & Divorce Act, § 402 U.L.A. 282 (1998).
's See id. The best interest standard has been criticized as almost no standard
at all, or one that encourages divisiveness and litigation, and permits the expression
of adjudication bias. See, e.g., Robert H. Mnookin, Child-Custody Adjudication: Ju-
dicial Functions in the Face of Indeterminacy, 39 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBs. 226, 229
(1975) (noting that what is best for a child is "usually indeterminate and specula-
tive").
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sionals looking at the same set of facts frequently arrive at dif-
ferent conclusions, leading to the classic "battle of the experts."'4
While passions run high in many domestic relations cases, emo-
tions are particularly intense in disputes over children. Thus,
diverting child-related disputes to mediation could also serve the
court's interest of avoiding the trackless swamp of the contested
custody case.
Obviously, expanded court services require additional fund-
ing. Given the widespread public resistance to the suggestion of
spending tax dollars to improve the system, courts have been
forced to come up with creative ways of encouraging litigants to
try alternative methods of dispute resolution, without creating
additional costs for the courts.' 5 Further, despite the generally
favorable reaction disputants have to family mediation, and the
perceived advantages to children, voluntary use of mediation is
low.' Courts have, therefore, employed varying levels of encour-
agement or coercion in an attempt to divert parties from the trial
courts into mediation.'
14 See Susan Romer, Child Sexual Abuse in Custody and Visitation Disputes:
Problems, Progress, and Prospects, 20 GOLDEN GATE U. L. REV. 647, 672-73 (1990)
(describing a "battle of the experts" in the context of child custody disputes involving
alleged sexual abuse).
, See Steve Lash, "Creativity" Before Lawsuits-Reno Calls on Litigants, Courts
to Mediate, HOUS. CHRON., May 1, 1998, at 4 (reporting Attorney General Janet
Reno's call to resolve conflicts via negotiation rather than litigation), available in
1998 WL 3574922; Robert S. Greenbaum, We Are Going in the Right Direction; Eve-
ryone is Learning, METROPOLITAN CORP. COUNS., Aug. 1998, at 14 (noting courts'
findings that arbitration agreements are enforceable and their awards are final),
available in LEXIS, Allnews Library, Metcc File.
" See Pearson & Thoennes, supra note 5, at 13 (reporting that one-third of the
couples refused an offer of free custody and visitation mediation services); John P.
McCrory, Introduction to Symposium, A STUDY OF BARRIERS TO THE USE OF
ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION: VERMONT LAW SCHOOL DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROJECT, i (1984) (noting that individuals are "skeptical regarding the
fairness and practicality ... of ADR processes"); Wayne D. Brazil, Institutionalizing
Court ADR Programs, in EMERGING ADR ISSUES IN STATE AND FEDERAL COURTS 52,
122-24 (Appendix C) (1991) (discussing reasons why "volunteer" ADR programs will
not attract many cases, including- the inability of parties to agree on getting a case
into the program; attorney/party ignorance; attorney/party inertia; attorneys who
seek trials; fear of the unknown; and fear of loss of fees by the attorney); David E.
Matz, Why Disputes Don't Go to Mediation, 17 MEDIATION Q. 3, 3 (1987); Sally E.
Merry & Susan S. Silbey, What Do Plaintiffs Want? Reexamining the Concept of
Dispute, 9 JUST. SYS. J. 151, 151-52 (1984) (finding it puzzling that the rate of vol-
untary ADR usage is low despite satisfaction with the process); Craig A. McEwen &
Thomas W. Milburn, Explaining a Paradox of Mediation, 9 NEGOTIATION J. 23, 23
(1993).
1 See LINDA R. SINGER, SETTLING DISPUTES: CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN
1999]
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In the family law context, courts have developed several ap-
proaches to institutionalizing mediation. For example, some
courts have established and funded court-annexed mediation
programs which are staffed by court employees and provide me-
diation services to at least some divorcing couples at no charge. 8
Usually, these programs focus on disputes involving children,
leaving financial issues for resolution through the more tradi-
tional means of attorney negotiation, direct party negotiation, or
adjudication.19 In addition, court-annexed mediation programs
often include parties to post-divorce conflicts over the children,
such as disputes over modification of pre-existing custody or visi-
tation orders."
Other courts, which lack funds to establish family mediation
programs, attempt to educate parties about mediation. For in-
stance, one court forwards parties brochures describing media-
tion.2 Others ask parties to watch videotapes describing media-
tion, perhaps including scenes from a scripted mediation
simulation.' Still others hire court employees to educate par-
ents about mediation and to screen cases to see if mediation
might be productive or contraindicated." If mediation is recom-
BUSINESS, FAMILES, AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM 32 (2d ed. 1994) (noting that "a grow-
ing number of courts and state legislatures... are insisting that families try me-
diation before bringing their disputes to court").
'8 See ADR Committee Interim Report, Recommendations, Standing Committee
on Dispute Resolution Interim Report with Draft Recommendations, MASS. LAW.
WKLY., Dec. 4, 1995, at 16 (describing a long-term goal of the public justice system
as offering an array of alternate dispute resolution options provided at public ex-
pense).
"' See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, at 65-93, App. B; Silberman &
Scheyard, supra note 7, at 404; SINGER, supra note 17, at 41.
See Marc Gruber, Getting Results in Divorce Mediation, 7 N.J. LAW., Aug. 24,
1998, at 19 (explaining that New Jersey's court-ordered divorce mediation is manda-
tory but not binding, and is often used to resolve non-economic issues), available in
LEXIS, Allnews Library, NJLNP file.
1 See R.I. Family Court Administrative Order 94-10 (Nov. 1994); Elizabeth Ab-
bott, Divorce Mediation: Can It Fix What's Wrong with Family Court?, PROVIDENCE
J.-BULL., Jan. 16, 1997, at H8, available in 1997 WL 7311549.
2See Janice M. Fleischer, Society of Professionals, in DISPUTE RESOLUTION,
COURT ADR SECTION: COURT-CONNECTED MEDIATION ACTIVITIES (3d ed. 1996)
(discussing Maricopa County, Arizona).
23 See Marc D. Mason, ADR in Massachusetts: The '90s and Beyond, MASS. LAW.
WKLY., Sept. 9, 1991, at 33 (outlining various education programs used for special
needs such as divorce, violence prevention and training for teen-age fathers), avail-
able in LEXIS, Allnews Library, Mlw file. Cases involving allegations of domestic
violence, drug and alcohol abuse, and mental illness are often deemed inappropriate
for mediation. See Patti Muck, Mediation Battle Leaves Victim Caught in the Mid-
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mended, the parties are referred to private mediators.' Often
these mediators can be added to court-maintained lists of
"approved" service providers by meeting criteria designed to as-
sure minimum competence.' If parties desire mediation after
receiving education or assessment, they are expected to pay the
mediator's fee. It should be noted that litigants are not re-
quired to mediate.
Finally, some courts order parties to attend mediation with
a private mediator and order the parties to pay the mediator's
fees.' The court may set fee maximums. Usually, some provi-
sion is made to offer free mediation to the very poor.' Other-
wise, the duty of fee payment is assigned to the parties, often
with a provision for court allocation of the costs when the parties
cannot agree. This approach seems to be growing in popularity.'
Programs mandating or encburaging divorcing parties to
mediate and pay for the service raise significant legal and policy
questions concerning access to justice. Mandatory referral
schemes, in which divorcing parties are ordered to attend me-
diation and pay the costs, are certainly effective in increasing the
use of mediation while holding down court expenditures. If me-
diation is not voluntary, and parties are required to attend and
are obligated to pay the mediator, constitutional due process and
dle; DA, Judge Tangle in Domestic Violence Case, Hous. CHRON., Feb. 21, 1999, at
37, available in 1999 WL 3975339. But see Tag Evers, A Healing Approach to Crime,
PROGRESSIVE, Sept. 1, 1998, at 30 (reporting the use of face-to-face mediation be-
tween a convicted burglar and his victims), available in 1998 WL 14178498.
24 See FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO, DOM. REL. R. 22.
See Donald C. Dilworth, Justice Department Initiates ADR Program for Civil
Cases, TRIAL, July 1, 1995 (describing U.S. Attorneys' requirement to submit crite-
ria lists to U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno), available in 1995 WL 15142710. Fre-
quently, mediators are required to have specified educational qualifications, such as
a law degree, a degree in counseling, psychology, or social work, or be a certified
public accountant. In addition, mediators must usually complete divorce mediation
training, continuing education classes, adhere to ethics codes, and provide proof of
insurance in order to remain on a court referral list. See Gruber, supra note 20
(noting that despite the lack of a licensing requirement in New Jersey for divorce
mediators, several organizations conduct training courses and certify graduates).
But see Steve Doughty, No-fault Divorce "Will Cost Much More in Legal Aid," DAILY
MAIL, Feb. 11, 1999, at 17 (claiming that many divorce mediators are "insufficiently
trained" and "inadequately regulated"), available in 1999 WL 2661948.
28 See DOM. EEL. R. 22, supra note 24.
27See discussion infra Part I.
' See Doughty, supra note 25, at 17 (noting Legal Aid divorce mediators are
available for those who are eligible).
" See discussion infra Part I.
1999]
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equal protection issues may be implicated. Further, as a practi-
cal matter, parties may be denied access to adjudication of their
cases because they lack the funds to pay for the prerequisite
mediation. Particularly in divorce cases, when partners are set-
ting up two households on the same income that formerly sup-
ported only one, money is tight. Divorcing parties who are man-
dated to use and pay for mediation services may be unduly
pressured to settle on unacceptable terms because they cannot
afford to pay lawyers' fees for trial or further negotiation, in ad-
dition to the fees they have been forced to spend for mediation.
Voluntary programs raise issues concerning access to justice
that are, in many respects, the flip side of the problems atten-
dant to the mandatory use and payment schemes. While some
parties may essentially feel coerced to hire and pay a private
mediator due to fear of alienating the referring court or judge,
other couples may wish to try mediation but are unable to afford
the service. Because a mediator cannot guarantee that parties
will reach an agreement, there is a risk that the money spent on
mediation will be wasted. Even if an agreement is reached, the
parties will likely still need to hire lawyers to review the pro-
posed agreement, draft the legal documents, and procure the di-
vorce decree. If lawyers attend the mediation sessions, the
overall cost of mediating might increase accordingly."0 The po-
tential financial burden may simply appear too great for the
parties to risk trying mediation. In this time of financially
strained courts, private alternatives may become the choice of
the wealthy, leaving poor and middle-class couples to operate in
an inadequate, under-funded, second-class public justice sys-
tem.31 Rather than posing the problem of access to trial created
30 See Craig A. McEwen et al., Bring in the Lawyers: Challenging the Dominant
Approaches to Ensuring Fairness in Divorce Mediation, 79 MINN. L. REV. 1317,
1388-90 (1995). The authors make a strong argument for lawyer attendance at me-
diation sessions as a way to safeguard fairness. See id. at 1391. If lawyers attend,
costs are more likely to be contained when the mediations are free or provided for a
nominal fee. Lawyer attendance may increase case-processing efficiency by eliminat-
ing the need for outside legal consultation. A lawyer presented with a thorough,
well-drafted memorandum seldom needs to spend significant time reviewing the
process and content of the mediated discussions.
' See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, § 5:03, at 11; Daniel G. Brown, Divorce
and Family Mediation: History, Review, Future Directions, 20 CONCILIATION CTS.
REV. 1, 22, 26 (1982) (discussing the issue of private versus tax-supported mediation
and noting that private mediation is expensive); Richard Chernick et. al., Private
Judging: Privatizing Civil Justice, 3 Alternative Disp. Resol. Rep. (BNA) 397 (1989);
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by mandatory schemes, the voluntary programs pose a problem
of fair and equal access to mediation services.
In recent years, our society has produced a "widening gap
between the rich [and] the poor."32 The justice system should
aspire to reduce, rather than exacerbate, the disparity between
the ability of the rich and poor to access desirable dispute reso-
lution services, whether the services consist of traditional adju-
dication or innovative alternatives.
This Article argues that, while expanded use of family me-
diation may advance goals of both the justice system and the
disputants, requiring party-paid divorce mediation presents ju-
risprudential as well as policy problems concerning fair access to
justice which outweigh the benefits. In order to achieve the goal
of increased use of family mediation, programs should be struc-
tured in a manner that does not require parties to pay more than
a nominal fee.
Part I of this Article explains why it is imperative to address
the issue of whether parties should be required to attend and
pay for mediation. Part II examines the history and current
practices of divorce miediation. Part III details the legal and
policy issues surrounding both mandatory and voluntary court-
referred mediation, weighing both the benefits and burdens of
family mediation.
In Part IV, this Article presents the results of a new empiri-
cal research study of three Ohio court systems that use three dif-
ferent approaches to mediation. In one court system, court em-
ployees mediated custody disputes free of charge. In the second
court, a court employee educated parties to custody cases about
mediation and referred them to private providers. The third
Craig A. McEwen & Laura Williams, Legal Policy and Access to Justice Through
Courts and Mediation, 13 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 3, 865, 879-80 (1998). Re-
search has shown that voluntary use of divorce mediation is more common among
those with relatively high socioeconomic standing. See Pearson & Thoennes, supra
note 5, at 14.
32 See Nation Still Divided Racially, Economically, Study Finds, PROVIDENCE
SUN. J., Mar. 1, 1998, at A3; see also Raymond W. Baker & Jennifer Nordin, A 150-
to-1 Ratio Is Far Too Lopsided for Comfort, INL HERALD TRIB., Feb. 5, 1999, at 6
(noting the ratio comparing the top gross national products of the countries with the
highest and lowest per capita income is currently 150-to-I, as compared to 60-to-i in
1993), available in 1999 WL 109489; John L. Allen Jr., A Vision for the Americas:
Familiar Themes, New Details, NAT'L OATH. REP., Feb. 5, 1999, at 6 (identifying
Pope John Paul I's concern about the widening gap between the rich and poor as a
result of globalization), available in 1999 WL 8553678.
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court took no official action to encourage parties to use media-
tion, relying only on voluntary use by the disputants. The study
results show that the problems of equal access to mediation
based on relative income cannot be lightly dismissed. In addi-
tion, the research indicates that economic status is not the only
potential source of unwarranted exclusion from mediation.
Many policy makers exclude cases of reported domestic violence
from divorce mediation. The new research questions the need
for these well-intended exemption provisions. The study also
sheds light on the role of attorneys in fostering the use of media-
tion by divorcing couples. The study's results, comparing liti-
gants' reports of process and outcome satisfaction with mediated
and attorney-negotiated settlements, support expanded access to
mediation. The findings also raise attorneys' professional re-
sponsibility concerns.
In Part V, this Article sets forth a policy discussion that
suggests ways of attaining the benefits of divorce mediation
without unduly burdening access, to either mediation, or more
traditional avenues of justice. Ultimately, I conclude that,
rather than choosing the easy option of forcing parties to attend
and pay private mediators as a prerequisite to having their cases
heard in court, the courts should seek funding for court-annexed
programs. Courts should wait to introduce innovations until
sufficient funds are available to provide easily affordable media-
tion services to all who want or are required to use them.
I. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ISSUES RAISED BY MANDATORY
PARTY-PAID DIVORCE MEDIATION
The issues raised by mandatory divorce or family media-
tion' under schemes requiring parties to pay a private mediator
are part of a larger question. Does requiring parties to engage in
formal settlement efforts as a precondition to litigation unduly
burden access to the courts for all types of cases? Particularly
during the last twenty years, parties to many types of general
civil actions have been ordered to attend and pay for mediation
See Gruber, supra note 20, at 19. Divorce mediation generally refers to as-
sisted negotiations attendant to a filing for divorce by one member of a married
couple. Mediation, however, can also be used in disputes arising after the divorce is
final, or between couples who never married. See id.; SINGER, supra note 17, at 32-
34.
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or other processes designed to attain settlement.4
As used here, the term "mediation" generally refers to a
process in which a third-party facilitator with no stake in the
outcome of the case guides settlement negotiations among par-
ties to a case. The mediated discussions are confidential. The
mediator has no ability to render a binding decision, rather the
parties must agree to a mutually satisfactory, consensual out-
come.
Referrals to mediation are made via a number of procedural
routes. Federal and state statutes, rules of procedure, and local
court rules can be used to set up mechanisms for directing cases
to alternative dispute resolution. For example, the 1990 Civil
Justice Reform Act directs the federal district courts to consider
referring appropriate cases to alternative dispute resolution pro-
grams." The Act does not provide for free mediation services,
nor does it bar the courts from encouraging referral to private
mediators to be paid by the parties.
Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure37 permits the
trial judge to order parties to attend pretrial conferences geared
to generating settlements.' If a case does not settle at a pretrial
conference, the court can encourage the parties to enter media-
tion with a private provider in order to further movement to-
wards settlement.
State statutes order mediation in a wide variety of substan-
tive areas. These statutes often respond to immediate, vexing
problems. For example, several Midwestern states adopted
farmer-lender mediation programs during the recession of the
1980s.39 Similarly, the perception that medical malpractice
24 See Lash, supra note 15, at 4; Greenbaum, supra note 15, at 14; Dilworth, su-
pra note 25, at 30.
See generally STEPHEN B. GOLDBERG ET AL., DISPUTE RESOLUTION: NE-
GOTIATION, MEDIATION, AND OTHER PROCESSES 104-10 (2d ed. 1992) (excerpting
from NANCY H. ROGERS & RICHARD A. SALEM, A STUDENT'S GUIDE TO MEDIATION
AND THE LAW 7-39 (1987), discussing the stages of the mediation process, from get-
ting the parties to agree to mediate their dispute to drafting the agreement).
' See Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990, 28 U.S.C. § 473(a)(6) (1994).
See FED. R. CIv. P. 16(a)(5).
See FED. R. CIV. P. 16 advisory committee's notes. The Advisory Committee
made case-scheduling "an express goal of pretrial procedure," acknowledging "that it
has become commonplace to discuss settlement at pretrial conferences." See id.
See IND. CODE ANN. §§ 22-9-1-12.1(b)-(c)(1), 22-9.5-2-5, 22-9.5-2-6, 22-9.5-6-5,
22-9.5-7-1 (West 1993) (authorizing the adoption of ordinances, which may include
establishment or designation of an appropriate commission, to effectuate the public
policy of the state); IOWA CODE ANN. §§ 13.13, 13.15, 13.20, 554.9501(6), 654A11,
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premiums were escalating out of control,40 perhaps due to the
bringing of frivolous lawsuits, led some states to require screen-
ing and mediation of professional negligence claims prior to al-
lowing suits to be filed.4' Presumably, such prelitigation proce-
dures help control insurance costs by weeding out
nonmeritorious claims and fostering early settlement of other
cases.
42
A few states have enacted statutes requiring parties to use
settlement processes before filing suit in other types of cases,
including breach of warranty matters, civil rights cases, disputes
between agricultural distributors and producers, environmental
matters, and education conflicts.43  These statutes respond to
individual problems endemic to the substantive area of law in
question."
654.2A, 654.2C, 656.8 (West 1995) (authorizing the state's farm assistance program
to create a farm mediation service and establishing requirements for farm creditors
to utilize this service); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 74-545(g) (1993) (requiring creditors of
farm borrowers to provide notice to borrowers of the state's mediation service);
MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 336.9-501, 514.661, 550.42, 559.209, 582.039 (West 1991)
(describing rights of farm debtors to mediation); NEB. REV. STAT. §§ 2-4801-2-4816
(1997) (establishing a farm mediation service to assist borrowers); NEV. REV. STAT.
§ 561.247 (1997) (instructing the state Division of Agriculture to adopt regulations
for an agriculture loan mediation program); N.C. GEN. STAT. § 44-69.3(e) (1985)
(allowing the state Milk Commission to act as mediator when there are claims of
nonpayment); N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 6-09.10-0-46-09.10-10 (1991) (establishing an ag-
ricultural mediation service); OR. REV. STAT. § 36.245 (1997) (requiring mediation of
foreclosures of agricultural property); PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 73, § 1959 (West 1993)
(allowing car manufacturers to establish an informal dispute settlement procedure
to deal with defect claims of purchasers); S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 54-13-1 (Michie
Supg. 1989) (creating a state farm loan mediation board).
See James Gray, How Did It Ever Come to This?, MED. ECON., Oct. 19, 1998,
at 104 (discussing increases in premiums of 100% to 750%), available in 1998 WL
14467460.
4' For an example of such a statute, see section 766.108 of the Florida Code,
which requires parties involved in medical malpractice suits to attend a settlement
conference at least three weeks before trial. See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 766.108 (West
1997).
42 See discussion infra Part Ill.
4' See, e.g., Donald A. Frederick, Legal Rights of Producers to Collectively Nego-
tiate, 19 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 433 (1993); Steven S. Goldberg & Dixie Snow
Huefner, Dispute Resolution in Special Education: An Introduction to Litigation Al-
ternatives, 99 EDUC. L. REP. 703 (1995); Carol S. Nance, Virginia's Lemon Law: The
Best Treatment for Car Owner's Canker?, 19 U. RICH. L. REV. 405 (1985); Robert V.
Percival, The Bounds of Consent: Consent Decrees, Settlements and Federal Envi-
ronmental Policy Making, 1987 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 327; Michael E. Solimine, En-
forcement and Interpretation of Settlements of Federal Civil Rights Actions, 19
RUTGERS L.J. 295 (1988).
'See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, §12:02, at 2.
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In some jurisdictions, mandatory settlement programs have
been given teeth by being coupled with disincentives to further
litigation of the case. For example, several states impose the
costs of trial and the other party's attorney's fees on a litigant
who rejects a pretrial settlement recommendation and fails to
obtain a better result at trial, even if that party wins in court.45
Some California divorce mediation programs permit the media-
tor to make a custody recommendation to the court if the parents
do not settle.46
Various mandatory settlement programs exhibit inconsis-
tent goals. On the one hand, court-annexed alternative dispute
resolution has been promoted as a way of benefiting litigants by
reducing costs and delays, thereby enhancing access to the
courts. On the other hand, shifting fees and costs to a party
unwilling to accept a pretrial settlement recommendation coer-
cively decreases access to the courts.
Diverting cases from the traditional advocacy system raises
a serious dilemma. Public funds pay for the services of judges to
resolve disputes. Mediators also resolve disputes, however at
the parties' expense. When parties are forced to mediate, and to
pay the mediator as well, the court's interest in inexpensive
docket control trammels the litigant's interest in free choice of an
affordable dispute resolution process.
Our justice system has long valued the ideal of "justice for
all" by compensating judges with tax dollars and establishing
reasonable court filing fees to enable individuals from every ex-
isting economic level to bring their grievances to court. Inserting
mandatory dispute resolution into standard pretrial procedures,
without providing free or low-cost neutrals, can add a substan-
tial expense to the cost of pursuing a claim or protecting one's
rights. Although some parties can easily afford the additional
41 See, e.g., CAL. Civ. PROC. CODE § 1141.10-1141.32 (Deering 1981) (requiring
that a party seeking a de novo trial after arbitration and receiving a lower judgment
than originally obtained in arbitration pay costs of the opposing side); WASH. REV.
CODE ANN. § 7.06.060 (West 1992) (allowing the state supreme court to assess costs
and fees from the appealing party who does not improve on his original judgment);
DEL. SUPER. CT. R. CIV. P. 16.1(h)(4) (1997) (imposing fees and costs on an party
appealing from mediation who fails to achieve a more favorable verdict at trial);
MICH. CT. R. 2.403(0) (1997) (allowing either side to reject a mediation evaluation,
but requiring a party who does not receive a more favorable recovery to pay costs of
the opposing party).
CAL. FA. CODE § 3183 (Deering 1994 & Supp. 1997) (authorizing the media-
tor to make various recommendations to the court).
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expense, others may not be so lucky. When trial disincentives
are linked to mandatory settlement, the problem worsens. This
issue arises at a time of concern about poor members of our soci-
ety being frozen out of entry to the courts. Funding for legal
services to the poor has been slashed." Surviving programs have
been subjected to restrictions on the types of cases they can
handle and clients they can serve.49
Judicial referrals of cases to private mediators at the liti-
gant's expense raise another issue. For any adjudicatory system
to be effective, it must be perceived by the public as fair and im-
partial. When parties to litigation are referred by the court to
private service providers, some may question the motivations of
both parties to the transaction. As one of the respondents to our
Ohio survey of divorce mediation charged, "Mediation is a
money-making scheme the courts use. Mediators give money to
the courts so that they can get referrals.""
A different, related issue concerns the cultural values under-
lying society's long-standing commitment to the adversarial con-
cept of justice. The fundamental notion behind the litigation
system, that the presentation of both sides of a case by dedicated
advocates to a neutral decision-maker is the best way of arriving
at the proper result in all cases, is subject to question.
Proponents of mediation explain that parties to a dispute of-
ten have valid, but differing, points of view.5 Guided discus-
sions, during which all disputants have the opportunity to ex-
press their own perspectives and to hear the perspectives of
47 See Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Commercial and Admin. Law of the
House Comm. on the Judiciary, 104th Cong. 14 (1996) (statement of Hon. Maxine
Waters, a Representative in Congress from the State of California) (explaining the
scarcity of legal resources available to the poor and the need for free legal services).
48 See Rhonda McMillion, No Reprieve for LSC, 83 A.B.A. J. 96 (Sept. 1997);
Hearings Before a Subcomm. of the Comm. on Appropriations, House of Representa-
tives, 102d Cong. 979, 1037, 1040, 1043 (1992) (statement of George W. Wittgraf,
Chairman, Board of Directors of Legal Services Corporation) (finding that only 15-
20% of the legal needs of the poor are being met).
49 See McMillion, supra note 48.
6Jeanne Clement et al., Descriptive Study of Children Whose Divorcing Par-
ents Are Participating in Voluntary, Mandatory, or No Custody/Visitation Mediation
8-10 (1993) (unpublished study) (on file with author) [hereinafter Descriptive Study
of Children]. For a more comprehensive discussion of the policy issues surrounding
court-annexed mediation, see infra Part IV.
r" See Sara Cobb, The Domestication of Violence in Mediation, 31 L. & SOCY
REV. 397, 397-98 (1997) (discussing the view that mediations benefits break down
in cases of physical violence).
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others, can lead to increased understanding and foster reason-
able, informed compromises in settlement of the dispute. No one
method of dispute resolution is perfect for all types of cases, and
few mediators would advocate dismantling the adversary sys-
tem. As our society becomes more diverse and complex, the wis-
dom of compromise and accommodation in appropriate cases be-
comes ever more apparent.
52
A recent case concerning the allocation of fishing rights in
Lake Michigan illustrates how the problem of complexity can be
alleviated. The parties involved, the State of Michigan, Indian
tribes, and commercial and sport fishermen, had converging in-
terests.' The trial was expected to take months, yet not neces-
sarily reduce the tensions between the competing lake users.'
Neither the law, nor the evidence for the case was well devel-
oped. Before trying the case, the judge referred the matter to a
settlement process that allowed the interests of almost all the
stakeholders to be balanced satisfactorily." The trial was thus
limited to the claims of the single party that remained after the
pretrial settlement.57 A situation that seemed unmanageable in
the beginning was simplified through partial settlement.
Non-adjudicatory methods of dispute resolution can also be
appropriate in controversies involving parties with a continuing
relationship who would benefit by future cooperation. Business
disputes arising in today's global economy can be well served by
settlement devices aimed at building trust and generating coop-
12 Compare Robert A. Baruch Bush, Mediation and Adjudication, Dispute Reso-
lution and Ideology: An Imaginary Conversation, 3 J. CONTEMP. LEGAL ISSUES 1, 1-
2 (1989-1990) (examining the divergent positions taken by the four lawyers in his
"imaginary conversation" on the proper role of mediation in dispute resolution) with
Owen M. Fiss, Comment, Against Settlement, 93 YALE L.J. 1073, 1075 (1984)
(arguing that alternative dispute resolution is "a highly problematic technique for
streamlining dockets"). The cases entering the justice system are becoming more
complex. Many involve difficult policy choices, not merely application of the law af-
ter determination of the facts. Some cases can involve many parties and even im-
pact non-parties. Complex cases often involve difficult evidentiary issues.
63 See United States v. Michigan, 471 F. Supp. 192 (W.D. Mich. 1979), order
modyed by 653 F.2d 277 (6th Cir. 1981).
See Francis E. McGovern, Toward a Functional Approach for Managing
Complex Litigation, 53 U. CHI. L. REV. 440, 456-57 (1986) (describing the competi-
tion over an ever-decreasing fish population in the Great Lakes which ultimately led
to litigation).
See id. at 458-60.
See id. at 460-65.
V See id. at 466.
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eration. In a recent, complex intellectual property dispute in-
volving IBM and Fujitsu Corporation, innovative resolution pro-
cedures led to an agreement including future business dealings
between the two companies.58
Perhaps society would benefit from the allocation of more
public resources to facilitate settlement efforts. If mediation is
not expensive, it will not operate as a disincentive to the usage of
courts, even if it is a mandatory part of pretrial procedure.
Thus, a generous allocation of funds will give an equal opportu-
nity to all parties to try to settle before trial. This is not to imply
that there is no place for trials, but to argue that our society
should reserve trials for cases that cannot or should not be set-
tled. This goal would be advanced by providing publicly financed
mediation through the court system, in addition to adjudication,
at no charge or for a nominal filing fee.
II. THE DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATUS OF PARTY-PAID
DIVORCE MEDIATION
Early in this century, a number of states passed family law
conciliation statutes or formed specialized family conciliation
courts in an attempt to encourage reconciliation between divorc-
ing spouses.59 If private reconciliation efforts did not succeed,
the laws or courts encouraged the parties to reach agreement by
arranging for custody and visitation with the minor children.
The conciliation movement was spurred by the desire to find a
way to reduce the bitterness created by contested divorce trials,
a goal that continues to drive the modern mediation movement.
Due to low voluntary use, the statutes fell out of favor and sub-
sequently failed to serve their intended purpose."
See Robert H. Mnookin & Jonathan D. Greenberg, Lessons of the IBM-Fufitsu
Arbitration: How Disputants Can Work Together to Solve Deeper Conflicts, DISP.
RESOL. MAG., Spring 1998, at 16, 18 (explaining the "private intellectual property
system, with defined standards, compliance monitoring and dispute resolution pro-
cedures" developed in response to the precise needs of the two companies).
59 See, e.g., ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 25-381.08 (West 1991) (giving conciliation
courts jurisdiction over potential divorce cases); MONT. CODE ANN. § 40-3-121 (1991)
(allowing individuals seeking a dissolution of marriage to file in conciliation court in
an attempt to reconcile or effect an amicable settlement); NEB. REV. STAT. § 42-823
(1988) (authorizing courts to accept conciliation proceedings if there is a probability
of reconciliation or amicable settlement); UTAH CODE ANN. § 30-3-16.2 (1989)
(permitting spouses to reconcile or amicably settle by invoking the jurisdiction of
conciliation courts).
60 See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, § 5:01, at 3.
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Over twenty years ago, several well-known scholars and
practitioners who found themselves frustrated by certain aspects
of the adversarial divorce system proposed divorce mediation as
an alternative to litigation. In the early 1970s, O.J. Coogler, an
attorney who had been left disillusioned after a bitter adversar-
ial divorce, began to experiment with a model of divorce media-
tion. Coogler proposed using a neutral mediator to structure
settlement discussions between the parties.6' He focused on
avoiding lawyers and the court system as much as possible,62
preventing personal and financial devastation, and allowing for
development of positive post-divorce family relationships.'
At the 1976 Pound Conference on the administration of jus-
tice, Professor Frank Sander discussed the potential benefits of
mediation of family matters. He further proposed the idea of the
"multi-door courthouse," in which disputants could be directed to
a variety of dispute processing avenues, including mediation and
trial.
Therapists and others outside the legal system also became
interested in divorce mediation as a way to resolve family con-
flicts more productively. As did Coogler and Sander, therapists
often observed the destructive fallout of adversarial divorce and
sought a better way to minimize the pain and trauma experi-
enced by many divorcing couples. The interests of children were
often noted as a reason to avoid litigation.'
6' See O.J. COOGLER, STRUCTURED MEDIATION IN DIVORCE SETTLEMENT 2
(1978).
See id. at 63 (explaining the benefits of a mediated agreement over a court-
imposed order).
' See id at 70. As Coogler notes:
The couple should agree to keep each other informed about all significant
events in the lives of the children, such as birthday parties, school plays,
honors, sporting events, vacations, prizes, loss of a friend, illnesses, and
the like. The parents may also agree that they will keep each other posted
as to their own illnesses or other circumstances which may in some way af-
fect the lives of the children.
Id.
4 See Frank E. A. Sander, Varieties of Dispute Processing, in THE POUND
CONFERENCE: PERSPECTIVES ON JUSTICE IN THE FUTURE 65, 83-84 (A. Leo Levin &
Russell R. Wheeler eds., 1979) (describing his vision of a Dispute Resolution Center,
with several specialized departments, in which a screening clerk would direct a
grievant to the appropriate process).
' See DONALD T. SAPOSNEK, MEDIATING CHILD CUSTODY DISPUTES: A
SYSTEMATIC GUIDE FOR FAMILY THERAPISTS, COURT COUNSELORS, ATTORNEYS, AND
JUDGES 17-22 (1983) (contrasting mediation with the adversarial approach and
noting that "it helps children to feel safer and more loved"). See generally JOHN M.
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Originally, most divorce mediation practitioners were pri-
vately retained and paid by the parties, while a few community
mediation centers provided free services." This was in line with
one of the primary rationales for advancing the mediation
movement-avoiding the court system. Mediation was intended
to provide a dispute resolution process that differed greatly from
the adjudicatory model, by emphasizing consensual, voluntary
participation in both the process and outcome of mediation.6 7
People were not ordered to attend mediation. Instead, they were
given the opportunity to negotiate freely. Mediators were philo-
sophically opposed to forcing a settlement on an unwilling party.
One of the goals of mediation was to address the root causes of
the conflict by generating understanding and consensus. Rather
than focusing on fault-finding or seeking to impose a decision on
the parties in conflict,6 mediation sought to promote lasting
resolutions.
Recently, mediation has begun to diverge greatly from many
of the precepts originally guiding the movement and mandatory
mediation is no longer viewed as being antithetical to the goals
of mediation. Early experience in community mediation pilot
programs showed that voluntary usage rates were low. 69  In
many cases, one party was interested in trying mediation, but
one or more of the other parties would decline to participate.
Policy makers grew more interested in mandating participation,
particularly in light of studies indicating that satisfaction rates
HAYNES, DIVORCE MEDIATION: A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR THERAPISTS AND
COUNSELORS 29-43 (1981) (discussing the child's role in the divorce process and the
effect of mediation upon children).
See generally Nancy J. Foster & Joan B. Kelly, Divorce Mediation: Who
Should Be Certified?, 30 U.S.F. L. Rev. 665, 666 (1996) (discussing the creation of
divorce mediation in the late 1970s and the nature of mediators and their services).
67 See Andreas Nelle, Making Mediation Mandatory: A Proposed Framework, 7
OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 287, 302 (1992) (suggesting that mediation works best
when there is voluntary participation).
See generally COOGLER, supra note 61, at 79; HAYNES, supra note 65, at 3-14
(discussing how the cooperative approach advanced by mediation produces a suc-
cessful result for both parties); ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 5, § 12:09, at 32;
SAPOSNEi, supra note 65, at 14..
69 See ROGERS & MOEWEN, supra note 4, § 12:09, at 32; see also John P.
McCrory, supra note 16, at i (noting ADR processes are not as widely used as would
be expected, partly due to parties' lack of knowledge); Pearson & Thoennes, supra
note 5, at 10-15 (stating that a large number of people are reluctant to use media-
tion).
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were high even under mandated conditions."
Interest in expanded use of mediation through mandatory
participation was not limited to the types of cases typically seen
in neighborhood or community mediation centers. Family courts
began to explore mediation when possible systemic benefits, such
as docket reduction and cost savings, became known. In the past
few years, there has been a significant increase in the number of
states authorizing mandatory divorce mediation-there was a
vast leap in a single year, from reports of four to six states in
1993,'71 to thirty-three states in 1994.72
Courts have taken several different approaches to funding
mandatory divorce mediation programs. On one end of the con-
tinuum, courts fully fund mediators for the disputants. On the
other end, judges are permitted to refer cases to private provid-
ers at party cost, manifesting little official concern for the finan-
cial constraints on the parties.
Systems of funding are crucial to the implementation of
mediation. Unfortunately, private mediation can be costly. In
St. Croix, mediators charge $150 per hour.3 In St. Thomas, the
hourly rate increases to $200.' 4 Some jurisdictions have at-
tempted to deal with the expenses that result from private me-
diation by dividing them amongst the parties. For example,
courts in the Virgin Islands can order parties to pay for court-
ordered divorce mediation, with the cost to be split equally be-
tween the parties.75
Other jurisdictions show similar patterns. South Dakota
authorizes mandatory dispute resolution and fee allocation be-
tween the parties.6 In Wisconsin, judges may order mediation
70 See, e.g., Douglas Henderson, Mediation Success: An Empirical Analysis, 11
OHIO ST. J. ON DisP. RESOL. 105, 121 (summarng the research on mediation's
success); McEwen & Maiman, supra note 5, at 254-59 (citing empirical studies
showing participants' satisfaction with mediation).
7' See Dane A. Gaschen, Note, Mandatory Custody Mediation: The Debate Over
Its Usefulness Continues, 10 OHIO ST. J. ON DisP. RESOL. 469, 469 (1995) (explaining
that very few states have enacted state-wide mediation statutes).
72 See Lisa Newmark et al., Domestic Violence and Empowerment in Custody
and Visitation Cases, 33 FAM. & CONCILIATION CTS. REV. 30,31(1995).
73 See SPIDR COURT SECTOR, COURT CONNECTED MEDIATION PROGRAMS (3d ed.
1996) (discussing the Virgin Islands) [hereinafter SPIDR].
7 See id.
75 See TERR. CT. R. 40(e)(7) (1998); see also SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing the
Virgin Islands).
7 See S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 25-4-56 (Michie Supp. 1998) (stating that "[iun any
custody or visitation dispute between parents, the court shall... order mediation"
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and may also include the mediator's fee in judgments for prop-
erty division, maintenance, attorneys' fees, and maintenance
modification.77 Wisconsin does not address the allocation of me-
diation fees in custody and visitation disputes, although media-
tion is favored in such cases and often disfavored in cases involv-
ing monetary issues.78
South Carolina permits mandatory mediation of custody and
visitation disputes.79 Fees are normally divided equally between
the parties." Indigent litigants can petition the court for a
waiver of the mediator's fee8 -a potentially expensive process
unless the parties have free legal representation. In Alaska,
courts can mandate custody mediation82 and mediators can
charge parties up to $150 per hour.' In Alabama, the court can
divide fees-of $100 per hour and up-between the parties.' In
Michigan, the mediating parties may never enter mediation and
still be responsible for their fees. In that jurisdiction settling a
matter before the mediation hearing does not ensure the return
of paid fees. The parties must put the mediation clerk on notice
fourteen days before the hearing date or forfeit the paid fees.'
A subset of programs that normally assesses the costs of
mediation to parties, provides for free services for the indigent.
Some counties in Florida have mandatory party-paid mediation
at fees ranging from $75 to $200 per day, but provide subsidized
services to the very poor.' Georgia also refers parties to pri-
and "[tihe court may also ... allocate the costs... between the parties").
See WIS. STAT. ANN. § 802.12(2)(a)-(d), (3)(c) (West 1998) (allowing a judge to
order parties to select an alternate dispute resolution process as a means to settle-
ment and requiring the parties to pay the reasonable fees and expenses of such
method).
78 See SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Wisconsin).
7 See S.C. R. CIR. CT. MEDIATION R. 2(a) (providing that most civil actions, in-
cluding custody and visitation disputes, are subject to court-ordered mediation).
g See S.C. R. CIR. CT. MEDIATION R. 8(c) (requiring equal division of mediation
fees unless otherwise agreed by the parties or ordered by the court).
8' See S.C. R. CIR. CT. MEDIATION R. 8(d) (providing that an indigent party may
petition the court to be exempted from payment of mediation fees).
2 See ALASKA STAT. § 25.20.080(a) (Michie 1996) (explaining the "court may or-
der garties to submit to mediation").
See SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Alaska).
8See ALA. Civ. CT. MEDIATION R. 15(b); SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Ala-
bama).
See MICH. CT. R. § 2.403(H) (describing general mediation procedures).
8See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 44.102(5)(b) (West 1998) (stating that where parties
have been subjected to court ordered mediation and a "party has been declared indi-
gent or insolvent, that party's pro rata share of a mediator's compensation shall be
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vately paid mediators, unless the litigants are indigent. 7 In
Kansas, custody and visitation mediation can cost parties $125
per hour, but free services are provided to the poor.' In Ken-
tucky, parties in family cases pay fees of $60 per party per ses-
sion, but volunteer mediators are used where available. In such
cases, mediators' fees are waived. 9 In Utah, indigents can re-
ceive free services, but other parties can expect to pay mediators
up to $200 per hour, divided by agreement.
Rules and statutes permitting the court to assess the media-
tor's fees between the parties can create expensive, time-
consuming satellite litigation. Attorneys for each party have to
prepare for a contested hearing on the parties' relative abilities
to pay the fees if the parties do not agree on their own. This fur-
ther burdens the parties and creates extra work for the court--
work that is meant to be avoided through the implementation of
mediation.
Some states have partially funded mediation programs
(often through filing fee surcharges), which help to keep costs
under control and provide free services to indigent parties.
Pennsylvania has a mix of mandatory and discretionary media-
tion, partially funded by a filing fee surcharge. The remaining
fees can be equitably assessed to either party.9 Colorado par-
tially subsidizes mediation, keeping fees charged to parties at
$35 per hour and providing limited free services for the indi-
paid by the county at the rate set by administrative order of the chief judge of the
circuit"); see id. § 44.108 (West 1998) (stating that "each board of county commis-
sioners may support mediation and arbitration services by appropriating moneys
from county revenues"); see also FAMILY LAW R. PRO. 12.740(c) (allowing judges to
refer parties to a private mediator after deciding the parties have the ability to pay,
but failing to give judges any guidance on how to determine the ability to pay).
7 See GA. CODE ANN. § 15-23-10 (Supp. 1997) (stating that the court may refer
parties to mediation, provided the parties are able to compensate the neutral if
comgensation is required).
See SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Kansas).
See SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Kentucky).
00 See UTAH AIMiN. CODE R. 4-510(12) ("The fees of the ADR provider shall be
paid in advance and divided equally between or among the parties."); SPIDR, supra
note 73 (discussing Utah).
9' See 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §§ 3901-3904 (West Supp. 1998) (stating that
local courts have discretion to establish mediation programs and that where such
programs are adopted, they may be partially funded by filing fees); PA. R. CIV. P.
1910.12 (same); W.D. PA. LOCAL R. 16.3 (same); E.D. PA. LOCAL R. 6.02.53.2 (same);
M.D. PA. LOCAL R. 16.8 (same); SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Pennsylvania)
(same).
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gent.' Oregon partially funds mediation services through di-
vorce filing fees.9"
In some jurisdictions sliding fee scales are utilized. For ex-
ample, Nevada charges a case administration fee for mediation,
based upon the income of the parties. Participants earning less
than $15,000 per year pay $25 each, those earning between
$15,000 and $30,000 pay $75 per person, and those with incomes
over $30,000 per year pay $150 each.? Sliding fee scales are
used in Vermont, where mediation is mandatory if the case does
not settle within three months of filing.95 New York uses sliding
fee scales for specialized mediation such as family disputes.'
A number of states fund court-annexed mediation programs
themselves, avoiding the need for private payment. North Caro-
lina, California, Hawaii, New Mexico, and Maricopa County, Ari-
zona, provide public funding to fully subsidize child-custody me-
diation.97 New Jersey courts can require parties to attend one
free mandatory mediation session."
A few court systems use volunteer mediators to provide
services to parents in conflict. Two counties in the State of
Washington require mediation of parenting plans and use volun-
teers as neutral third parties." Washington, D.C.' and Okla-
homa rely on a cadre of volunteer mediators. The latter, how-
ever, does not mandate mediation.'' West Virginia allows court-
ordered mediation, but uses a mixed system of volunteers and
9See COLO. REV. STAT. § 13-22-305 (1998) (providing that a party who uses
mediation services shall pay a fee to cover the reasonable expense of operating the
program; that the fee will be put into an ADR fund; and that the fees may be waived
at the discretion of the program's director); SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Colo-
rado).
"See OR. REV. STAT. §§ 36.100-36.210. (1997) (providing that filing fees for al-
ternate dispute resolution be placed into an ADR fund to help pay for the program);
SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Oregon).
4See NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 3.5000(2)(e), 4.063(3) (Michie 1998) (providing
for sliding fee scales and permitting courts to impose a filing fee of not more than
$10); SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Nevada and noting that the mediator has
the discretion to reduce or waive the sliding scale fees).
9See SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Vermont).
See id. (discussing New York).
See id. (discussing Arizona, California, Hawaii, New Mexico, and North Caro-
lina). See, e.g., N.C. GEN. STAT. §§ 7A-494, 50-13.1 (1996) (establishing a statewide,
court-ordered program of custody and visitation mediation).
" See SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing New Jersey).
9See id. (discussing Washington).
' See id. (discussing Washington, D.C.).
'01 See id. (discussing Oklahoma).
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paid mediation providers, with fees ranging from $50 an hour to
$500 a day.' 2
A few states refer divorcing parties to some form of pre-
mediation education, assessment, or screening to encourage vol-
untary use of the process. Oregon requires attendance at a me-
diation orientation session."° In Hawaii, litigants are screened
to determine if referral to mediation would be appropriate."°
As demonstrated, many jurisdictions have chosen to require
parties to submit their family disputes to mediation. Parties are
generally required to pay the mediator's fees. Sometimes, free
services are made available at least to some of the very poor.
Unfortunately, many low-income divorcing parties, who are un-
able to pay mediation fees on their own, do not qualify for free
services. A few programs attempt to mitigate the financial
strain on lower-income mediation participants through sliding
fee scales. The actual affordability of mediation services offered
under sliding fee scales remains unexamined. Statutory provi-
sions allowing parties to request fee waivers may be ineffective
because the parties are often unaware of them. Some courts do
not address the affordability problem at all, and leave the allo-
cation of fees to the court's discretion if the parties cannot agree.
If the fees are substantial, which is often the case, the allocation
of such fees is a deciding factor when parties are determining
whether to pursue mediation.
III. CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES TO MANDATORY MEDIATION
Before addressing the constitutional issues that arise in the
mediation setting, it is necessary to understand the various dis-
pute resolution procedures that are covered by the term
"mediation." This Article defines mediation narrowly as a nego-
tiation process. Mediation, however, has been used to refer to
procedures that go beyond the scope of this definition.
One type of dispute resolution procedure is arbitration. Ar-
bitration employs a neutral third party to render a decision on
the merits of the claim. The hearing procedures are frequently
less formal than a trial. For example, the rules of evidence are
often relaxed, and discovery may be eliminated or curtailed in
1
' See id. (discussing West Virginia).
103 See id. (discussing Oregon); see also OR. REV. STAT. §§ 36.100-36.245 (1998).
' See SPIDR, supra note 73 (discussing Hawaii).
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order to save the parties time and money. If the parties have
agreed to be bound by the arbitrator's decision, the determina-
tion is generally final. If the parties have not agreed to binding
arbitration, or if the hearing is part of a court-annexed, non-
binding arbitration program, a party dissatisfied with the result
may request a trial de novo. 1°5
Early neutral evaluation is another type of dispute resolu-
tion technique. It involves a third party, usually one with ex-
pertise in the subject matter of the case, who recommends a re-
sult as a stimulus for a negotiated resolution by the parties.'o
The evaluator's recommendation is not binding.107
Some laws and court-related dispute resolution programs
that resemble arbitration or early neutral evaluations are called
"mediation" even though they are evaluative in nature. For ex-
ample, Florida's ill-fated medical malpractice reform legislation
established a so-called mediation system.' The function of the
"mediators" was to evaluate the merits of the malpractice claim
at an adversarial hearing, rather than structure discussions in
order to facilitate a consensual resolution. 9 Thus, the process
was outside the scope of "mediation" as defined by this Article.
Another example of a broad definition of mediation is found
in Michigan's court rules. The Michigan Supreme Court has
adopted Michigan Court Rule 2.403(A)(1), which allows a court
to submit civil cases requesting money damages or division of
property to a process it terms "mediation.""0 A panel of three at-
105 See GOLDBERG ET AL., supra note 35, at 244.
106 See id. at 250-51 (explaining that the neutral party makes an assessment
based on the parties' brief presentations).
107 See id. at 251 (noting the possibility that the case may not settle).
'os See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 768.44 (repealed 1983); Aldana v. Holub, 381 So. 2d
231, 238 (Fla. 1980) (declaring section 768.44 of the Florida Statutes unconstitu-
tional as violative of due process clauses of the Florida and Federal Constitutions).
"9 Like many malpractice statutes, the Florida law set up a panel consisting of
a judge, a practicing attorney, and a health care practitioner. The panel members
presided over a hearing. As in an arbitration or a traditional court hearing, both
sides introduced evidence and argued the merits of the case. After the hearing, the
panel decided whether the claim had merit. If so, the panel made an award of dam-
ages. Neither party was forced to accept the panel recommendation, but the law in-
cluded disincentives to seeking a new trial. See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 768.44 (repealed
1983); Carter v. Sparkman, 335 So. 2d 802, 806 (Fla. 1976) (recognizing that Flor-
ida's statute making it mandatory for a plaintiff to submit to mediation before filing
a complaint in court in a medical malpractice suit places a "pre-litigation burden" on
the ?aintiff).
0 MICH. CT. R. 2.403(A)(1).
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torneys is formed to hear the parties' contentions."' In opera-
tion, the mediation proceeding results in a cursory preliminary
evaluation of the merits of the controversy.
The various types of court-annexed mandatory mediation
and alternative dispute resolution programs discussed above can
be subject to challenge on constitutional grounds. Particularly
during the last twenty years, a number of cases have addressed
constitutional challenges to mandatory pretrial dispute resolu-
tion programs. To date, no cases have specifically addressed the
issue of whether involuntary party-paid divorce mediation
schemes unconstitutionally impinge upon a party's constitutional
rights.
The actual distinctions between the various types of alter-
native dispute resolution programs, regardless of how they are
termed, should be kept in mind when examining case law chal-
lenging the legality of the programs. Many programs share the
common goals of reducing court dockets and delays, as well as
diminishing the cost of litigation to the parties. The particular
way a program is structured imposes different burdens and
benefits on the parties to the dispute. These differences influ-
ence the results of the cases.
As discussed above, parties referred to the various programs
are not required to settle. Nevertheless, they may be pressured
to settle. Settlement pressure can arise due to the cost of the
dispute resolution proceeding. The delay attendant to the pre-
trial case processing can also influence parties to agree to an
unwanted resolution. In addition, delay can increase both the
financial and emotional costs of continuing to litigate the case.
Disincentives to exercising the right to a trial de novo, such as
cost-shifting or pretrial assessment of the merits, can also pres-
sure parties to settle.
A number of cases have dealt with challenges to mandatory
non-binding court-annexed arbitration programs."' During the
1970s, many states passed laws establishing medical malpractice
screening panels in response to the perceived malpractice insur-
.. See id. at 2.403(D)(1).
"2 See, e.g., Firelock, Inc. v. District Court, 776 P.2d 1090, 1100 (Colo. 1989) (en
banc) (upholding Colorado's Mandatory Arbitration Act, COLO. REV. STAT. §§ 13-22-
401 to 13-22-409 (1987) (repealed 1991)); Davis v. Gaona, 396 S.E.2d 218, 221 (Ga.
1990) (declaring a local rule mandating non-binding arbitration to be constitutional).
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ance crisis."' Litigants frequently challenged these laws as un-
constitutional."
A few themes are reiterated throughout the cases challeng-
ing the constitutionality of mandatory court-annexed dispute
resolution laws and programs. The major grounds for the chal-
lenges are that the programs deny litigants' rights to a jury
trial" 5 and that they deny due process and equal protection of
the law."
6
A. The Jury Trial Cases
The Seventh Amendment to the Constitution preserves the
right to a jury trial in federal cases as traditionally permitted by
the common law."7 Every state, except for Louisiana and Colo-
rado,"8 has created an analogous right to a jury trial in state
proceedings. At common law, divorce cases were not entitled to
be tried before a jury."9 Cases dealing with the right to trial by
jury in mandatory alternative dispute resolution are not directly
applicable to mandatory mediation in domestic relations mat-
ters. The constitutionality tests used in the Seventh Amend-
ment cases, however, are substantively similar to the tests used
11s See, e.g., LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 1299.47 (West 1992 & Supp. 1999).
114 In Everett v. Goldman, 359 So. 2d 1256 (La. 1978), the plaintiffs in a medical
malpractice action challenged the constitutionality of the Louisiana Medical Mal-
practice Act. See id. at 1265. The Supreme Court of Louisiana declared the Act con-
stitutional, finding no violation of equal protection, see id. at 1267, due process, see
id. at 1268, or access to the courts, see id. at 1269.
' See Davis, 396 S.E.2d at 220 (discussing plaintiffs claims that the arbitration
program infringes on the right to a jury trial); Paro v. Longwood Hosp., 369 N.E.2d
985, 991 (Mass. 1977) (same).
16 See Firelock, 776 P.2d at 1099 (rejecting equal protection claim); Everett, 359
So. 2d at 1268 (rejecting plaintiffs due process claims).
117 The Seventh Amendment states that, "In Suits at common law, where the
value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be
preserved .... U.S. CONST. amend VII. See Chauffeurs, Teamsters and Helpers Lo-
cal No. 391 v. Terry, 494 U.S. 558, 565 (1990) (explaining that in order to secure a
right to a jury trial, a court must compare the current action to one brought in the
eighteenth century, and the remedy sought must be legal rather than equitable).
11 Article 1, Section 4 of the Louisiana Constitution grants a right to jury trial
in certain expropriation cases. See LA. CONST. art. I, § 4. In Colorado, only the legis-
lature can authorize a jury trial for civil matters. See Miller v. OSBrien, 223 P. 1088
(Colo. 1924) ("There is no constitutional right to a trial by jury in most civil cases in
this state.").
19 See Evans v. Evans, 547 So. 2d 459, 461 (Ala. 1989) (explaining that because
a divorce proceeding is equitable in nature, there is no right to a jury trial); Wright
v. Quillen, 909 S.W.2d 804, 813 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1995) (stating that at common law
"the constitutional right to a trial by jury did not extend to divorce actions").
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to examine challenges to mandated pretrial settlement programs
as a denial of access to the courts under the more flexible Due
Process Clause. Accordingly, the jury trial cases are helpful, al-
though not controlling, in analyzing due process issues relating
to divorce mediation.
Several early cases of the Supreme Court of the United
States, which reviewed challenges to pretrial procedures in civil
lawsuits, set the tone for the modern Seventh Amendment cases.
In Capital Traction Co. v. Hof," the Court upheld a local statu-
tory requirement that a full jury trial, before a justice of the
peace, was a precondition to exercising the right to a jury trial
presided over by an Article HI judge. Although the dual trial re-
quirement imposed significant costs and delays upon a party dis-
satisfied with the results of the preliminary proceeding, the
Court justified the procedure for reasons of court efficiency."
The Court reasoned that the Seventh Amendment "does not pre-
scribe at what stage of an action a trial by jury must, if de-
manded, be had; or what conditions may be imposed upon the
demand of such a trial, consistently with preserving the right to
it."
=122
In Meeker v. Lehigh Valley Railroad Co.,' the Court decided
that the admission of a prior non-binding finding issued by an
administrative panel was not a complete block to the subsequent
examination of the issues by a jury.' The procedure was held to
be consistent with the requirements of the Seventh Amendment
and principles of due process.
The Court, in Ex Parte Peterson,' weighed the impact of the
participation of a court-ordered auditor on the parties' jury trial
rights. The case involved a dispute over unpaid bills and related
counterclaims.1 The trial court decided that appointing an
auditor to review the accounts, determine uncontested facts, hold
20 174 U.S. 1 (1899).
2' See id. at 44-45. The Court also noted the legislature's broad discretion in
enacting legislation. See id.
"2 Id. at 23.
'23 236 U.S. 412 (1915).
' See id. at 430 (stating that the evidence "cut[] off no defense, interpose[d] no
obstacle to a full contestation of all the issues, and [took] no question of fact from
either court or jury"); see also Carter v. Sparkman, 335 So. 2d 802, 806 (Fla. 1976)
(upholding section 768.134(2) which allows that results of mediation proceedings
between plaintiff and defendant-physicians be admitted into evidence).
L5 253 U.S. 300 (1920).
'8 See id. at 304.
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hearings, assess witness credibility, and prepare a report would
shorten the eventual jury trial and assist the jury in rendering
an intelligent determination.' The Supreme Court examined
the burdens on the litigants by participation in the auditor's pro-
ceedings, including cost,'2 delay,29 disclosure of trial strate-
gies,"' and the effect on the jury of hearing the auditor's recom-
mendation.131  The Court found that these burdens were
outweighed by the benefits of the procedure, particularly the
benefit of streamlining the subsequent trial.
3 2
The lower courts have evaluated programs concerning
screening panels, arbitration, and mediation. 3' In light of the
Supreme Court's rulings, these lower courts have weighed the
m' See Peterson v. Davison, 254 F. 625, 629-30 (S.D.N.Y. 1918).
128 See Peterson, 253 U.S. at 314-17.
129 See id. at 307.
180 See id. at 309-10.
" See id. at 310-11.
'2 See id. at 312.
'" See Woods v. Holy Cross Hosp., 591 F.2d 1164, 1181 (5th Cir. 1979)
(upholding Florida's medical malpractice law requiring participation in the media-
tion process prior to bringing action in court); Eastin v. Broomfield, 570 P.2d 744,
754 (Ariz. 1977) (in banc) (finding Arizona's Medical Malpractice Act constitutional,
with the exception of the provision requiring the non-prevailing party before the
medical liability review panel to put up a $2000 bond before proceeding to trial);
Firelock, Inc. v. District Court, 776 P.2d 1090, 1100 (Colo. 1989) (concluding that
Colorado's Mandatory Arbitration Act does not violate the Colorado Constitution or
the U.S. Constitution); Everett v. Goldman, 359 So. 2d 1256, 1270 (La. 1978)
(stating that "imperfections" in Louisiana's Medical Malpractice Act do not result in
the denial of constitutional rights); Paro v. Longwood Hosp., 369 N.E.2d 985, 993
(Mass. 1977) (dismissing constitutional challenges against Massachusetts law re-
quiring plaintiff to post $2000 bond in order to proceed with trial following screen-
ing); Prendergast v. Nelson, 256 N.W.2d 657, 662 (Neb. 1977) (declaring Nebraska
Hospital-Medical Liability Act constitutional); Colton v. Riccobono, 496 N.E.2d 670,
673 (N.Y. 1986) (deciding that New York Judiciary Law § 148-a bears a rational re-
lationship to the need to reduce litigation costs in medical malpractice actions and
to preserve quality health care in New York State); Comiskey v. Arlen, 390 N.Y.S.2d
122, 123 (App. Div. 1976) (upholding section 148-a of the New York Judiciary Law
as constitutional), affd 372 N.E.2d 34 (N.Y. 1977); Beatty v. Akron City Hosp., 424
N.E.2d 586, 588-89 (Ohio 1981) (holding Ohio statute does not violate constitutional
rights to jury trial or equal protection); Parker v. Children's Hosp., 394 A.2d 932,
940 (1978) (finding Pennsylvania Health Care Services Malpractice Act's
"precondition of compulsory arbitration" in medical malpractice action is not overly
restrictive), limited by Mattos v. Thompson, 421 A.2d 190 (Pa. 1980); In re Smith,
112 A.2d 625, 631 (Pa. 1955) (finding the Pennsylvania Health Care Services Mal-
practice Act valid and requiring compulsory mediation), appeal dismissed sub nom.
Smith v. Wissler, 350 U.S. 858 (1955); State ex rel. Strykowski v. Wilkie, 261
N.W.2d 434, 453 (Wis. 1978) (concluding Wisconsin statute, Chapter 655, to be con-
stitutionally valid).
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benefits of various pretrial dispute settlement requirements to
the justice system against the burdens imposed on the individual
litigants." Although the burdens primarily affect only the liti-
gants, while the benefits inure primarily to the justice system,
the cases generally hold that the rationales for the mandatory
procedures justify the impact on the jury trial right."5
The parties challenging pretrial procedures have argued
that the mandatory schemes imposed unreasonable costs and
delays. Litigants have challenged the introduction of reports is-
sued by arbitrators or screening panels into evidence, claiming
that such an introduction would constitute a shift in the burden
of proof and thus an insupportable burden on the right to trial by
jury.136 In response, most courts have questioned the adequacy of
the evidence supporting claims of unreasonable costs and delay
and have ruled that reasonable procedural changes are accept-
able. As long as a jury trial is available at some stage of the
case, the law can require sensible preconditions to its exercise.
Generally, courts have not developed any bright-line rule beyond
which preconditions become unreasonable,"7 although one court
has struck down required pretrial evaluation heahngs, regard-
less of conditions."8
14 See, e.g., Carter v. Sparkman, 335 So. 2d 802, 805 (1976) (finding that a
state's need to protect the health and welfare of the citizens outweighs an aggrieved
individual's right to a jury in a medical malpractice case).
,See cases cited supra at note 133.
"3 See, e.g., Everett, 369 So. 2d at 1269 (dismissing plaintiffs argument that the
medical review panel provision unconstitutionally infringes on plaintiffs right to
access to the courts). "In all cases which go to trial the judge or jury remain the final
arbiter of factual questions concerning liability.... ." Id.
137 See Rhea v. Masssey-Ferguson, 767 F.2d 266, 268 (6th Cir. 1985) (stating
that courts have repeatedly upheld requirements that parties submit to arbitration
prior to a jury trial); Hines v. Elkhart Gen. Hosp., 465 F. Supp. 421, 427 (N.D. Ind.
1979) ("Both Federal and State Appellate Courts have expressly held that reason-
able changes in the procedure surrounding the right to trial by jury are constitu-
tionally permissible."), affd, 603 F.2d 646 (7th Cir. 1979); Davis v. Gaona, 396
S.E.2d 218, 221 (Ga. 1990) (stating that a rule requiring that certain civil disputes
be submitted to arbitration prior to a jury trial does not violate the state or Federal
Constitution).
138 See Bernier v. Burris, 497 N.E.2d 763, 770 (IM. 1986) (holding that, even
though the statute gave the judicial member of the panel exclusive authority on le-
gal issues, it is unconstitutional because, pursuant to the Illinois Constitution, the
legislature does not have authority to create a new court); Wright v. Central Du
Page Hosp. Ass'n, 347 N.E.2d 736, 739 (Ill. 1976) (holding that medical review pan-
els violated the Illinois Constitution because they improperly usurped judicial func-
tions).
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The decisions invalidating dispute resolution schemes are
narrowly drawn. Further, these decisions give scant guidance on
the question of whether mandatory pretrial mediation is consti-
tutional. For example, the Illinois Supreme Court invalidated
portions of two versions of that state's medical malpractice re-
form legislation."3 9 The court's rationale was based on the com-
position of the malpractice screening panel. The panel, designed
to conduct adversary hearings, consisted of a judge, an attorney,
and a physician. The court held that the panel's structure im-
properly allowed nonjudicial members to exercise judicial func-
tions in contravention of the state constitution.
1 40
The Illinois cases shed no light on the legal issues surround-
ing mandatory pretrial mediation. A mediator does not conduct
an adversarial hearing. Although non-lawyer mediators may be
perceived as engaging in the unauthorized practice of law, this is
an ethical issue between the mediator and the bar overseers. It
does not bring the constitutionality of court-annexed mediation
into question.
Two other jurisdictions have struck down pretrial dispute
resolution, possibly signaling that mandatory mediation may be
unconstitutional.'4' In both cases, the courts invalidated medical
malpractice screening panel requirements that had earlier been
approved in principle. Further, both courts found that the pur-
poses of the statutes were not carried out in application. First,
'39 See Bernier, 497 N.E.2d at 774 (holding that review panels are unconstitu-
tional, but that provisions mandating periodic payment of medical malpractice dam-
ages are constitutional); Wright, 347 N.E.2d at 745 (invalidating medical review
panels and limiting policy rate increase, but upholding a limitation on recoveries in
medical malpractice cases).140 See Bernier, 497 N.E.2d at 770 (stating that the ability of the nonjudicial
members of the medical malpractice review panel to make factual determinations
impermissibly infringes on the role of the judicial panel members); Wright, 347
N.E.2d at 739 (stating that the statute violated the Illinois state constitution be-
cause it empowered the lawyer and physician members of the panel to draw conclu-
sions of fact and law).
1' See Mattos v. Thompson, 421 A.2d 190, 196 (Pa. 1980) (holding unconstitu-
tional section 309 of the Pennsylvania Health Care Services Malpractice Act, which
had granted " 'original exclusive jurisdiction' over medical malpractice claims be-
cause the delays involved in processing these claims under the ... Act result[ed] in
an oppressive delay and impermissibly infringe[d] upon the constitutional right to a
jury"); Aldana v. Holub, 381 So. 2d 231, 239 (Fla. 1980) (stating that the Florida
State Medical Mediation Act cannot be rendered workable, because to extend the
ten-month time limit would result in an unconstitutional denial of access to the
courts).
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in Aldana v. Holub," the Florida Supreme Court found the
statutory scheme violative of due process on very narrow
grounds.' The statute required the panel procedures to be
completed within ten months of the date the claim was filed.
The time limits were held to be jurisdictional and not subject to
waiver or alteration. Examining a number of previous cases, the
court found that, in over half the cases surveyed, the jurisdic-
tional time limit had expired prior to completion of the panel
proceedings, disqualifying the claims. This was enough, in the
court's opinion, to render the scheme so arbitrary and capricious
in its operation that it could not stand.'
Second, in Mattos v. Thompson,45 a malpractice panel proce-
dure was designed to cut delays in the disposition of cases.46 In
reality, the scheme added significant delays in handling cases.
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court decided that the burden im-
posed on the right to a jury trial was not sufficiently lightened by
the promised benefits of the procedure because they were elu-
sive. 47 Since the arbitration program, as operated, did not fulfill
its stated purposes, the majority found that its negative impact
intolerably burdened the litigants' rights to a jury determina-
tion. 48 The entire statute was declared unconstitutional in its
operation.49
The precise holding in Aldana, that the dispute resolution
time lines were jurisdictional,50 is unlikely to be influential in
examining mandatory mediation programs as they are currently
structured. This is because mediation referrals are seldom gov-
erned by strict time lines. The court's examination of the extent
of the actual delays created by the operation of the panel system
is interesting. The decision indicates that mandatory mediation
schemes which impose significant delays or undue constrictions
on parties' access to the courts may not be tolerated.' 51
142 381 So. 2d 231 (Fla. 1980).
143 See id. at 235.
'" See id. at 237.
'4 421 A.2d 190 (Pa. 1980).
148 See id. at 195.
147 See id.
148 See id.
"9 See id. at 196.
"' See Aldana v. Holub, 381 So. 2d 231, 238 (Fla. 1980).
'' See id at 238 ("What was originally contemplated as an inexpensive, sum-
mary procedure would now extend to twelve, fourteen, or possibly even sixteen
months or more, thereby effectively denying one's access to the courts.").
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The Mattos decision is of even more interest to policy mak-
ers. The Mattos court noted that drafters of statutes and rules
should be careful in stating the purposes underlying court-
annexed dispute resolution programs.152 If the purpose of an en-
actment is quick resolution and this is not achieved, the program
could be found invalid because it is outweighed by constitutional
rights.5 3 The Mattos case involved delay. Viewed broadly, how-
ever, it stands for the proposition that if dispute resolution pro-
grams do not meet whatever purpose they set out to achieve,
then they will be outweighed by the right to trial by jury. For
example, a custody mediation program that sets out to improve
children's adjustment to their parents' divorce or separation will
be at risk if research does not clearly document improvements.
B. Due Process and Access to the Courts
Many of the Seventh Amendment cases involving pretrial
medical malpractice screening panels and nonbinding court-
annexed arbitration raise due process challenges. The basic the-
ory supporting these challenges under the Due Process Clause of
the Fifth Amendment,"' as applied to the states under the Four-
teenth Amendment,155 and under similar state constitutional
guarantees, is that litigants in civil cases have a protected right
to access to the courts for adjudication of their claims. 56
Many civil due process cases have addressed contentions
that before a person may be deprived of liberty or property rights
she must be afforded the right to a hearing to test the legitimacy
of the claims against her. While the pre-deprivation hearing
cases are not directly on point concerning claims of a general
right of access to the court, they indicate that there must be a
basic right of access to the judicial process for other disputes as
152 See Mattos, 421 A.2d at 193.
3 See id. at 195 n.5 (-We must conclude that the Act is incapable of achieving
its purpose of prompt dispute resolution and that the extensive delays in such
resolution cast an impermissible burden upon the constitutional right to a jury
trial.").
'" U.S. CONST. amend. V ("No person shall be... deprived of life, liberty or
property, without due process of law..).
m U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1("No State shall... deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law....").
One court, however, does not agree. See Everett v. Goldman, 359 So. 2d 1256,
1269 (La. 1978) (determining that, at the worst, medical malpractice mediation de-
lays a claimant's access to the courts; it does not deprive him of any fundamental
right).
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well.
The Supreme Court stated in Mathews v. Eldridge,'57 that
"[t]he fundamental requirement of due process is the opportunity
to be heard 'at a meaningful time and in a meaningful man-
ner.' ,,158 Due process has long been deemed a flexible concept,
requiring varying degrees of protection depending on the impor-
tance of the underlying interest at stake.5 9 In criminal cases,
the right of the accused person to be free from unwarranted
punishment is so important that strict procedures are required
in order to safeguard fairness.16'
Outside the criminal justice system, a litigant's protected in-
terests in access to the courts diminish. Entry to the courthouse
is protected in matters implicating fundamental rights, even
though the individual is not facing a criminal penalty. To be
considered fundamental, the right must be "explicitly or implic-
itly guaranteed by the Constitution.1 6' Fundamental rights in-
clude the right to vote,162 travel,1r' marry,'6 the right of privacy,"
157 424 U.S. 319 (1976).
15 Id. at 333 (quoting Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545,552 (1965)).
1 Id. at 334 (" '[Dlue process is flexible and calls for such procedural protec-
tions as the particular situation demands.' ") (quoting Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S.
471, 481 (1972)); see also Cafeteria & Restaurant Workers Union v. McElroy, 367
U.S. 886, 895 (1961) (noting that due process is not a fixed, technical concept).
'6' See Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353, 357 (1963) (holding that the poor
have the right to state-paid counsel in appeals); Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S.
335, 344 (1963) (holding there is a fundamental right to counsel); Griffin v. Illinois,
351 U.S. 12, 19 (1956) (holding there is a right to appeal for indigent defendants).
"' San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 33-34 (1973) (holding
that education is not a fundamental right guaranteed by the Constitution).
'6 See Bullock v. Carter, 405 U.S. 134, 149 (1972) (holding that Texas's system
of rew"ig candidates to pay filing fees is unconstitutional).
' Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 630 (1969) (holding that since the right
to travel is a fimdamental constitutional right, deterrence of in-migration by indi-
gent welfare applicants is an impermissible purpose for a state welfare benefits
statute), overruled in part on other grounds by Edelman v. Jordan, 415 U.S. 651,
662-63 (1974).
"A See Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 384 (1978) (stating that the right to
marry is based on the "right of privacy" implied in the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment).
1s The court in Roe v. Wade stated that:
The right of privacy, whether it be founded in the Fourteenth Amend-
ment's concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state action, as we
feel it is, or, as the District Court determined in the Ninth Amendment's
reservation of rights to the people, is broad enough to encompass a
woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.
See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973).
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and the right of freedom of association." For example, in cases
seeking termination of parental rights, those facing allegations
of child abuse and neglect risk a potential deprivation so severe
that they are granted rights similar to those established in
criminal cases.167 In these cases, a parent may be entitled to the
assistance of counsel, which will be subsidized by the state if the
person is indigent.'6 In more routine civil matters, however,
case law clearly allows some limits on the litigants' access to the
courts. 169 The exact parameters of these limits are unclear.
One of the most influential cases dealing with the right of
access to the courts for resolution of civil claims is the United
States Supreme Court decision in Boddie v. Connecticut.70 This
case challenged Connecticut's requirement of a sixty-dollar non-
waivable filing fee in divorce cases.17' The appellants in Boddie
were indigent, and depended on welfare for their survival.'72 It
was undisputed that they could not afford to pay the filing fee. 73
The Court noted that there were few cases that squarely raised
the issue of access to the courts.' 74 It reasoned that "resort to the
courts is not usually the only available, legitimate means of re-
solving private disputes. Indeed, private structuring of individ-
ual relationships and repair of their breach is largely encouraged
in American life, subject only to the caveat that the formal judi-
cial process, if resorted to, is paramount."' 75
The Boddie court stated that filing fees are not unconstitu-
tional per se. 76 The question of validity must be examined in
'6 See NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 460 (1958) ("It is beyond debate that
freedom to engage in association for the advancement of beliefs and ideas is an in-
separable aspect of the 'liberty' assured by the Due Process Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment...").
1'7 See Lassiter v. Department of Soc. Servs., 452 U.S. 18, 26-27 (1981)
(expanding the Court's previous holding, that there is a right to appointed counsel
for an indigent litigant facing a loss of liberty, to cases where a parent may be de-
prived of her child).
' See id. at 30-31 (balancing the interests of the state and the parent to de-
termine if due process requires appointment of counsel); M.L.B. v. S.L.J., 519 U.S.
102, 107 (1996) (holding that a parent could not be denied an appeal in a parental
rights termination case due to inability to pay filing and transcript fees).
17 See infra notes 180-90 and accompanying text.
170 401 U.S. 371 (1971).
171 See id. at 372.
171 See id.
1'7 See id.
74 See id. at 375.
176 Id.
176 See id. at 380 (noting that fees, like notice, are simply part of the procedure
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light of the facts of the case. The Court noted that "a cost re-
quirement, valid on its face, may offend due process because it
operates to foreclose a particular party's opportunity to be
heard."'77 Under the facts in Boddie, the Court determined that
the nonwaivable filing fee in divorce cases presented an uncon-
stitutional bar to court access. 78 None of the states allow citi-
zens to divorce or remarry without state court approval. There-
fore, unless the state could show that its interest in receiving
filing fees exceeds the litigants' need to gain entry to the courts,
imposing a nonwaivable filing fee on indigents deprives a poor
divorce litigant of the opportunity to be heard "at a meaningful
time and in a meaningful manner."'
The Court found that the state's interest in deterring frivo-
lous lawsuits, allocating scarce resources, and recovering costs" °
did not outweigh the harm to divorce litigants resulting from
denial of access to the courts. The state would have to satisfy its
needs through other avenues, such as assessing penalties for
filing spurious lawsuits. 8' In closing, the Court emphasized the
flexibility of the concept of due process. Not all litigants are
guaranteed access to the courts under the Due Process Clause.1
In the Boddie case, unlike many nonmarital civil disputes,
access to the courts was mandated as "the exclusive precondition
to the adjustment of a fundamental human relationship."" The
Court reasoned that the basic importance of marriage in society,
and the total state monopoly over the dissolution of the marriage
relationship, meant that upholding the filing fee requirement
would bar the indigents from the only available forum for set-
tling their claims." The Boddie holding, however, has not been
found to invalidate mandatory filing fees in routine civil cases."
to bring a case to court).
177 id.
178 See id& at 383; see also infra notes 247-81 and accompanying text (discussing
the pretrial mediation in divorce and family law).
79 Id. at 378 (quoting Armstrong v. Manzo, 380 U.S. 545, 552 (1965)).
'0 See id at 381 (holding that the stated interests did not satisfy the rational
basis test).
181 See I. at 381-82.
"2 See id at 382-83 (noting that access to court is not a right guaranteed un-
conditionally to all individuals).1'8 Id. at 383.
84 See id. at 376.
'81 See, e.g., Ortwein v. Schwab, 410 U.S. 656 (1973) (per curiam) (upholding the
fee in a hearing to reduce welfare benefits); United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434
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In cases that do not involve fundamental rights, a "rational ba-
sis" standard is used to determine whether a statute requiring
litigants to pay a fee is valid.' In other words, Congress has
plenary power to charge fees of litigants in civil cases that do not
involve fundamental rights.187
In United States v. Kras,"' the Supreme Court upheld the
imposition of a mandatory, nonwaivable filing fee for obtaining a
discharge in bankruptcy.189 The Court did not consider the right
to obtain the discharge of fundamental importance and recog-
nized that the state did not have a monopoly over the only ave-
nues for resolution of the problem."9 At least in theory, a debtor
could compromise his debts with his creditors informally.' 9' In
Ortwein v. Schwab,9' the Court evaluated a twenty-five dollar
filing fee that welfare recipients were required to pay when
seeking judicial review of an administrative ruling that reduced
their benefits. 9 ' The appellants contended that the fee violated
their rights under both due process and equal protection theo-
ries, but the Supreme Court disagreed.9 It held that the appel-
lants had received an agency hearing and that, since their claims
were not of the same level of importance as the interests in Bod-
die, due process did not require a state to provide an appellate
review system.'95 With respect to appellants' equal protection
claims, the Court refused to recognize poverty as a suspect clas-
sification.9 ' The purpose of the filing fee was obviously to offset
some of the costs incurred by the state in operating its appellate
courts, and this was held to be reasonable.'97
Lower federal and state courts have generally upheld man-
(1973) (upholding the fee in a bankruptcy case); Bernstein v. New York, 466 F.
Supp. 435 (S.D.N.Y. 1979) (upholding fee for filing a notice of appeal), affd without
opinion, 614 F2d 1285 (2d Cir. 1979).
'a See United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434, 447 (1973) (applying a rational basis
test).
'87 See id. (noting Congress's plenary power and exclusive power over bank-
ruptcy).
See id.
1 See id. at 440.
10 See id. at 445.
191 See id.
'92 410 U.S. 656 (1973) (per curiam).19 See id.
'9 See id.
'95 See id. at 659-60.
'9 See id at 660.197 See id.
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datory pretrial dispute settlement programs against challenges
that they result in a denial of access to the courts.' 98 Similar to
the jury trial cases discussed above, these challenges rest upon
allegations that participation in prelitigation hearings creates
undue delay and expense in reaching the court. 99 Supreme
Court decisions which uphold extensive pretrial proceedings
against the more exacting jury trial challenges, indicate that
dual proceedings serving a reasonable purpose will satisfy the
less rigid requirements of due process." As long as a rational
reason exists for the state's actions, and no fundamental right of
a litigant is impaired, the procedure will usually be upheld.20'
Some judges have shown concern for litigants that experi-
ence delay in reaching the courts, or incur costs when they are
forced to arbitrate their claims as a precondition to trial.0 2 Fur-
thermore, judges have recognized that dual proceedings, such as
those which require arbitration before trial, present an obstacle
to accessing the courts.2°'
0S See supra notes 133-49 and accompanying text.
' See supra notes 135-36 and accompanying text.
200 See Capital Traction Co. v. Hof, 174 U.S. 1, 27-28 (1899) (finding not unduly
burdensome a requirement that a litigant dissatisfied with the decision of a first
jury proceeding before a justice of the peace, who decides to appeal, might be re-
quired to shoulder the burden of conducting two full trials). These proceedings were
limited to relatively small claims, and the Court was unconcerned with deterring
the retrial rights of litigants in small cases. See id. at 43-44.
201 See Ex Parte Peterson, 253 U.S. 300, 314-15 (1920) (permitting pretrial
hearings before an auditor, and taxing the fees to the parties for payment, while
noting that the court was free to assign special masters at litigant cost in appropri-
ate cases), affd, 603 F.2d 646 (7th Cir. 1979); Hines v. Elkhart Gen. Hosp., 465 F.
Supp. 421, 432-33 (N.D. Ind. 1979) (holding that the delay caused by medical mal-
practice arbitration would be found in any two-stage proceeding, and the goal of re-
ducing the cost of malpractice insurance in order to keep down costs of medical care
was reasonable enough to justify effecting plaintiffs' access to the courts); see also
Exparte Peterson, 253 U.S. 300, 314-15 (1920) (permitting pretrial hearings before
an auditor and taxing the fees to the parties for payment, while noting that the
court was free to assign special masters at litigant cost in appropriate cases).
2 See, e.g., Mattos v. Thompson, 421 A.2d 190, 195 (Pa. 1980) (finding these
delays to be "unconscionable, and [to] irreparably rip the fabric of public confidence
in the efficiency and effectiveness of our judicial system").
213 See Carter v. Sparkman, 335 So. 2d 802, 806 (1976) (upholding the constitu-
tionality of Florida's medical malpractice dispute resolution scheme, initially, but
cautioning that the expense and delay caused by the proceedings, "reaches the outer
limits of constitutional tolerance"). A concurring justice stated that, "It troubles me
that persons who seek to bring malpractice lawsuits must be put to the expense of
two full trials on their claim...." Id at 807 (England, J., concurring). But see
Aldana v. Holub, 381 So. 2d 231, 238 (Fla. 1980) (retreating from its holding in Car-
ter and stating that the statutory ten-month limit for extrajudicial case-processing
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A separate line of federal court cases arising under Rule 16
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure indicates that there may
be limits to trial preconditions imposed on litigants. These cases
address the propriety of ordering parties to participate in a
summary jury trial.2
In Strandell v. Jackson County,2" the Seventh Circuit re-
versed a contempt citation against an attorney for refusing to
participate in a one- or two-day summary jury trial.2" The court
decided that requiring a summary jury trial would upset the bal-
ance between confidentiality and disclosure created by the dis-
covery and work product privilege rules."0 7 The court also held,
in part, that mandating a summary jury trial exceeded the
court's pretrial conference authority under Rule 16, which was
designed to help judges manage their dockets, not to force the
parties into an unwanted settlement.2 '
In In re NLO, Inc., °" the Sixth Circuit agreed with the
Strandell holding, focusing on the extensive, preparation re-
quired for a summary jury trial.2 "0  Earlier, in Rhea v. Massey-
Ferguson, Inc.,1 the Sixth Circuit upheld mandated pretrial
"mediation," which was more like arbitration, against a consti-
could not be extended because that "would transcend [the] outer limits of constitu-
tional tolerance... [and] thereby effectively deny[] one's access to the courts").
204 See GOLDBERG ET AL., supra note 35, at 235-36. A summary jury trial is a
settlement device where a jury is empanelled and that jury hears a shortened pres-
entation of the major arguments and evidence by all advocates. The jury deliberates
and renders a decision. This determination is advisory only, although the jurors are
generally not told that their decision is non-binding. The point of this proceeding is
to give the parties and their attorneys an idea of how an actual jury would rule in a
full trial, in order to assist the parties in arriving at a realistic assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of their cases. Following the return of the summary jury's
verdict, the parties attempt to negotiate a resolution of the matter. See id.
200 838 F.2d 884 (7th Cir. 1987).
206 See id. at 888.
207 See id. at 888.
20 See id. at 887.
209 5 F.3d 154 (6th Cir. 1993). But see In re Southern Ohio Correctional Facility,
166 F.R.D. 391, 396 (S.D. Ohio 1996) (holding court had authority, under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 16, to order parties to participate in summary jury trial, de-
spite either party's objection); Ohio v. Louis Trauth Dairy, Inc., 164 F.R.D. 469 (S.D.
Ohio 1996) (indicating the court had authority under Federal Rule of Civil Proce-
dure 16 to order parties to participate in summary jury trial).
210 See 5 F. 3d at 157-58. In this case, the trial court's order was challenged as
being beyond the permissible scope of Rule 16, rather than being challenged as un-
constitutional. See id.
21" 767 F.2d 266 (6th Cir. 1985).
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tutional challenge.2" The Sixth Circuit's concern over time con-
suming preparation could be alleviated by less onerous manda-
tory pre-trial dispute resolutions. An informal proceeding such
as mediation that is conducted as a facilitated negotiation may
be more palatable to the court. Other federal district courts have
upheld non-binding arbitration213 and required participation in
summary jury trials.214
Mandatory pretrial mediation would normally be far less
time-consuming than participation in a summary jury trial, arbi-
tration, or evaluation of a case by a screening panel. There is
also less risk of unwanted disclosure of key facts in mediation
than in other evaluative processes. First, the parties in media-
tion have a great deal of control over what they decide to disclose
and what they hold confidential,2 5 just as in an unfacilitated ne-
gotiation. Second, information disclosed in separate caucus
sessions can be kept confidential by the mediator.2 6 These fac-
tors make it more likely that a reviewing court would uphold a
trial court's order to attend mediation under Rule 16, as con-
trasted with a mandated summary jury trial.
C. Equal Protection Issues
Equal protection challenges have also been raised against
required participation in prelitigation evaluation and settlement
proceedings. Usually, such claims are raised together with due
212 See id. at 268-69.
213 See New England Merchants Nat'l Bank v. Hughes, 556 F. Supp. 712, 714
(E.D. Pa. 1983) (discussing the constitutionality of the compulsory arbitration pro-
gram); see generally Kimbrough v. Holiday Inn, 478 F. Supp. 566 (E.D. Pa. 1979)
(finding the arbitration not to violate equal protection or the Seventh Amendment,
and not inconsistent with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure); Davison v. Sinai
Hosp. of Baltimore, Inc., 462 F. Supp. 778, 781 (D. Md. 1978), affd, 617 F.2d 361
(4th Cir. 1980) (holding that the mandatory arbitration provisions of the Maryland
Healthcare Malpractice Claims Act apply to federal court proceedings).
214 See, e.g., Federal Reserve Bank v. Carey-Canada, Inc., 123 F.R.D. 603, 607
(D. Minn. 1988) (describing the benefits of summary judgment trials); McKay v.
Ashland Oil, Inc., 120 F.R.D. 43, 48 (E.D. Ky. 1988) (deciding that participation in
summary judgment trials can be mandated by trial courts); Arabian Am. Oil Co. v.
Scarfone, 119 F.R.D. 448, 449 (M.D. Fla. 1988) (describing the summary judgment
trial as a legitimate device to expedite case resolution).
215 See, e.g., Robert B. Moberly, Ethical Standards for Court-Appointed Media-
tors and FMorida's Mandatory Mediation Experiment, 21 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 702,
713-14 (1994) (recognizing the privilege of parties to refuse to disclose information
durin mediation).21 See id. at 713.
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process claims." Although theoretically distinct, the two con-
cepts are often difficult to operationally separate. In Ross v.
Moffitt,21 the United States Supreme Court was able to draw a
distinction, stating that, " 'Due process' emphasizes fairness be-
tween the State and the individual dealing with the State, re-
gardless of how other individuals in the same situation may be
treated. 'Equal protection,' on the other hand, emphasizes dis-
parity in treatment by a State between classes of individuals
whose situations are arguably indistinguishable."2"9
Thus, an equal protection analysis typically focuses on clas-
sifications drawn by legislation or governmental rule. Over time,
the courts have developed standards of review for legal chal-
lenges based on equal protection grounds. The standard used
depends upon the facts of the case.' °
The most lenient standard of review, the "rational relation-
ship" or "minimal scrutiny" test, presumes the constitutionality
of the challenged state action. As long as the classification bears
some rational relationship to a legitimate governmental interest,
it will be upheld."' This test is often used to determine the con-
stitutionality of social and economic welfare legislation.2
If the governmental classification burdens a suspect class,
such as a class based on race,' alienage,' and ancestry,m the
courts apply "strict scrutiny," and will closely examine the action
217 See, e.g., New England Merchants Nat'l Bank, 556 F. Supp. at 714 (discussing
both equal protection and due process); Kimbrough, 478 F. Supp. at 577 (applying
both due process and equal protection).
218 417 U.S. 600 (1974).
219 Id. at 609.
220 See generally JOHN E. NOWAK & RONALD D. ROTUNDA, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
§ 14.3, at 600-20 (5th ed. 1995).
2 See Ross, 417 U.S. at 615.
22 See id. at 607 (noting that states cannot arbitrarily limit the rights of indi-
gent people while leaving rights of wealthy people untouched); see also Dandridge v.
Williams, 397 U.S. 471, 485 (1970) (stating that the rational basis standard has been
consistently applied to state economic legislation); Williamson v. Lee Optical, Inc.,
348 U.S. 483, 488 (1955) (noting that the Eleventh Amendment is no longer used to
strike down state regulatory laws).
223 See McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184, 192-93 (1964) (applying strict scru-
tiny to invalidate a criminal statute forbidding adultery between individuals of dif-
ferent races).
24 See Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 372 (1971) ("Classifications based
on alienage... are inherently suspect and subject to close judicial scrutiny.").
25 See Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633, 646 (1948) (noting that discrimination
based on the basis of ancestry can only be justified in the most exceptional in-
stances).
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to decide whether or not it is justified by a compelling govern-
mental interest.16  Strict scrutiny is also employed when the
governmental action impinges upon a fundamental right, as dis-
cussed above. 7
Equal protection challenges to mandatory pretrial dispute
resolution have been raised in the medical malpractice context.m
Some argue that no sensible rationale can exist for treating
medical malpractice tort claimants or defendants differently
from other tort plaintiffs or defendants. 9 The cases do not claim
that there is a fundamental right to bring a malpractice case to
trial without complying with required pretrial procedures.20 In
addition, medical malpractice claimants or tortfeasers have not
been classified on impermissible grounds.
Most courts hearing equal protection arguments challenging
mandatory pretrial resolution procedures applied the "rational
basis" test, the most lenient standard of review, in evaluating
the claims."' If the issue addressed "is at least debatable,"=2 and
the legislative remedy is not wholly irrational, the law will be
upheld.ua
In malpractice cases, two of the most common justifications
for the reform legislation included the need to bring medical
malpractice insurance premiums under controlm and to reduce
medical care costs while encouraging the delivery of quality care
22" See NOWAK & ROTUNDA, supra note 220, § 14.3, at 602.
2 See id.; see also supra notes 159-64 and accompanying references.
= See generally supra notes 115-16, 141-51 and accompanying text.
229 See, e.g., Boucher v. Sayeed, 459 A.2d 87, 93 (R.I. 1983) (stating that the dif-
ferent treatment of medical malpractice and nonmedical tort cases is a violation of
equal protection).See Kimbrough v. Holiday Inn, 478 F. Supp. 566, 575 n.20 (E.D. Pa. 1979)
("Cases dealing with arbitration have consistently held that there is no fundamental
right to a jury free from preconditions.").
.' See Prendergast v. Nelson, 256 N.W.2d 657, 667-68 (Neb. 1997) (finding a
rational basis supporting medical malpractice litigation); Eastin v. Broomfield, 570
P.2d 744, 750-51 (Ariz. 1977) (applying the rational basis test to the medical liabil-
ity review panel). But see Galloway v. Baton Rouge Gen. Hosp., 602 So. 2d 1003,
1005 (La. 1992) (analyzing the medical malpractice statute under the strict scrutiny
standard); Attorney Gen. v. Johnson, 385 A-2d 57, 77-78 (Md. 1978) (applying an
intermediate, or means-focused, test).
2' United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 154 (1938).
See id. (upholding the state's power to regulate interstate commerce because
the statue was valid on its face).
"4 See, e.g., St. James Hosp. v. Heckler, 760 F.2d 1460 (7th Cir. 1985)
(discussing a study addressing the important issue of reducing malpractice insur-
ance premiums).
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to the consumer.m Both goals could arguably be advanced by
using screening panels to weed out unmeritorious claims and en-
courage early settlement of valid cases."5 Not surprisingly, the
vast majority of equal protection challenges to the use of arbi-
tration, "mediation," or screening panels in medical malpractice
legislation have failed."7
In Kras, discussed above, the Supreme Court limited the
Boddie holding and upheld a bankruptcy filing fee require-
ment."8 The Court reasoned that obtaining a discharge in bank-
ruptcy was not as important as an individual's associational in-
terests in the creation and dissolution of a marriage.29 The
Court also emphasized the fact that divorce must be granted by
the state and cannot be privately obtained by mutual agreement
of the parties' 0 The appellee in Kras also argued that the filing
fee requirement denied him equal protection of the laws." The
Court rejected this contention, finding that bankruptcy protec-
tion was not a fundamental right, in contrast to rights such as
marriage or free speech, which would require the substantial
counterweight of a compelling governmental interest in order to
justify state infringement." Since the bankruptcy constituted
social and economic welfare legislation, equal protection de-
manded only that it meet the requirements of the rational basis
test. 3 The state aim of offsetting some of the costs of the bank-
ruptcy system was reasonable enough to trump the financial
235See Woods v. Holy Cross Hosp. 591 F.2d 1164, 1167 (5th Cir. 1979)
(indicating the purpose of medical malpractice legislation, which was to lower the
prices of medical malpractice insurance, and thus the financial burden on the con-
sumers, but setting up a screening process and procedural guidelines for all mal-
practice claims).
2s See id. at 1174 (noting that if a screening panel found the defendant doctor
neglient, the defendant would be likely to settle and avoid trial).
2 See id. at 1167; Bernier v. Burris, 497 N.E.2d 763, 774 (III. 1986) (holding
that periodic payment of medical malpractice judgments is supported by rational
basis); Hines v. Elkhart Gen. Hosp., 465 F. Supp. 421, 430 (N.D. Ind. 1979) (holding
that the statute requiring a review board is supported by rational basis), affd, 603
F.2d 646 (7th Cir. 1979). But see Boucher v. Sayeed, 459 A.2d 87, 93 (R.I. 1983)
(holding that, since there was no medical malpractice crisis, medical malpractice
legislation was unconstitutional under rational basis analysis).
28 See supra notes 188-91 and accompanying text (discussing the due process
challenges of Kras).
See United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434, 444-45 (1973).240 See id. at 444.
241 See id. at 446.
242 See id.
24 See id. at 446-47.
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burden placed on the individual debtor.'
D. Substantive Due Process Claims
Some argue that mandatory arbitration or evaluation panels
violate substantive, as well as procedural, due process. Dispute
settlement programs have been classified as economic and social
welfare statutes. In analyzing these statutes the courts have
asked whether any reasonable justification exists for their en-
actment, thereby applying rational basis.2" Thus, the reasons
advanced to justify such programs-generally to reduce costs
and delays-have survived judicial review.2"
A majority of courts have upheld mandatory pretrial pro-
grams designed to encourage settlement and reduce court
caseloads. In the equal protection area, courts defer to the legis-
lative remedies enacted to resolve social and economic problems.
The substantive due process challenges have been upheld based
on similar reasoning. The procedural due process cases explain
the flexibility of the concept, finding that the requirements are
satisfied as long as the litigants are granted a right to a mean-
ingful hearing at a reasonable time, even if pretrial procedures
delay the parties' access to the courts. Programs that impose
significant costs and delays on litigants could be found unconsti-
tutional. This result is particularly likely if the benefits to the
judicial system prove illusory.
E. Required Pretrial Mediation in Divorce and Family Law
Based on the cases discussed above, it would appear that
mandatory divorce and family law mediation programs would be
immune to constitutional challenge. Some courts have upheld
2" See id. But see (Marshall, J., dissenting) (urging that the distinction between
the state's monopoly over divorce and the state's power to enforce the appellee's
debt was essentially meaningless, and explaining that, in both cases, "the role of
Government in standing ready to enforce an otherwise continuing obligation is the
same").
245 See Kras, 409 U.S. at 446 (stating that the applicable standard for economic
and social welfare legislation is the rational basis standard).
245 See Woods v. Holy Cross Hosp., 591 F.2d 1164, 1174 (5th Cir.) (holding that
the plaintiff failed to overcome the presumption of constitutionality attributed to
the statute); Bernier v. Burris, 497 N.E.2d 763, 773-74 (Ill. 1986) (holding due proc-
ess was not violated by periodic payments); Hines v. Elkhart Gen. Hosp., 465 F.
Supp. 421, 434 (N.D. Ill. 1979) (noting that because the right to pursue litigation is
not a fundamental right, statues providing for screening panels cannot give rise to
due process claims).
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mandatory mediation as a precondition to obtaining relief via
court order2 7 Courts have yet to decide whether mandatory
party-paid divorce mediation is constitutional. If faced with the
issue, the courts will need to balance the benefits to both the liti-
gants and society, against the systemic burdens imposed upon
certain individuals. Most of the cases discussed above find that
the potential gains of pretrial dispute resolution or screening
procedures outweigh the extra costs imposed on certain litigants.
The language in Boddie may undermine the constitutional-
ity of mandatory party-paid divorce mediation."5 Mr. Justice
Harlan, writing for the majority, stated,
Our conclusion is that, given the basic position of the marriage
relationship in this society's hierarchy of values and the con-
comitant state monopolization of the means for legally dissolv-
ing this relationship, due process does prohibit a State from de-
nying, solely because of inability to pay, access to its courts to
individuals who seek judicial dissolution of their marriages. 9
The majority emphasized the importance of a reliable, final
means of dispute settlement to the peaceful functioning of soci-
ety.'0 The distinction between family cases and other civil dis-
putes places the petitioner seeking to end a marriage-and faced
247 See In re Marriage of Economou, 274 Cal. Rptr. 473, 486 (Ct. App. 1990)
(stating that the husband's failure to submit to mandatory mediation precluded the
trial court from modifying the visitation order); Kurtz v. Kurtz, 538 So. 2d 892, 894
(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1989) (upholding a procedural rule and administrative order re-
ferring a custody and visitation case to family mediation prior to a court hearing;,
holding that the delay caused by mediation does not contravene the right to access
to the court; and rejecting the appellant's contention that the referral unconstitu-
tionally delegated a judicial responsibility, as the mediation was non-binding);
Stockwell v. Stockwell, 775 P.2d 611, 615 (Idaho 1989) (ordering mediation before
further trial court proceedings); Goldberg v. Goldberg, 691 S.W.2d 312, 316 (Mo. Ct.
App. 1985) (rejecting a constitutional challenge to mandatory mediation on the nar-
row statutory ground that the mandatory provision did not apply to child custody
cases); Schmeiden v. Normand, No. 90-0304, 1991 WL 44596, *1 (Feb. 12, 1991 Wis.
Ct. App.) (refusing to hear a change of child-custody request because the party
failed to submit to preliminary mediation).
A policy of refusal to consider motions to modify custody, in particular, without
compliance with a pretrial mediation requirement, can be criticized if the court fails
to hear cases in which children can be harmed due to the delay. The court needs to
bear in mind its duty to protect the best interests of children. See Stockwell, 775
P.2d at 613.
24 See supra notes 170-79 and accompanying text (discussing the substantive
due process challenge).
249 401 U.S. 371, 374 (1974).
210 See id. at 375 (describing the importance of quasi-judicial offices, in support-
ing due process and other constitutional mandates).
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with unaffordable fees as a prerequisite to seeking relief-in a
position quite similar to that of the criminal defendant, forced to
seek justice in court. Therefore, the state could not monopolize
the means for dissolution of marriage without allowing all citi-
zens access to the required court process.
These Supreme Court decisions indicate that in civil cases,
outside the divorce or family law context, fees imposed on liti-
gants for mandated pretrial dispute resolution efforts are likely
to be upheld, provided the fees are rationally justifiable and do
not operate to totally deprive a litigant of access to the courts."'
The point at which dispute resolution fees become high enough
to be deemed irrational, or to work a sufficient denial of access to
the judicial forum is not clear. The weight of authority, however,
indicates that legislative or other rules mandating parties to pay
neutrals as a precondition to ordinary civil litigation will be
given substantial deference by the courts.
Mandatory party-paid mediation in the divorce and family
law context deserves a closer look. The Boddie case has been
characterized and discussed in ways that suggest there may be a
fundamental right to a divorce, or that people have a
"constitutionally guaranteed right of freedom of choice in marital
decisions." "u When examined closely, these statements prove to
be overbroad. This view of the Boddie decision misconstrues the
grounds on which the opinion was based. Protection of the fun-
damental right of freedom of association both explains the Bod-
die holding and supports concerns about the constitutionality of
mandatory divorce mediation fees.
While the state may be limited in its power to deny compe-
tent, unrelated adults permission to marry,23 it is far less lim-
ited in its power to deny divorce. Modern divorce is a creation of
state statute.2 The grounds for divorce are established by legis-
251 See generally NOWAK & ROTUNDA, supra note 220, § 13.10, at 593.
252 NOWAK & ROTUNDA, supra note 220, § 13.10, at 591. Formulated slightly dif-
ferently, the Boddie decision has been explained as "predicated upon the fundamen-
tal nature of the right to marry or dissolve that relationship." Id. § 14.28, at 802.
2' See, e.g., Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374 (1978) (striking down a Wisconsin
statute prohibiting any divorced resident with children not in his custody from mar-
rying, absent a showing that his child-support payments have been made); Loving v.
Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967) (invalidating a Virginia statute banning interracial mar-
riages as violative of the Fourteenth Amendment).
. See NOWAK & ROTUNDA, supra note 220, § 14.28, at 801-09 (discussing the
Supreme Court's reviews of state laws pertaining to marriage and divorce); see also
ROBERT J. LEVY, UNIFORimi MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE LEGISLATION: A PRELIMINARY
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lation."5 The grounds can be amended, broadened, or constricted
by legislative enactment. In the recent past, most states re-
stricted the availability of divorce by requiring parties to prove
that the marriage partner was at fault for the breakdown of the
marriage."5 If fault could not be proved, or if it was shown that
both parties were at fault, the state could dismiss the divorce
petition and force the parties to stay married. 7 Collusion by
parties who both wished to conceal their mutual fault so as to es-
cape the marriage was also prohibited. 8 Even today, with the
dramatic increase in "no fault" divorce laws, when divorce is
common and liberally granted, the parties must allege some
grounds for divorce. 9 The newer "no fault" laws often permit
divorce when a partner alleges that irreconcilable differences
have arisen, or when the marriage exists in name only, because
the partners have been living separately for a required period of
time.2 60
The Boddie decision is more accurately construed as resting
on the Court's recognition of the right of freedom of association, a
right explicitly guaranteed by the Constitution. 6' In fact, the
Court mentioned that the right to remarry was more important
ANALYSIS 9-12 (1969) (providing early discussion on the traditional differences in
divorce law from state to state, and the need for uniform state legislation).
20 See, e.g., UNIF. MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE ACT §§ 301-16, 402-10 (amended
1971 & 1973); CAL. FAM. CODE § 6, 8 (Deering 1994); N.Y. DOM. REL. LAW §170
(McKinney 1988).
See MARGARET C. JASPER, MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE 15-18 (1994) (noting that
many states retain fault-based divorce actions, notwithstanding the no-fault
"revolution"); LENORE J. WEITZMAN, THE DIVORCE REVOLUTION 15 (1985)
(discussing early departures from the fault-based tradition); Harry D. Krause, Child
Support Reassessed: Limits of Private Responsibility and the Public Interest, in
DIVORCE REFORM AT THE CROSSROADS 166 (Stephen D. Sugarman & Herma Hill
Kay eds., 1991).
257 See WEITzMAN, supra note 256, at 10.
258 See id.
219 See id. at 41-42 (drawing a distinction between "pure" and "hybrid" no-fault
acts and observing that many hybrid acts contemplate a no-fault "marital break-
down" ground for divorce).
210 See id.
261 See NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, 357 U.S. 449, 460 (1958)
(explaining that it "is beyond debate that freedom to engage in association for the
advancement of beliefs and ideas is an inseparable aspect of the 'liberty' assured by
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which embraces freedom of
speech"). See generally Moore v. City of East Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494, 498 (1977)
(indicating "that freedom of personal choice in matters of marriage and family life is
one of the liberties protected by the... Fourteenth Amendment")
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than the right to end an unworkable marriage.262 Within the
context of marriage and family relations, the associational right
is not absolute. It varies with respect to the context and the
public need for intervention. Clearly, Supreme Court jurispru-
dence indicates that the state has limited rights to intervene in
the establishment of family relationships, or in the choices made
regarding conduct within the family.2"
Equally clearly, the state does have power to place limits on
the formation and behavior of families. For example, the state
can deny marriage licenses to individuals within a certain degree
of consanguinity,2 or to people suffering from sexually transmit-
ted diseases, mental illness or incompetence.2" Domestic vio-
lence is subject to both civil remedies and criminal sanctions.266
Child abuse can be a crime.2 7 Neglect, abuse, or inability to
properly care for one's children can warrant state intervention
for treatment or temporary or permanent removal from the fam-
ily.' These invasions of the family unit are justified by the need
to protect the interests of society, the best interests of children,
or victims of violent behavior.
The integrity of the family unit has also been protected by
finding a right to privacy in matters of marriage and the fam-
ily.269  The Boddie Court did not need to invoke this line of
2"' See Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371, 379-80 (1971).
213 See Moore, 431 U.S. at 504-05 (holding that an East Cleveland housing ordi-
nance which had the effect of prohibiting a woman from living with her two grand-
sons was unconstitutional as applied); Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11-12 (1966)
(invalidating a Virginia statute banning interracial marriages).
2'4 See 1 LYNN D. WARDLE ET AL., CONTEMPORARY FAMILY LAW § 2:05, at 23-25
(Supp. 1989).
2 See id. §§ 2:24, 2:47, at 74-76, 143.
See generally Eve S. Buzawa & Carl G. Buzawa, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: THE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESPONSE 54-65 (1990) (discussing the judicial treatment of do-
mestic violence cases).
2 See 3 LYNN D. WARDLE ET. AL., CONTEMPORARY FAMILY LAW § 27:01, at 1
(1988).
2'3 See id. §§ 28:01-28:09, at 1-70.
2' See, e.g., Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 387-89 (1978) (striking down a
Wisconsin statute prohibiting divorced residents with children not in their custody
from marrying); Loving, 388 U.S. at 10-12 (invalidating a Virginia statute banning
interracial marriages); see also Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 485-86 (1965)
(holding that an anti-contraceptive statute violated constitutional protections when
applied to married persons, and that "[tihe very idea is repulsive to the notions of
privacy surrounding the marriage relationship"); Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 539
(1961) (Harlan, J., dissenting) (urging that "a statute making it a criminal offense
for married couples to use contraceptives is an intolerable and unjustifiable invasion
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authority in reaching its decision, as the privacy jurisprudence
deals with behavior within an intact family unit. The creation of
marriage and the filing for divorce are more aptly analyzed by
reference to protected associational interests, since both involve
adjustment of interpersonal relationships.
The application of Boddie's holding and reasoning to the
context of the state mandates that divorcing parties mediate and
pay a fee for the mediation service raises serious questions about
the constitutionality of these practices. Unless Boddie is over-
ruled, it is clear that requiring indigent divorce applicants to at-
tend and pay for mediation would be an impermissible block to
access to the courts. If an individual is too poor to pay a stan-
dard filing fee, it logically follows that he or she will also be too
poor to pay a mediator for services required as a precondition to
a divorce hearing. Since, as Boddie states, a divorce litigant is
unable to privately alter the marital bond, any state practice
that makes the judicial system practically unreachable to the
poor cannot stand.
The Boddie Court's reasoning also affects imposing manda-
tory mediation fees on non-indigent divorce litigants. The Court
noted that precedent established that a facially valid rule can be
unconstitutional as applied to a particular case involving a pro-
tected right.270 The Court stated that in addition to protected
fundamental rights, "the right to a meaningful opportunity to be
heard within the limits of practicality, must be protected against
denial by particular laws that operate to jeopardize it for particu-
lar individuals."271' The Court applied this principle to the issue
of required costs, stating:
Just as a generally valid notice procedure may fail to satisfy due
process because of the circumstances of the defendant, so too a
cost requirement, valid on its face, may offend due process be-
cause it operates to foreclose a particular party's opportunity to
be heard. The State's obligations under the Fourteenth
Amendment are not simply generalized ones; rather, the State
owes to each individual that process which, in light of the values
of a free society, can be characterized as due. 2
of privacy in the conduct of the most intimate concerns of an individual's personal
life").
270 See Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371, 379-80 (1971).
271 Id. (citations omitted).
272 Id. at 380.
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This language indicates that the constitutionality of state-
imposed mediation costs must be examined carefully with re-
spect to their impact upon the litigant's ability to pay them, as a
precondition to access to the judicial machinery needed to obtain
a divorce. Even if a party is not indigent, the imposition of more
than nominal mediation costs could effectively foreclose subse-
quent recourse in the courts.
A recent study defined the minimum adequate wage for a
family of three is more than $25,907 per year."3 This is greater
than the 1998 federally recognized poverty level of approxi-
mately $13,650 per year for a family of three,274 yet it would be
quite difficult for members of a dissolving family making $25,000
per year to hire a mediator, an attorney, or both.
The next question is whether mandatory party-paid family
mediation outside the divorce context could present constitu-
tional dilemmas. For example, child custody and visitation dis-
putes can arise as a post-divorce matter, and can involve parents
who were never married to one another. Are mandated fees in
these cases immune from attack merely because the required
filings are not for divorce? Or, stated differently, is the termi-
nation alone the area of family law protected by due process?
By analogy, the answer should be no. Both critical under-
pinnings of the Boddie decision are present in non-divorce family
cases concerning children. First, parents are not always free to
resolve their controversies over their children themselves. 5
Second, the parent-child relationship involves constitutionally
protected associational interests. 6
See Darrel Rowland, Study: Job Outlook Poor for Welfare Recipients,
COLUMBUS DISPATCH, July 29, 1997, at 3C, available in 1997 WL 12513302.
' See Peter Behr, By the N&umbers: Rising Above the Poverty Line, WASH. POST,
Jan. 11, 1999, at F31, available in 1999 WL 2193268; 1998 Federal Poverty Guide-
lines- http//aspc.os.dhhs.gov/poverty/98fedreg.htm.See Ford v. Ford, 371 U.S. 187, 193 (1962) (indicating the issue of child cus-
tody should not "be left to the discretion of parents").
2 See Santosky v. Kramer, 455 U.S. 745, 747-48 (1982) (holding that "[b]efore a
State may sever completely and irrevocably the rights of parents in their natural
child, due process requires that the State support its allegations by at least clear
and convincing evidence"); Stanley v. llnois, 405 U.S. 645, 658 (1972) (holding that
an Illinois act declaring unwed fathers unfit parents, without a fitness hearing, was
violative of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment); EVA R.
RUBIN, THE SUPREME COURT AND THE AMERICAN FAMILY. IDEOLOGY AND ISSUES 184
(1986) (noting that various constitutional issues, including freedom of association,
arise when judges decide cases involving child care and new types of living ar-
rangements).
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As a practical matter, a married couple or unmarried par-
ents can separate and privately arrange for the children's resi-
dency and future parent-child contact. The state, however, is not
bound by any private agreement. Private parties cannot divest
the state of its parens patrie power to protect the best interests
of children.277 When parents cannot agree on the care of their
children, the state has the right to step in and impose terms of
custody on them.278
Family relationships, other than those between husband and
wife, involve the types of fundamental associational interests
crucial to the Boddie holding. A parent's interest in the love and
companionship of the child has long been recognized in the law. 9
The child's reciprocal interest in the love, guidance, and eco-
nomic support of his or her parents is so obvious that it war-
rants no further elaboration. These needs remain long after the
breakup of the child's parents, regardless of whether the parents
are married. Few ties in our society are as important as these.
Supreme Court cases such as Stanley v. Ilinois,' highlight
the importance of the parent-child bond, noting that due process
protections apply to these relationships. 1  In that case, the
Court concluded that a state law, which created a presumption
that unwed fathers were unfit, was violative of due process re-
277 See Rabuse v. Rabuse, 231 N.W.2d 493, 495 (Minn. 1975) (citing Anderson v.
Anderson, 109 N.W.2d 571, 575 (Minn. 1961)) (asserting the court's power to provide
for the care of children when parents are living apart).
278 See Anderson, 109 N.W.2d at 575 (noting the court has "the right to make
provisions for the custody and maintenance of minor children").
279 See, e.g., Alexander v. Whitman, 114 F.3d 1398-99 (3d Cir. 1997) (quoting
Green v. Bittner, 424 A.2d 210, 211 (N.J. 1980) (stating that " 'the jury should be
allowed, under appropriate circumstances, to award damages for the parents' loss of
their child's companionship ... as well as the advice and guidance that often ac-
companies it'") (emphasis added), cert. denied, 118 S. Ct. 367 (1997); see also Yako
v. United States, 891 F.2d 738, 747 (9th Cir. 1989) (concluding that under Alaska
law, a parent may be allocated damages based upon the loss of love and companion-
ship of a child) (emphasis added); Scott v. United States, 884 F.2d 1280, 1282 (9th
Cir. 1989) (recognizing a parent's claim for damage to the parent-child relationship);
Ueland v. Reynolds Metal Co., 691 P.2d 190, 197 (Wash. 1984) (holding that "a child
has an independent cause of action for loss of love, care, companionship, and guid-
ance of a parent tortiously injured by a third party"); Wycko v. Gnodtke, 105 N.W.2d
118, 122 (Mich. 1960) (recognizing that an individual member of a family can be
measured by his or her "value" or "the value of mutual society and protection, in a
word, companionship") (emphasis added).
m 405 U.S. 645 (1972).
28' See id. at 658.
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quirements.' Based on this analysis, mandated party-paid
mediation in family conflicts, outside divorce cases, can also pose
constitutional problems. Indigents cannot be forced to pay for
such services. If mediation fees were to become extremely high,
even those litigants who are not indigent could successfully ar-
gue that the high fees present a bar to ready access to the courts.
IV. POLICY ISSUES CONCERNING COURT-ANNEXED MEDIATION
A policy that is constitutional is not necessarily also wise.'
While the law might allow courts to order non-indigent domestic
relations litigants to attend and pay for mediation sessions
against their will, there are a number of policy reasons for
adopting an approach that encourages public financial support of
institutionalized dispute resolution.
First, all members of society should have equal access to
programs that are deemed important enough to warrant either
officially encouraged or mandatory participation. If mediation is
valuable for individuals or society, or for both, it should be made
easily available to all, not just those parties who can pay for it.
Litigants should not be excluded from mediation due to lack of
the necessary funds to pay for the process. The decision to ex-
clude parties should be based on evidence that participating in
mediation is likely to be detrimental to these parties, rather
than on financial evidence. One way to achieve this goal would
be to exclude persons due to case characteristics, such as a his-
tory of domestic violence.
A close examination of the benefits and costs of mediation
can help determine if its advantages to litigants and the courts
are substantial enough to encourage broad public participation.
Proponents of mediation have advanced many justifications for
promoting its use.' The use of mediation is justified in many
232The case also stands for the proposition that as the family unit dissolves,
constitutional privacy interests decline, permitting the state to assert its authority
over~arental choices. See id.
See Bernier v. Burris, 497 N.E.2d 763, 769 (Ill. 1986) (citing In re J.S., 469
N.E.2d 1090 (1984)) (declaring that the court's task "is limited to determining
whether the legislation in question is constitutional, not whether it is wise as well").
28 See Patricia L. Franz, Habits of Highly Effective Transformative Mediation
Program, 13 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 1039, 1061-62 (1998) (citing ROGERS &
MCEWEN, supra note 4, § 6.04, at 15 (Supp. 1996)) (noting that proponents of man-
datory mediation justify the costs of a mediation program because of the diminished
caseload in the courts); id. at 1056-61 (discussing pragmatic and social benefits of
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settings, including the areas of family and divorce mediation.'
Empirical research has begun to test the validity of some of the
theoretical hypotheses set out in support of mediation.
This Article presents the findings of a new empirical re-
search project examining three different models of divorce me-
diation in three different Ohio court systems (the "Descriptive
Study")." 8 All of the court systems studied encouraged settle-
ment of contested custody cases, but each court approached this
goal in different ways. In both the Toledo (Lucas County) and
Columbus (Franklin County) metropolitan areas, divorcing par-
ents were encouraged to resolve child custody issues by partici-
pation in face-to-face negotiations guided by a trained mediator.
The Cincinnati area (Hamilton County) domestic relations court
encouraged settlement through the more traditional means of
conducting a custody investigation and evaluation of both par-
ents, culminating in a recommendation that one parent be cho-
sen over the other as the custodian. The court did not officially
encourage parties to try mediation.2 7
The Toledo domestic relations court established its internal
mediation, such as efficiency and creative problem-solving and noting the appropri-
ateness of mediation for child custody and domestic relations cases); Jeanne Fuller
& Rose Mary Lyons, Mediation Guidelines, 33 WILLAMETTE L. REV. 905, 909-11
(1997) (listing some of the advantages of mediation, such as a more manageable
court docket, lower costs for indigent parties, parent interaction in planning and ne-
gotiating, increased compliance with agreements or orders, and opportunities for
personal growth); ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, §4.4, at 41 (discussing various
groups' objectives in mediation, such as accessibility and promotion of personal or
business values); id. § 5.04, at.17-18 (discussing policy objectives for and against
mediation).
For example, it is advantageous to use mediation in a situation where divorce
or custody are at issue, there is danger of violence or other forms of abuse, and
when a quick resolution is critical to the well-being of the parties involved. See
Fuller & Lyons, supra note 284, at 905-07. The time advantage that can be gained
through the use of mediation is highly valuable. See id. at 906. Another reason me-
diation is a good fit for the resolution of divorce or custody cases is that it empowers
the parties. See id. at 907. Because we are dealing with family law, feelings, rather
than just facts, become central to conflict resolution. See id. Allowing the parties to
work through their problems on their own provides for individualized agreements
that may be more beneficial than those reached after lengthy court proceedings. See
id.
2'8 See Descriptive Study of Children, supra note 50 (compiling data on divorce
mediation in the Ohio counties of Lucas, Franklin, and Hamilton); see also OHIO
REV. CODE ANN. § 3109.052 (Anderson 1996 & Supp. 1997) (allowing courts to order
parents to mediate disputes in accordance with the procedures adopted by the court
or by local rule).
See Descriptive Study of Children, supra note 50, at 14.
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divorce mediation program by training its court employed coun-
selors as mediators.' The court used no formal guidelines gov-
erning referral of cases to mediation. Referrals, however, were
not made in a random manner. There were a number of ways for
a case to be referred to mediation. The parties to a divorce or
post-divorce child-custody dispute could be referred to mediation
by a domestic relations judge or referee-either sua sponte or af-
ter a request for a referral by a party's attorney-by a court
counselor, or through self-referral. Since the court counselors
had many duties in addition to mediation, not all parents in
conflict over their children could be seen for mediation. 9
In about half the cases referred for mediation, when the par-
ents were at court for another matter the mediator conducted a
brief, fifteen-minute orientation to the mediation process. The
parents then had the option of refusing to participate. A number
of parties, however, agreed to attempt mediation of the substan-
tive issues involved in their dispute. In the other half of the
cases, the parties were called and scheduled for a ninety-minute
mediation session. This initial session included an orientation
and subsequent discussion of the issues in dispute. Either party,
or the mediator, could withdraw from or terminate mediation at
any time following the initial session. Participants were not re-
quired to give a reason for terminating mediation. Mediation
could also end by agreement between both parties and the me-
diator.20
The court counselors observe that a high percentage of the
parties referred to mediation were involved in difficult custody or
visitation disputes. While the Descriptive Study defined
"contested" cases as those containing conflicting requests for cus-
tody by both parents at the pleading stage, it seemed that the
parties seen by the Toledo mediators had serious disputes over
the care of their children. Cases involving competing custody
claims made primarily for tactical reasons would likely avoid re-
ferral to mediation.2'
In the Toledo study, mediation services were provided free of
charge, regardless of the parties' ability to pay. Court research
indicates that many of the parties served by the mediation pro-
2"' See id. at 8.
289 See id.
m See id at 8-9.
29 See id. at 9.
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gram were in lower income groups.2"
In the Columbus area, parents involved in child-custody dis-
putes were required to attend a free mediation assessment and
education session conducted by a court-employed mediation co-
ordinator. In new divorce filings, a court referee usually referred
the parties for assessment at the time of the temporary orders
hearing. If a party filed a post-decree request for a change of
custody or visitation, the parties were referred to the coordina-
tor. The coordinator interviewed each parent separately to edu-
cate them about the mediation option, stressing the benefits to
both parents and children of settling the dispute amicably and
without litigation. Unless the interview revealed a history of se-
vere domestic violence, child abuse, or chronic alcohol or drug
abuse, the coordinator strongly encouraged the parties to at-
tempt mediation. In practice, very few cases were found unsuit-
able for mediation.29
Although the mediation assessment was mandatory, actu-
ally participating in mediation was not. Parties were referred to
private mediators if they wished to attempt to settle their dis-
pute out of court. The court maintained a roster of divorce me-
diators approved by its accreditation committee. The pool of
mediators was comprised primarily of lawyers, psychologists,
and social workers. Each parent was given a list of all the court-
approved mediators.2"
If the parents in a custody dispute decided to try mediation,
it was generally their responsibility to hire and pay the private
mediator. About two or three organizations and three individu-
als provided mediation on a sliding fee scale, with the charge de-
termined by the income of the parties. Each mediator also
agreed to provide free services to a maximum of three indigent
couples per year. Additionally, the Columbus Legal Aid Society
provided some free mediation to income-eligible couples. 5
In contrast, the Cincinnati family court had no court-related,
structured mediation program.' Mediation was entirely volun-
tary. If parents wanted to try mediation, they had to act on their
m See id. at 8-9; Memorandum from Paul J. Langevin to Michele MacFarlane,
Judge Galvin, and Judge Yarbrough (Jan. 15, 1992) (on file with author)
[hereinafter Memorandum from Paul J. Langevin].
See Descriptive Study of Children, supra note 50, at 10.
2' See id.
2'5 See id.
29 See id. at 11.
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own to seek out a private mediator in the community.2
According to statistics maintained by the court, custody was
disputed in approximately 10% of all divorce filings involving
minor children. As in Columbus and Toledo, the Cincinnati
court, upon review of affidavits submitted by the attorneys, could
issue temporary orders covering custody, support, and other fi-
nancial issues.28
Contested custody cases involving children under the age of
12 were referred to the court's investigators for evaluation and
recommendations, after payment of a $75 fee. The court em-
ployed five masters-level social workers as investigators. When
an investigation was requested, a pretrial conference-attended
by both parties' attorneys and the judge-was scheduled for the
time that the investigation should be completed. The investiga-
tion usually required approximately three months. Preferably, a
temporary custody order was in place before the case was re-
ferred to investigation, but this was not always the case. 9
The investigator began by seeing both parents together. In
this session, the court's social workers encouraged the parties to
settle the case. Very few parents were referred to mediation at
this point. Some, however, were sent to a psychologist or mar-
riage counselor. Next, the evaluator conducted one to three in-
terviews of each parent to obtain a psychosocial history, discuss
child-care arrangements, inquire about the parent's plans if he
or she was awarded custody, and to screen for any mental health
problems. The parents completed questionnaires. The counselor
then saw the parents and children together, followed by visits
with each child alone, and then with each parent and their chil-
dren, separately. The evaluator could also conduct announced or
surprise home visits.3"
In addition to the contact with the family members de-
scribed above, the investigators contacted the children's teachers
and counselors for information about the children's adjustment.
The investigators could also send for reports from hospitals, pro-
fessionals, the police department, and the welfare department.
At times, parties were referred for psychological evaluation.
Statements from two witnesses chosen by the parents were also
9 See id.
23 See id.
2' See id. at 11-12.
See id at 12.
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obtained. At the close of the evaluation, the investigator submit-
ted a custody recommendation to the court. The parties could
then choose to abide by the recommendation or pursue litiga-
tion.301
The study has two phases. Initially, in the fall of 1991,
questionnaires were sent to a sample of 522 divorce litigants in
the three counties. Information was also gathered from the
court files. The information was initially analyzed and discussed
in the Descriptive Study. In the spring and summer of 1993,
questionnaires were sent to parties in an additional sample of
300 cases in Franklin and Lucas counties. Cases from Hamilton
County were omitted from the second sampling due to the very
low use of mediation in that court system. The new information
was added to the data initially analyzed in the Descriptive
Study. The results of the entire study are presented in this Ar-
ticle.
None of the three court systems that were studied forced
parties to mediate at their own cost.3 °2 Some of the information
collected in the Descriptive Study sheds light on the jurispru-
dential implications of mandatory party-paid mediation. In ad-
dition, each model illustrates the shortcomings and strengths of
the different court systems. This information can aid program
designers in structuring mediation systems that best meet the
individual goals of each court system.
Previous mediation research projects have compared the
process and outcome of mediation solely to adjudicated cases.
That format sets up a false dichotomy, as the vast majority of all
civil cases, including divorce, are resolved through negotiation
rather than litigation. The Descriptive Study, however, polled
the parties' perceptions of mediation and compared that with at-
torney and party-negotiation, and with traditional adjudication.
Survey respondents were asked a number of questions re-
garding their satisfaction with both the process and outcome of
the various methods of dispute resolution used during family
court proceedings. Parties were also asked a number of ques-
tions regarding their children's health and behavior before, dur-
80' See id. at 11-12.
3' In Toledo, the service was free. See id. at 8. In Columbus, the parties were
assessed for mediation and could then find and pay a private mediator if they chose
to do so. See id. In Cincinnati, the court encouraged settlement and then recom-
mended one parent as custodian. See id. at 8. Thus, there was no need for payment.
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ing, and after the divorce. Those parties that used mediation
were more likely to respond to the survey.
The research revealed that processing divorce cases involves
a complex mix of procedures. It is not a simple, linear process.
One case can, and often does, encompass court hearings, nego-
tiation, and mediation. These steps in the process of resolving
the dispute could occur in any order. Information regarding the
settlement process allows description and comparison of various
modes of dispute processing. Out of all the respondents, 45.4%
reported that they participated in some type of court hearing
during the processing of their divorce and custody cases. The
high number of reported court hearings likely include hearings
held shortly after filing for divorce to establish temporary orders
for child custody and support. Some hearings could be post-
settlement proceedings to obtain court approval of the agree-
ment. Others are likely to reflect contested custody trials. The
vast majority of the survey participants report that they even-
tually settled their contested custody matter. There were 16.7%
that stated they settled their case through mediation and 26.7%
settled through attorney negotiations. Respondents reported
significant use of direct spouse-to-spouse negotiation, settling
29.3% of the cases this way. Another 6.7% of the cases were re-
solved when the other spouse dropped the request for custody.
In addition, 6.7% stated they did not settle. The settlement
mode could not be clearly categorized for the remaining 14% of
the sample. Resolution of contested divorce and custody matters
seems to be achieved by the interrelationship of a number of
processes. Therefore, it can be difficult to attribute a certain
hoped-for outcome, such as benefit to the children, to only one
process, such as mediation.
Proponents of mediation have advanced a number of justifi-
cations for its broader use. Critical analysis of these rationales
can either weaken or add support to the move for expansion of
mediation programs, particularly in the court context. It can
also shed light on the question of who should pay for mediation-
the parties or the public in general-by identifying the major
beneficiaries of mediation.
One persuasive reason for divorce and custody mediation is
that civilized settlement of family disputes will inure to the
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benefit of children.c3' This theory is based upon the substantial
body of knowledge showing that high levels of conflict between
divorcing parents is associated with poor post-divorce adjust-
ment of the children. If parents can amicably settle their disa-
greements concerning custody, visitation, and care of the chil-
dren, children will fare better in adjusting to divorce,
particularly when compared to children whose parents are un-
able to resolve their conflicts voluntarily.
3 4
Obviously, for children who have experienced their parents'
divorce, improved adjustment is a benefit to society as a whole,
as well as to the parents and children. Better-adjusted children
are less likely to need mental health treatment,3 ° less likely to
engage in anti-social behavior"° or have trouble in school,3" and
are more able to form stable families of their own when they be-
come adults. 8
Gathering support for the supposed positive effects of me-
diation on children has proven difficult. Mediation is a brief,
problem-solving intervention that takes place between the par-
ents. If it is used, mediation is a small factor amid the chaos and
disruption a divorce proceeding causes in the lives of all the par-
30 For a discussion of the relation between family turmoil and children's behav-
ioralproblems, see generally Interparental Conflict, supra note 8, at 313-14.
3 See id. at 325 (suggesting that mediation could reduce conflict).205 See RENEGOTIATING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, supra note 8, at 202 (reporting
that children of divorced parents are more likely to seek therapy than children of
married parents).
m See Interparental Conflict, supra note 8, at 314 (noting that studies show
that children from broken homes have conduct problems); see also RENEGOTIATING
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, supra note 8, at 209 (noting that disobedience, aggression,
and conduct problems are more linked to divorce than fear, depression, and low self-
esteem); MARRIAGE, DIVORCE, AND CHILDREN'S ADJUSTMENT, supra note 8, at 51-54
(discussing conduct problems) (1988); Cummings, supra note 8, at 976 (explaining
that children are sensitive to others' anger, as evidenced by studies on marital dis-
cord); Guidibaldi et al., supra note 8, at 142 ("Children of divorce have consistently
been found to perform more poorly on a wide variety of social, academic, and physi-
cal health criteria.").
"07 See Interparental Conflict, supra note 8, at 316 (mentioning a study that
found boys' problems in school were related to marital turmoil).
308 See RENEGOTIATING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, supra note 8, at 204 (stating
that experiencing a parents' divorce increases the chance that the child's own mar-
riage will end in divorce); JUDITH WALLERSTEIN & SANDRA BLAXESLEE, SECOND
CHANCES, MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN A DECADE AFTER DIVORCE 15 (1989)
(positing that children of divorced parents "may recreate the kinds of traumatic re-
lationships that they witnessed in their parents' marriage"); id- at 54 (stating that
"many who experienced divorce as children are entering adult heterosexual rela-
tionships with the feeling that the deck is stacked against them").
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ties, including the children. In addition, the Descriptive Study
shows that mediation is often only one out of several alternate
resolution methods used during the course of a divorce case
through the courts. When parents begin to live apart, children
often change neighborhoods and schools.3" Children have less
contact with the absent parent, who is usually the father.30
Most children live primarily with their mother after divorce."'
Even today, ten years after the implementation of federally-
mandated reforms in child support calculations and collections
designed to help women and children escape poverty after di-
vorce, women and children still experience a decline in economic
well-being following a parental breakup, while the economic
situation of fathers usually improves.3' These dramatic life
changes make the task of isolating and measuring the effects of
divorce mediation on children very complex.
One study of eight to ten-year-old children found no differ-
ences in behavior and adjustment whether parents mediated or
litigated.313 Other studies lend encouragement to the use of me-
diation. One study found that children of parents who used me-
diation were more involved in school and performed better aca-
demically when compared to the litigation group.3 4 Another
study found that children of mediated divorce seemed better-
adjusted, and that their parents were less hostile to each other. 5
See WALLERSTEIN & BLAKESLEE, supra note 308, at 9 (stating that children
are "uprooted").3lO See RENEGOTIATING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, supra note 8, at 210 (discussing
children's relationship with a non-residential father).3" See id. at 196 (reporting statistics that show mothers usually gain custody of
their children upon family dissolution).
2 See id at 213-14 (discussing economic effects of divorce on mothers, children,
and fathers); Jessica Pearson, The Equity of Mediated Divorce Agreements, 9
MEDIATION Q. 179, 195 (1991) [hereinafter The Equity of Mediated Divorce Agree-
ments] (stating that women suffer financial hardship following divorce regardless of
the forum in which divorce agreements are generated); Advisory Committee on
Women in the Courts, Report on the Financial Impact of Divorce in Rhode Island 23
(1993) [hereinafter Advisory Committee Report] (noting that men "fare better after
divorce than do custodial parents and their children and may even experience im-
proved standards of living.").
313 See Pearson & Thoennes, supra note 4, at 9, 23.
314 See Donald E. Stull & Nancy M. Kaplan, The Positive Impact of Divorce Me-
diation on Children's Behavior, 18 MEDIATION Q. 53, 57, 58 (Winter 1987)
(comparing the behaviors of children in mediated and nonmediated groups following
divorce, and concluding that children in the nonmediating group were "more likely
to engage in delinquent behavior").
3' See Gary Paquin, Protecting the Interests of Children in Divorce Mediation,
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A third research project perceived improved parental relation-
ships among the mediation participants in the year following the
divorce. 16 It found that better cooperation between the parents
could result in better outcomes for the children. 17 The difference
between the mediation and adjudication groups did not persist at
the two-year post-divorce mark."'
It may be that parental perceptions of their children's ad-
justment differ, depending on whether they engage in voluntary
or mandatory mediation. Entirely voluntary private mediation
tends to attract well-heeled, better-educated parents.3 9  These
parents are more apt to perceive their spouse as honest and fair-
minded than are individuals choosing an adversarial divorce
process."'O They will tend to have a positive outlook with respect
to their children's adjustment. In contrast, when parents are
enmeshed in difficult disputes, children are more likely to suffer,
and parents may well be more apt to be blind to the child's dis-
tress. Recent anecdotal reports from mediators indicate that
courts tend to refer parents with high levels of interpersonal
conflict to mediation. 2' Further research needs to be done to
gauge the effectiveness of different types of mediation in various
populations.
The three above mentioned empirical studies compared par-
ties in mediation to parties who adjudicated their cases. Cases
settling in negotiations were omitted from the research, although
negotiation is an important, heavily used dispute resolution
method. In theory, disputing parties voluntarily reach agree-
ment in negotiations. An amiable settlement process may ar-
guably lead to more positive outcomes for children than adjudi-
26 J. FAM. L. 279, 303 (1987-88) (citing Bahr, An Evaluation of Court Mediation: A
Comparison in Divorce Cases with Children, 2 J. FAM. ISSUES 39 (1982)) (discussing
benefits of divorce mediation and the positive outcome it has on children).
16 See Joan B. Kelly, Parent Interaction After Divorce: Comparison of Mediated
and Adversarial Divorce Processes, 9 BEHAV. SCI. & L. 387, 393 (1991).
317 See id. at 396-97 (recognizing the benefit of writing a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding in mediation agreements because it provides parents with a forum to
deal with the children's developmental and economic needs).
318 See id. at 397.
See Joan B. Kelly & Lynn L. Gigy, Divorce Mediation: Characteristics of Cli-
ents and Outcomes, in MEDIATION RESEARCH, supra note 4, at 263, 266.
820 See id. at 269.
321 See Keynote Address by John M. Haynes and Address by Isolina Ricci, state
coordinator of California's mandatory divorce mediation programs, given at the An-
nual Conference of the Academy of Family Mediators, Falmouth, MA, July 1997
(unpublished speeches, in the author's files).
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cation, although significant measurable outcomes may not be
readily identifiable.
Some experts suggest that successful mediation can help di-
vorcing parties handle future disagreements more produc-
tively.3" This effect could also lead to improved adjustment for
the children. In addition, post-decree litigation rates might de-
crease if parents are able to negotiate productively between
themselves, without requiring recourse to the courts. If that is
the case, the beneficiaries of mediation will include the parents,
their children, and the court system.
There are research results that provide support for the hy-
pothesis that divorce mediation reduces relitigation, at least for
half a year after divorce,3" although relitigation rates even out
after around five years.324 Early decreases in relitigation support
the use of mediation because less expressed conflict during the
initial divorce period can be psychologically beneficial to the
children.3" However in the long run, reduced relitigation rates
do not necessarily reflect a benefit of mediation. In fact, in-
creased relitigation may be desired. For example, many media-
tors encourage parents to frequently review child care and cus-
tody arrangements to ensure that the plan is working well and to
make adjustments as indicated.2 Flexibility can be valuable
and relitigation may be necessary to adjust to new circum-
stances.
In addition, though mediation promises a more detailed par-
enting plan than one achievable through "overworked courts,"327
' See Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 107 (describing that "[olne un-
stated goal of mediation is to teach skills to parties that will help them settle future
disputes without assistance from the court").
See Linda E.G. Campbell & Janet R. Johnston, Impasse-Directed Mediation
with High Conflict Families in Custody Disputes, 4 BEHAV. SCI. & L. 217, 238 (1986)
(reporting that between 70% and 75% of families in the individual and group me-
diation services maintained their agreements and did not return to court).
24 See Jessica Pearson & Nancy Thoennes, Mediation in Custody Disputes, 4
BEHAV. SCI. & L. 203, 211-12 (1986) (noting that on the issues of custody and visi-
tation there is no evidence of reduced litigation after four to five years, but there is
also no evidence of mediated agreements breaking down).
'2 See Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 100 (noting that the initial divorce
period is "psychologically crucial" to the parties involved).
'2 See, e.g., Ellsworth v. Ellsworth, No. C-970916, 1998 WL 892139, at *2 (Ohio
Ct. App. Dec. 24, 1998) (interpreting an agreement to determine which parent had
the rght to choose the school his or her child attended).
See Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 96 (noting that while mediation
provides detailed and structured custody and visitation agreements, it is the par-
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this does not automatically mean that lawyers and the court sys-
tem can be avoided. In order to make a revised agreement en-
forceable, parents usually need a lawyer to draft and file the
terms of the new arrangement with the court.3" For reference
purposes, courts may require a motion for modification to be filed
along with the new court order. Researchers must count such
motions when calculating relitigation rates, even though the
motions are totally uncontested. Thus, merely counting the
number of post-decree motions, and equating low numbers with
mediation success can be misleading.
Furthermore, at least at first blush, it is not reasonable to
expect that engaging in mediation will teach parties better in-
terpersonal negotiation skills. First, direct negotiation skills dif-
fer from mediation skills.29  Even assuming that parties can
learn a significant amount by modeling, they are exposed to a set
of skills in mediation that are different from those used in direct
negotiation. Second, the focus of mediation is on problem-
solving, not skill-building.330 Despite the fact that mediation
does not focus on teaching negotiation skills, parties who react
positively to their experiences in mediation may be more likely to
voluntarily pursue mediation to settle post-decree disputes.
Over time parties may develop increasingly effective negotiating
techniques on their own, incidental to the prolonged period of
ents who are responsible for determining the best interests of the child and for car-
rying out the decisions made).28 See Richard Chernick, Successfully Concluding a Mediation and Creating an
Enforceable Settlement Agreement, in Alternative Dispute Resolution: How to Use It
to Your Advantage, A.L.I.-A.B.A., Dec. 12-13, 1996 at 515, 519 (1996) (discussing
methods to adequately enforce settlement agreements); see also Susan C. Zucker-
man, Enforceability of Settlement Agreement, DISP. RESOL. J., Aug. 1998, at 93
(noting that the Minnesota Civil Mediation Act requires a statement in a settlement
agreement that the parties acknowledge the agreement to be binding and that ab-
sent such express provision, the settlement agreement is not enforceable).
m See James H. Stark, Preliminary Reflections on the Establishment of a Me-
diation Clinic, 2 CLINICAL L. REV. 457, 459 (1996) (stating that "generic
[negotiation] skills may take on a somewhat different coloration in the idiosyncratic
context of mediation practice"); see also Paul F. Devine, Note, Mediator Qualifica-
tions: Are Ethical Standards Enough to Protect the Client?, 12 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L.
REV. 187, 204-07 (1993) (discussing specialized skills and statutory requirements
that must be met by mediation lawyers in general, family lawyers in particular).
"o See Kathy Kirk, Mediation Training: What's the Point, Are the Tricks Really
New, and Can an Old Dog Learn?, 37 WASHBURN L.J. 637, 650 n.64 (1998) (noting
that "[tihe major underpinnings [of mediation] are communication, negotiation, and
problem solving"); see also Stark, supra note 329, at 475-76 (discussing the impor
tance of problem-solving in mediation resolutions).
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parental interaction required by mediation.
Compliance with mediated agreements compares favorably
to compliance with court decrees.33' The data supports the hy-
pothesis that direct involvement in the settlement process re-
sults in greater commitment to the agreed upon resolution.
Thus, better compliance rates should result in fewer ongoing
post-divorce conflicts. This can benefit divorcing spouses and
their children from both an economical and a psychological
standpoint. Courts will also benefit if less litigation is required
to enforce agreements or decrees.
Mediation advocates suggest that reaching a divorce settle-
ment in mediation, rather than through the adversarial system,
will save money for the parties. Studies of several programs
have documented cost savings to parties.3 2 One American study
showed that, compared to mediation, divorce fees were 28% to
48% higher for parties who used the traditional adversarial
model.3" A British study was less sanguine concerning costs to
parties, however, finding that in some cases costs for parties who
settled in a conciliation process were higher."
The studies that found cost savings were generally con-
ducted in jurisdictions that follow a "non-lawyered" model of
mediation, in which lawyers do not usually attend actual media-
tion sessions. Recently, a persuasive argument was advanced in
favor of direct attorney attendance at mediation sessions as a
'*' See Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 99-100; Mediation in Custody
Disputes, supra note 324, at 211; Jessica Pearson & Nancy Thoennes, Mediating
and Litigating Custody Disputes: A Longitudinal Evaluation, 17 FAM1. L.Q. 497, 510
(1984).
Stephen J. Bahr, Mediation Is the Answer: Why Couples Are So Positive
About this Route to Divorce, FAA1. ADVO0., Spring 1981, at 32, 34 (1981); Jessica
Pearson, Family Mediation, in NATIONAL SYMPOSIUI ON COURT-CONNECTED
DISPUTE RESOLUTION RESEARCH, A REPORT ON CURRENT RESEARCH FINDINGS-
IMPLICATIONS FOR COURTS AND FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS 51, 62 (Susan Keilitz ed.,
1994 Pearson & Thoennes, supra note 4, at 9.
See The Equity of Mediated Divorce Agreements, supra note 312, at 193. The
differences in cost were most extreme for parties mediating in the private sector.
See id.
3 See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 5, §6:03, at 10 n.34 (reporting findings of
ANTHONY OGUS ET AL., REPORT OF THE CONCILIATION PROJECT UNIT, UNIVERSITY
OF NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE TO THE LORD CHANCELLOR ON THE COSTS AND EF-
FECTIVENESS OF CONCILIATION IN ENGLAND AND WALES 349 (1989), that divorce
conciliation" 'involves significant net addition to the overall resource cost [both for
parties and for the state] of settling disputes'" (alterations in original)). Differences
between the American and British legal systems must be taken into account in com-
paring study results.
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way of ensuring fairness, as is routinely the practice in civil case
mediation.335 If attorneys do begin to attend sessions, the effects
of mediation on party costs will have to be reexamined. It is un-
known how much time lawyers spend in their reviewing capac-
ity, as opposed to the time spent in attending the sessions, so it
is not immediately apparent how much billable time attorneys
attending mediation sessions would acquire.
The justification offered for mandating mediation has been
that the process promotes judicial economy.336 Theoretically, if
cases awaiting trial can be diverted through settlement, backlogs
will be reduced and cases that cannot-or should not-be settled
will go to trial more quickly. Cases that do not require trial will
also save the cost of providing the services of a presiding judge.
Attempting to document cost savings for the court system, how-
ever, is difficult. Before evaluation can begin, a number of pre-
liminary questions must be answered about which costs to con-
sider and how to compare these costs between the mediation and
,37trial scenarios.
In the domestic relations context, establishing court-
annexed mediation programs increases costs to the justice sys-
tem.3 8  Even if use of a mediation program is extensive enough
to reduce the number of contested court hearings required, more
cases are continually filed, and there is always more work wait-
ing for judges. It is to be expected that a heavily used mediation
program will help speed up the handling of cases that are not
sent to or settled in mediation rather than those that are.
Current data indicates that cases sent to mediation tend to
be resolved more quickly than traditionally handled cases. 9 The
"3 See McEwen et al., supra note 30, at 1375-78.
'36 See David S. Winston, Note, Participation Standards in Mandatory Media-
tion Statutes: "You Can Lead A Horse to Water....", 11 OHIO ST. J. ON DIsp. REsOL.
187, 190-91 (1996) (reporting that mandatory mediation may reduce both the cost
and the time necessary to reach settlement); see also Maggie Vincent, Note, Manda-
tory Mediation of Custody Disputes: Criticism, Legislation, and Support, 20 VT. L.
REV. 255, 290 (1995) (noting the potential for "significant savings of courts' re-
sources" through the use of mandated mediation, but stating that participants can
revert to the adversarial process if unable to reach agreement).
33 See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, § 6:15, at 40 (questioning whether and
how to factor in costs such as mediation staff training, postjudgment enforcement
and the cost of the courthouse itself).
338 See id. § 6:03, at 10 n.34 (citing a "fivefold increase" in costs associated with
implementing a mandatory mediation program in Maine).
See Craig A. McEwen, Evaluation of the ADR Pilot Project: Final Report 7-9
(1992) (reporting the timeliness of cases send to ADR); NANCY H. ROGERS & CRAIG
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ability to speed up settlement time benefits parties in particular
and the court system in general. Faster case processing benefits
parties in many ways. For example, discovery costs may be cur-
tailed for the litigants, due to the informal discovery process of
many mediations. Further, the emotional strain that protracted
litigation exerts on the clients can be reduced. Additionally,
courts would benefit from reduced delays, thus improving the
public's perception of the justice system.
Delays and continuances often pose hidden attorney fee
costs to the parties. When a case has been dormant, the attor-
ney needs to refresh his or her recollection prior to the next court
appearance. This is true with all litigation, but it is particularly
problematic in the context of family law. The domestic relations
attorney is constantly aiming at a moving target. The factors
influencing the outcome of a domestic case change continuously,
due to the major life changes caused by family dissolution.
Whenever resolution of a family case is delayed, the lawyer must
gather new information and adjust the prior preparation done
for the case in order to address the changed circumstances."
Unless the attorney charges a flat fee, additional preparation
costs the client money. Thus, there are many ways that settling
a case early through mediation can control costs for the parties.
Earlier settlement and the consequential avoidance of delays
and continuances prevents unnecessary work for judges in the
future. Once a case is resolved by a mediated agreement, the
judge is free to turn her or his attention to the next matter or to
devote more time to the cases remaining on the docket.
Mediation can result in benefits other than avoidance of de-
lays and costs. First, process satisfaction studies show that,
compared to trial, mediation receives high marks from partici-
pants." ' Thus, mediation may be an effective problem solving
C. MCEWEN, MEDIATION: LAW, POLICY & PRACTICE § 4:04, at 17-18 (Supp. 1998)
(noting that cases sent to ADR settled at least 40% more quickly than non-mediated
cases); Pearson, supra note 332, at 7-8.
'40 Of course, this constant change also creates the need for much post-divorce
litigation over modifications of child support, custody, visitation, and alimony.
31 See Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 98-99; see id. at 98 n.7 (citing
Margaret Little et al., A Case Study: The Custody Mediation Sources of the Los An-
geles Conciliation Court, 23 CONCILIATION CTS. REV. 1, 9-10 (1985); A. Elizabeth
Cauble et al., A Case Study: Custody Resolution Counseling in Hennepin County,
Minnesota, 23 CONCILIATION CTS. REV. 27, 27-35 (1985); Eleanor Lyon et al., A Case
Study: The Custody Mediation Services of the Family Division, Connecticut Superior
Court, 23 CONCILIATION CTS. REV. 15, 23 (1985) (reporting that 81% of survey re-
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tool, at least for some parties. The favorable reports returned by
mediation users do not dissipate when the parties are required
to participate. 2 The litigants seem to be able to distinguish be-
tween pressures to attend mediation and pressures to settle.
Concerns about tainting mediation-a voluntary settlement
process-by coerced attendance, have no evidentiary basis.'
Similar to voluntary mediation, mandatory mediation participa-
tion also results in acceptable settlement rates, generally rang-
ing from 40% to approximately 75%.m
The Descriptive Study results suggest additional reasons to
make divorce and family mediation widely available and afford-
able. Prior studies of divorce mediation have primarily con-
trasted mediation with adjudication only. The Descriptive Study
compared process satisfaction measures for mediation to attor-
ney-negotiated settlements and direct party-to-party negotiation,
as well as to adjudication. The reported indicia relating to satis-
faction varied noticeably across settlement modes.
Of the seventy-six survey respondents reporting they had
used mediation, twenty-two stated they reached agreement in
mediation. Of this group, 72.7% agreed or strongly agreed with
the proposition that they were satisfied with the outcome of me-
diation. Furthermore, 18.2% disagreed or strongly disagreed
with that proposition, and 9.1% were undecided. Also, 68.2%
agreed that the outcome of mediation was close to what they
wanted, while the rest disagreed with that statement. The re-
spondents who did not settle in mediation were dissatisfied with
the mediation's outcome. They stated that the outcome-non-
settlement-was not close to what they wanted. Therefore,
when people mediate, they want to arrive at a resolution and are
disappointed when they do not. In the group of respondents not
spondents who settled were pleased, and half of the respondents who did not settle
were glad they tried mediation)); Jessica Pearson & Nancy Thoennes, A Preliminary
Portrait of Client Reactions to Three Court Mediation Programs, MEDIATION Q.,
Mar. 1984, 21, 32 (1984) (noting a "high degree of user satisfaction" even among
those that did not reach an agreement); Pearson & Thoennes, supra note 324, at
205; Pearson & Thoennes, supra note 331, at 505.
342 See Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 99-100 (explaining higher compli-
ance rates with mediation agreements rather than court decrees).
See Campbell & Johnston, supra note 323, at 238 (reporting that families
reached agreements following the impasse model of mediation); Cauble et al., supra
note 326, at 33; Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 106; Kelly & Gigy, supra note
319, at 273.
3" See supra note 316.
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using mediation, 29.6% settled through attorney negotiations
and 30% reported reaching agreement by direct party negotia-
tion. Furthermore, 7% did not settle, and 23.9% responded that
the spouse had dropped the custody request or that they had
reached agreement using another method.' The only clearly
identified method 46 of settlement receiving high marks was di-
rect negotiation with the spouse. Of the survey's respondents,
69.2% said the outcomes were satisfactory and close to their de-
sired result. Conversely, attorney-negotiated settlements did not
fare particularly well with the respondents. Two-thirds disa-
greed or strongly disagreed with the statements that the out-
come was close to what they wanted and that they were satisfied
with the outcome. Only 23.8% agreed the outcome of the lawyer
negotiation was close to what they wanted, and one-third were
satisfied with the outcome.
Mediation and party negotiations are the two settlement
processes directly involving the disputants in the search for
agreement. The high satisfaction levels resulting from these
methods support the theory that direct participation in the
search for resolution is important in generating participants'
perceptions that the process is fair and just. 7  Court policies
should encourage greater party participation in dispute resolu-
tion methods.
The Descriptive Study also demonstrates that parties are
much more likely to participate in mediation when their attor-
neys endorse the process. Of the respondents who had met with
a mediator, fifty-three of the seventy-six respondents, or 69.7%,
stated that their attorneys had encouraged mediation. Twelve
respondents were undecided on this question, and only 14.5% of
the respondents met with a mediator when their lawyers did not
support mediation. Attorneys opposing mediation would be well-
advised to reconsider their opinions, given the comparatively low
One "non-mediation" respondent reported settling in mediation and being
satisfied with the outcome. This individual likely filled out the wrong portion of the
questionnaire.
84 Eleven of the 17 people who settled when the spouse dropped the request for
custody or who settled through "other" means were happy with the outcome. In to-
tal, nine respondents said their spouse gave up the custody demand.
247 See Rosalie R. Young, The Search for Counsel: Perceptions of Applicants for
Subsidized Legal Assistance, 36 BRANDEIS J. FAM. L., 551, 561 (1997-1998)
(referring to TOM R. TYLER, WHY PEOPLE OBEY THE LAW 126 (1990)) (noting that a
sense of involvement is important in evaluating fairness).
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satisfaction ratings for lawyer-negotiated agreements. Courts
wishing to launch successful mediation programs also must gain
support from members of the local bar.
A number of commentators have opposed divorce and cus-
tody mediation out of fear that women will be at a bargaining
disadvantage in negotiations with their former partners. 8 As a
result of their weaker position, women may be pressured into
settling on unsatisfactory terms. 9 The data from the Descrip-
tive Study does not support the fears that women feel disadvan-
taged in mediation.
Individuals answering the questionnaire ranked proposi-
tions on a scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disa-
gree." In the group attending mediation, 80.9% of the women
and 69% of the men agreed or strongly agreed that they received
the opportunity to tell their side of the story. Also, 61.7% of
women and 75.9% of men agreed that they participated in many
discussions of the case. Women were more apt than men to
agree that the sessions focused on problem-solving: 51.1% to
34.5%. Women were somewhat more inclined to agree with the
statement that the discussion was thorough in mediation, with
48.9% agreeing or strongly agreeing, 12.8% undecided, and
38.3% disagreeing. Men were evenly divided in ranking the
thoroughness of the issues discussed, with about one-third
agreeing, one-third disagreeing, and one-third undecided on this
measure. The majority of both women, 66%, and men, 62.1%,
agreed that the mediator conducted the sessions fairly. Regard-
ing perceptions that the mediator pressured settlement, 46.8% of
the women disagreed or strongly disagreed, 23.4% were unde-
cided, and 29.8% agreed. Figures for the men were quite similar:
41.4% disagreed that the mediator pressured them to settle,
'4 See Hon. Anne Kass, Women and Mediation, in FAIRSHARE: THE MAT-
RIMONIAL LAW MONTHLY, Aug. 1992 at 23, 23 (discussing the argument that women
are disadvantaged in mediation); see also Cynthia Grant Bowman & Elizabeth M.
Schneider, Feminist Legal Theory, Feminist Lawmaking, and the Legal Profession,
67 FORDHAM L. REV. 249, 269 (1998) (commenting that women are often disadvan-
taged by informal processes such as mediation) (footnote omitted).
'9 See, e.g., Penelope E. Bryan, Killing Us Softly: Divorce Mediation and the
Politics of Power, 40 BUFF. L. REV. 441, 445 (1992) (postulating that mediation em-
powers only the already more powerful husband); Trina Grillo, The Mediation Al-
ternative: Process Dangers for Women, 100 YALE L.J. 1545, 1549 (1991) (observing
that mediation, as practiced, fails to live up to the benefits promised and "can be de-
structive to many women"); Silberman & Schepard, supra note 7, at 406 (stating the
concern of women's groups that women are disadvantaged by custody procedures).
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26.6% were undecided, and 31% agreed. Satisfaction with the
mediation's outcome did not differ by gender. Both sexes were
usually pleased when they reached an agreement in mediation
and displeased when settlement proved elusive. Women tended
to be somewhat more likely than men to report that the out-
comes of mediation were close to what they wanted, 41.3% to
21.4%. Again, this measure was more closely correlated with
reaching settlement than with any other factor.
Concerns about the inequality of bargaining power in divorce
and custody mediation between men and women increase sub-
stantially when women have been the victims of domestic vio-
lence." In response, almost all states mandating or permitting
mediation have enacted legislation exempting battered women
from family mediation.35' Since reliable estimates place the inci-
dence of domestic violence in at least 50% of the cases, 2 these
policies will exclude from mediation half the divorce and custody
cases entering the courts.
As previously noted, a Columbus mediation program coordi-
nator individually screened litigants to determine whether or not
to recommend mediation. Mediation was thought to be contra-
indicated in cases with histories of severe domestic violence,
child abuse, and chronic drug and alcohol abuse. In practice,
very few cases were found to be unsuitable for participation in
mediation. The Toledo mediators unofficially lobbied against
judicial referral to mediation of cases involving domestic vio-
lence. Many of the custody disputes sent to mediation did in-
volve spousal abuse issues. The Descriptive Study does not con-
firm the fears of critics that battered women, in general, are
' See Grillo, supra note 349, at 1561-62; Silberman & Schepard, supra note 7,
at 408-09; David B. Chandler, Violence, Fear & Communication: The Variable Im-
pact of Domestic Violence On Mediation, MEDIATION Q., Summer 1990, at 331, 334;
Linda K Girdner, Mediation Triage: Screening for Spouse Abuse in Divorce Media-
tion, 7 MEDIATION Q., Summer 1990, at 365; Barbara J. Hart, Gentle Jeopardy: The
Further Endangerment of Battered Women and Children in Custody Mediation, 7
MEDIATION Q., Summer 1990, at 319.
See Alison E. Gerenscer, Family Mediation: Screening for Domestic Abuse, 23
FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 43, 43-69 (1995-1996). See generally National Center on Women
and Family Law, State Laws Exempting Battered Women from Mediation (1993).
'2, See Renee M. Yoshimura, Recent Development: Empowering Battered Women:
Changes in Domestic Violence Laws in Hawaii, 17 HAWAII L. REV. 575, 576 (1995)
(citing that 50% of all women have or will suffer from domestic violence); Holly
Joyce, Mediation and Domestic Violence: Legislative Responses, 14 J. AM. ACAD.
MATRBIONIAL L., 447, 449 (1997) (same).
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detrimentally impacted by participation in mediation. Overall,
58.7% of the respondents, including 20% of the men, reported
violence in the home ranging from some to a great deal. Of the
women, 26.7% reported high levels of domestic violence before
the divorce, rating the degree of severity at six or seven on a
scale of one to seven. The scale ranges from one, representing no
violence, to seven, which indicates a great deal of violence. Of
the women reporting very high levels of abuse, 90% felt they had
the opportunity to tell their side of the story in mediation. Also,
70% stated that it was their choice to go to mediation, although
half felt pressured to attend. Similarly, 70% said they partici-
pated thoroughly in the mediated discussions, and 60% did not
feel hurried in the process. Half the abused women reported
that the discussions focused on problem-solving, 30% were un-
decided, and 20% disagreed. In addition, 70% said discussion of
the issues was thorough, and 80% felt the mediator conducted
the sessions fairly. Furthermore, 60% disagreed or strongly
disagreed with the statement that they felt pressured to settle in
mediation. There was also no correlation between satisfaction
with the outcome and the presence of domestic violence in the
home. Of the women reporting high levels of family violence,
60% were encouraged by their attorneys to use mediation, and
40% of these women said mediation helped them reach settle-
ment on contested issues. Overall, women who came from very
violent homes reported slightly more favorable impressions to-
wards mediation than women reporting a range of none to mod-
erately high levels of domestic abuse. These differences, how-
ever, were statistically insignificant.
Process satisfaction reports from domestic violence victims
using mediation compared favorably with similar measures re-
lating to attorney-negotiated settlements. In the group of
women who reported high levels of violence and who did not
mediate, 63.6% disagreed or strongly disagreed with the state-
ment that they participated thoroughly in the discussions. More
women reported feeling pressure to settle outside mediation than
in mediation.
The Descriptive Study's findings are consistent with prior
reports that found no correlation between the existence of do-
mestic violence and satisfaction with or pressure to settle in
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mediation.' One study found that 45% of abused women, and
40% of women reporting no abuse, felt empowered by media-
tion.'
Impasse is more common in domestic violence cases, indicat-
ing that walking away from the table, rather than giving in, is
often the reaction to power imbalances." To date, research
provides no strong empirical support for policies fostering the
blanket exclusion of all domestic violence cases from mediation.
Some cases, however, do present significant power imbalances
that can cause bargaining inequality. 6 Moreover, mediation in
some domestic violence cases can endanger the victim's safety by
facilitating the abuser's access to her."5 7 Physical abuse is not
the only factor that can lead to bargaining imbalances, and thus,
the presence or absence of domestic violence is too crude a
screening measure for evaluating mediation programs. Instead,
mediators must assess the parties' ability to meaningfully en-
gage in negotiations on a case by case basis. Parties should be
able to opt out of mediation when there is cause for concern.
Additionally, mediation programs can screen for significant
power imbalances, address safety issues, provide training on
domestic violence issues, use shuttle negotiation instead of direct
party negotiation where indicated, and provide victims with in-
formation about community resources. 8
Women reporting domestic violence can also reach agree-
ment on custody disputes through direct negotiation with their
spouses. This settlement mode has received high marks, both
"" See Barbara Davies et al., A Study of Client Satisfaction with Family Court
Counseling in Cases Involving Domestic Violence, 33 FAM. & CONCILIATION CTS.
REV. 324, 324-41 (1995); Jessica Pearson & Nancy Thoennes, Divorce Mediation Re-
search Results, in DIVORCE MEDIATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE 429, 440 (Jay Fol-
berg & Ann Milne eds., 1988); NANCY THOENNES ET AL., EVALUATION OF THE USE OF
MANDATORY DIVORCE MEDIATION 75 (1991).
See THEONNES ET AL., supra note 353, at 75-76.
See id.
This bargaining inequality can also affect the results of other settlement
mechanisms, not just mediation. See Andree G. Gagnon, Ending Mandatory Divorce
Mediation for Battered Women, 15 HARV. WOMEN'S L.J. 272, 274-75 (1992) (arguing
that mandatory mediation is not appropriate for divorce cases which follow acts of
domestic violence, due to the resulting lack of equality in bargaining power and lack
of mutual cooperation between the parties).
f See id. at 276.
2" See Pearson, supra note 7, at 30-31; Joanne Fuller and Rose Mary Lyons,
Mediation Guidelines, 33 WILLAM ETTE L. REV. 905, 924 (1997) (setting guidelines
for mediation to correct power imbalance).
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from abused wives and from women who reported no violence.
Clearly, not all women feel a need to cut off all contact with a
former spouse. Adherence to such assumptions places all abused
women into a single group and ignores evidence suggesting that
there is much variability among abused women as a class.
In order to determine whether there was a statistically sig-
nificant correlation between marital conflict and the settlement
success/failure rate of mediation, the Descriptive Study also ex-
amined levels of conflict before, during, and after the divorce. If
couples reporting high interpersonal discord settle significantly
less often in mediation than couples reporting little overt dis-
sension, screening for conflict could help discern which couples
are more-or less-apt to benefit from mediation. Efficient
screening will enable the courts to allocate resources more effec-
tively.
Unfortunately, as with domestic violence, research on con-
flict levels compiled in the Descriptive Study provides no easy
answers to the screening dilemma. Overall, 65%, of respondents
reported experiencing very high levels of interpersonal conflict
before the divorce, six or seven on a scale of one to seven points,
with the vast majority of those reporting high conflict choosing
number seven. Furthermore, 14.5% reported low conflict, and
20.4% reported moderate-three to five-levels of dissension. Of
individuals settling their disputes in mediation, 76% grouped
themselves in the highest pre-divorce conflict sector. Of respon-
dents settling by attorney-negotiation, 70% were similarly situ-
ated, and 52% of divorcing parties settling the custody dispute
between themselves reported very high occurrences of pre-
divorce disagreement.
Conflict levels reportedly increased during the divorce proc-
ess. Still, 92% of the parties settling in mediation claimed mem-
bership in the highest conflict group. Of the ten people reporting
that they were unable to reach agreement in their custody dis-
pute, eight claimed that the level of disagreement during the di-
vorce was quite high. Since 75.8% of the total sample so re-
ported, this difference is not at all significant.
For most parties, conflict levels decreased noticeably after
resolution of the divorce issues. Roughly one-third of the re-
spondents placed themselves in each category, ranging from low
to high rates of continuing tension with the former partner. In-
terestingly, six of the ten respondents reporting failure to settle
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continued to rate post-divorce conflict as very high.
In sum, the new research indicates that simple self-reports
of high frequencies of disagreements are too unsophisticated a
measure to be useful in screening potential clients for mediation.
Couples who feel that it is not possible to speak civilly with each
other may actually find mediation beneficial. The same holds
true for many individuals in relationships marred by domestic
violence. Our results fail to support critics' fears that women
will generally feel disadvantaged in mediation. In addition, the
respondents indicated high levels of satisfaction with the media-
tion process. Mediation compared favorably not only with adju-
dication, but also with attorney-negotiation. The conjunction of
several factors upholding the benefits of mediation supports
policies encouraging open access to mediation.
Both past and current research indicates that both litigants
and the court system can benefit from the establishment of
court-annexed, mandatory mediation programs.359 Mandatory
participation significantly increases the number of cases medi-
ated. The numerical increase benefits individuals by increasing
access to a process that many find to be more satisfactory than
traditional negotiation and adjudication. Mediation may also re-
duce the parties' emotional and financial tolls.360 When media-
tion succeeds in resolving conflict, it ameliorates some of the
emotional trauma of divorce. In addition, early settlement can
reduce expense and anxiety. Although there is no conclusive
evidence establishing a causal relationship between successful
mediation and children's post-divorce adjustment, there is also
no evidence that successful mediation has an adverse effect on
children.
The court system also benefits from mandatory mediation.36'
" See Clement & Schwebel, supra note 5, at 95, 96 (noting various advantages
of divorce mediation).
See Allan Wolk, Divorce Mediation: Today's Rational Alternative to Litiga-
tion, DISP. RESOL. J., Jan.-Mar. 1996, 39, 41 (noting that mediation can help level
the playing field in emotionally unstable relationships and that it is more cost effec-
tive than alternative adversarial procedures).
2"1 See Dana A. Gaschen, Note, Mandatory Custody Mediation: The Debate Over
Its Usefulness Continues, 10 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 469, 481-82 (1995) (noting
several studies that demonstrate the advantages of mediation to the court system);
see also Rudolph J. Gerber, Recommendation on Domestic Relations Reform, 32
ARIZ. L. REV. 9, 16-17 (1990) (indicating that participants in the mediation process
are "less likely to bring post-divorce disputes back into the legal system because
they have a sense of fairness and self-determination") (footnote omitted).
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The research data compiled in the Descriptive Study indicates
that cases that initially seem inappropriate for mediation, such
as those involving high levels of party conflict and violence, can
turn out to be a good fit for the process. Parties experiencing
high levels of conflict would be unlikely to voluntarily explore
mediation, understandably, due to the belief that it would never
work. High use and reasonable settlement rates can help divert
many difficult, emotionally charged contested custody cases from
trial to mediation-a forum capable of being more responsive to
the parties' needs. Greater compliance with settlements, re-
duced relitigation, and earlier settlement help streamline court
dockets. Additionally, providing a service that is generally well
received by the parties, and is often viewed as superior to attor-
ney-negotiated settlements and adjudicated outcomes, enhances
the public's perception of the justice system.
However, mandatory divorce mediation also carries costs for
courts and litigants. Although participants invest time and ef-
fort in mediation, settlement cannot be guaranteed. If a court
stays the adjudicatory process during mediation, the parties may
incur delays and inconvenience in attaining a final resolution. In
addition, many jurisdictions recommend or mandate party-paid
mediation, causing litigants to bear the financial burden. Courts
also incur costs in establishing mediation programs. The costs
are literally limited to time and money; but, as the truism states,
time is money. Administrative time, money, and effort are ex-
pended in setting up and running any type of court-annexed pro-
gram. Oversight is necessary when any new program is inte-
grated into established court procedures. Financial costs arise
when mediators are paid by the court. These costs can be sub-
stantial.
On balance, the potential benefits of the increased use of
mediation outweigh the costs. Although both litigants and
courts stand to gain from mediation, courts are the major bene-
ficiaries of court-annexed, mandatory mediation. If this were not
the case, courts would be satisfied providing the option of totally
voluntary mediation and requiring nothing more. The push for
greater implementation of mandatory mediation is therefore
coming from the courts.
Once policy makers decide to require divorce and custody
mediation, the next question is how to fund such court-annexed
programs. As discussed above, courts have tried several ap-
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proaches to institutionalizing mediation." Some jurisdictions
hire and pay mediators, either as employees or independent con-
tractors." Others use a combination of approaches to funding,
providing free services to the indigent and partially subsidized
services to others." Another group of jurisdictions place the
costs directly on the litigants, with no provision for public sup-
port of mediation programs.3"
In theory, different referral and payment schemes should re-
sult in different patterns of litigant use based on relative income.
The Descriptive Study allowed formulation and testing of as-
sumptions about the impact various funding options have on ac-
cess to mediation services. Consistent with prior evidence, we
hypothesized that when mediation is completely voluntary, the
middle class and relatively well off are likely to choose that op-
tion, whereas lower income couples would be less likely to seek
mediation.366 If the data supported uneven access favoring the
wealthy, critics would be justified in fearing that the poor would
be relegated to operating in an underfunded, overburdened pub-
lic court system.
We also assumed that courts, such as those in Columbus,
that officially encourage, but do not require parties to try me-
diation through private providers, should expect to see uneven
patterns of mediation use, depending upon the availability of
truly affordable services for participants at all income levels. As
with completely voluntary mediation, we expected the relatively
affluent to try mediation fairly frequently. The very poor may
also be more capable of trying mediation when, in order to be in-
cluded on a court referral list, mediators must agree to provide
pro bono services to the indigent. Absent a coordinated effort to
: See supra notes 73-104 and accompanying text (noting the various methods
courts throughout the country have utilized in attempting to institutionalize me-
diation).
2 See supra notes 97-98 and accompanying text.
"4 See supra notes 86-98 and accompanying text.
2 See supra notes 73-85 and accompanying text.
4 See Felice D. Perlmutter, Divorce Mediation in Family Service Agencies,
MEDIATION Q., Fall 1987, at 17. A study of not-for-profit family service agencies of-
fering divorce mediation found that most clients were middle class and above. Of the
mediation group, 77.2% had joint incomes in excess of $25,000 per year, although
the agencies would generally be expected to serve members of a lower economic
class. See Pearson & Thoennes, supra note 5, at 14 (indicating that "as long as it
remains a voluntary procedure, mediation will be most widely used by couples with
relatively high socioeconomic standing")
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provide free services, however, the demand for services by the
poor might not be fully met by volunteers. The indigent divorce
litigant generally has a difficult time retaining legal representa-
tion.6 7 If official encouragement of mediation increases, similar
difficulties in obtaining free dispute resolution services may rea-
sonably be expected to develop.
We also hypothesized that court encouragement of privately
paid mediation would result in lower levels of use among mem-
bers of lower income groups. Individuals who are above the pov-
erty level, but whose incomes are not high enough to allow for
much discretionary spending before a family breakup, are seri-
ously strained by the costs of divorce. When the basic necessities
of life are barely within reach, mediation fees are likely to be
perceived as an unaffordable luxury.3" In sum, this type of court
program will foster reasonably high levels of participation by the
very poor and the relatively comfortable, but will lower rates of
use among the lower middle class and the working class.
Finally, we believed that courts offering free family media-
tion could expect to see relatively equal rates of use by members
of all income groups. When programs are supported by public
funds, mediation costs would not be a deterrent to use. Litigants
in all socioeconomic groups would be able to access mediation
easily.
In the Descriptive Study, questionnaires were mailed to a
random sample of divorcing couples identified through court rec-
ords. Almost all survey respondents disclosed their annual in-
comes. Income information was also collected for 413 individuals
from required financial disclosure forms in court files.
The court files showed that 57.6% of the individuals in the
random sample earned less than $20,000 per year, while the re-
maining 42.4% earned in excess of that figure. Gender differ-
ences were quite clear. Of the women, 76.6% earned less than
$20,000 annually, while only 39.6% of the men were in this rela-
tively low-income bracket. Accordingly, 60.4% of the men, but
only 23.4% of the women, earned over $20,000 per year.
7 A recent study found that 35.3% of indigent individuals seeking subsidized
legal assistance needed help with family law problems. This was the area most in
demand, with public benefits issues ranked next at 23.5%, and housing at 13.7%.
See Young, supra note 347, at 582 (table 6).
38 Programs offering sliding fee scales for mediation could help ameliorate the
financial strain on this group, if fees are sufficiently low.
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The respondents from Hamilton County, which relied on the
parties to seek out and pay for private mediation on their own,
rarely tried mediation. From a sample group of seventy-three
cases, only eight respondents reported using mediation. These
findings confirm prior research showing low use when mediation
is completely voluntary. In addition, these few cases also reveal
that the people choosing voluntary mediation were predomi-
nantly from higher income levels. Six of the ten mediation par-
ticipants had incomes of over $26,000, and five of these reported
individual annual incomes of more than $30,000. Three respon-
dents with incomes of $10,000 to $15,000 per year used media-
tion. One was the spouse of a respondent earning more than
$30,000 per year. Another was the spouse of an individual
earning between $21,000 and $25,000, giving this couple a com-
bined annual income between $31,000 and $40,000.
These results must be interpreted with caution, as the re-
sponse rate was quite small. In addition, the survey respondents
tended to have higher incomes, on average, than the sample as a
whole. Of Hamilton County residents answering the question-
naire, 55% earned more than $20,000 per year, compared with
only 42.4% of the entire group studied. Even so, these new
findings support prior research evidence. A system relying on
private, party-paid mediation alone can anticipate generally low
rates of use, with the predominate use being made by relatively
economically privileged parties.
The data from Lucas County, where the court provided free
mediation, showed even patterns of mediation use across all in-
come levels. Internal court research indicated that many lower
income individuals received mediation services. The mean an-
nual income for women in mediated divorce cases was only
$12,320 while men's mean earnings were $25,487. In post-
divorce mediation cases, women earned a mean yearly income of
$12,624, and men earned $20,924.39 Court records show that
12% of the initial sample of sixty-four Lucas County cases were
referred to court-annexed mediation. The limited number of
court-employed mediators placed artificial constraints on the
number of cases that could be referred to the program. This
phenomenon illustrates a potential problem with inadequately
funded court based programs.
2 See Memorandum from Paul J. Langevin, supra note 292.
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Franklin County's system of mediation education and as-
sessment and referral to private mediators resulted in higher
use of mediation. Court records revealed that, of the 124 Colum-
bus area cases included in the first sample, the parties in fifty-
eight cases tried mediation. This relatively high percentage
demonstrates a possible benefit to this model. The court records
also indicate that income level may affect the willingness of par-
ties to attend court-recommended but privately paid mediation.
The data indicates that, after assessment, 80% of Columbus-area
fathers and 79.5% of mothers agreed to attend mediation, re-
gardless of annual earnings. Fewer parents, however, actually
attended mediation. The dropout rate among men was consis-
tent regardless of income level. The differences among women
are more striking. While 74.1% of the mothers in the subset
earned less than $20,000, and almost 80% agreed to mediate,
only 50.8% participated in mediation. Of the 25.9% of mothers
that earned more than $20,000 per year, 82.6% agreed to try
mediation, and 77.3% actually did mediate. The number of par-
ticipants in the Descriptive Study was small, and thus the sta-
tistics cannot be considered particularly reliable. The prelimi-
nary findings are intriguing and worthy of further study. The
low-income mothers, most of whom can safely be presumed to be
the primary custodial parent even while the divorce is pending,
may have desired mediation but could not afford the service. In
general, though, when all respondents were grouped together,
the small dip in the rate of mediation use by members of the
lower income groups was not statistically significant.
A number of factors other than individual income can influ-
ence the affordability of mediation for a divorcing couple. As
shown in two of the cases from Hamilton County, total family in-
come for some couples may be relatively high even when one
spouse has little or no income. Total disposable family income is
likely to be more important in the decision to use mediation than
is the income of only one former partner. Other members of the
low-income group could have felt sufficiently committed to the
mediation process to pay the fees, despite the difficulty of pay-
ment. Since mediation in Columbus was not mandatory, people
could easily opt out of the process. Some organizations provided
divorce mediation on sliding fee scales based upon income.37
370 During the times covered by the Study, Crittenden Family Services provided
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This option may have mitigated the financial strain for some
low-income couples choosing mediation, but did not completely
eliminate the disparity in the rates between actual use of me-
diation and agreements to use the process shown by the De-
scriptive Study. We were not able to assess the degree to which
financial concerns were a factor in the decision not to participate
in mediation. It is sensible, however, to assume that costs were
a factor in a respondent's decisions to use or avoid mediation. In
a study of voluntary, private divorce mediation with fees set ac-
cording to income, the main reason given by participants for
dropping out of mediation was the cost."'
The Columbus model carries additional risks. Courts suffer
when litigants are dissatisfied. Another recent study of the Co-
lumbus divorce mediation program examined here shows that
mediation participants were more likely to be satisfied with their
mediators if they did not experience problems with the fees they
were charged.372 If parties felt the mediation sessions had value,
they were more apt to tolerate the added expense. Where the
parties did not comprehend the purpose of mediation, the costs
were more likely to come under attack. For example, one re-
spondent stated, "The cost is expensive with attorney fees and
mediation. And it can get out of hand. But now that I under-
stand that we might be able to agree on what's in the children's
best interest, then it's worth the trouble and expense."73 An-
other dissatisfied respondent wrote, "This is a bunch of bull. I
have to pay all this money [for mediation] and I have to pay my
lawyer too."" Although mediation was theoretically voluntary
in the Columbus program, this comment also reflects the per-
ception that attendance was mandatory. This belief could have
increased this respondent's frustration.7 ' If a quality mediation
program had been provided at public expense rather than party
mediation based upon a sliding fee scale. Community Mediation Services of Central
Ohio provided both free and sliding fee services, but this organization was not listed
on the court's referral list. A few individuals also charged fees based on income.
37 See Kelly & Gigy, supra note 319, at 274.
m See Bryce F. Sullivan et al., Parties' Evaluations of Their Relationships with
Their Mediators and Accomplishments in a Court-Connected Mediation Program, 35
FAM. & CONCILIATION CTS. REV. 405,414 (1997).
M Id. at 415.
74 Id. (alteration in original).
m One referee required parties in contested custody cases to attend mediation
if the case was found suitable by the assessment coordinator.
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expense, these expressions of concern about cost and correlative
dissatisfaction with the court system could have been avoided.
It has been suggested that, to mediate seriously, parties to
mediation must have a financial stake in the process. 76 Our
data does not support this contention. There was no significant
difference in settlement rates between the free program in
Toledo and the party-paid program in Columbus. Party payment
also failed to correlate with the efficient use of time in mediation.
The cases in Toledo took somewhat less time, on average, to re-
solve or terminate than did Columbus area cases involving
hourly fees. 77 Toledo respondents were no more likely to report
feeling rushed in mediation than were the other respondents.
In sum, the low rates of mediation use experienced in the
Hamilton County court system serves no one's best interests. In
contrast, the Toledo program helped parties who would not oth-
erwise have entered mediation attain satisfactory settlements in
a number of cases. None of the litigants incurred costs for par-
ticipating in mediation, and access was even across all income
levels. Due to insufficient staffing, however, not all suitable
cases were referred to mediation. The Columbus program was
certainly cost-effective, since only one employee staffed the pro-
gram. It also had relatively high rates of use and settlement, but
still did not reach all the suitable cases or serve all the parties
who expressed an interest in mediation. In addition, some liti-
gants were dissatisfied with the cost of attending mediation,
even though some free and sliding fee services were available.
None of the three courts studied had devised a perfect system,
but none had chosen the easy option of mandating mediation at
party expense.
Serious concerns arise when courts mandate party payment
for mediation. This approach risks creating untoward pressures
on the participants to settle. The extra monetary demands come
at a time when the parties are under financial strain caused by
the need to set up two households on an income formerly used to
'7 See Kimberlee K. Kovach, Costs of Mediation: Whose Responsibility?,
MEDIATION Q., Fall 1997, at 18 (stating that some attorneys in Texas view the
"settlement week" process, in which lawyers volunteer to mediate or facilitate set-
tlement, less seriously than cases in which the mediator is paid).
3n We do not have an explanation for the difference. Perhaps most of the Co-
lumbus cases involved both financial and custody issues, while the Toledo media-
tions remained focused on custody issues only. Perhaps the Toledo cases were more
complicated, and reached impasse sooner.
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support one. In addition to the fiscal pressure caused by the
breakup, a parent with serious custody disputes is likely to feel a
need to hire an attorney. The added expense of a mediator's
service compounds the parties' economic woes. After paying for
an unsuccessful mediation, litigants may agree to terms they
dislike, because they will be unable to pay for litigation or attor-
ney negotiations. Such pressured settlement may not ade-
quately respond to the merits of the case or the needs and inter-
ests of the children involved. The agreement may break down
more easily than a settlement that is not the product of financial
constraints. The parties may be less committed to carrying out
the terms of a settlement when it is perceived as expeditious
rather than wise.
It would be naive to presume that monetary considerations
do not influence parties to settle outside mediation. For exam-
ple, many divorce cases settle through attorney negotiations.378
Particularly when bargaining becomes protracted, party costs in-
crease and may encourage the less financially resilient party to
agree to an unwanted settlement. This result is no improvement
over pressured settlements in mediation, and mediation presents
a discrete, additional expense for the parties. Empirical re-
search indicating that parties may save money by mediating, or
spend no more to mediate and then litigate, is likely to seem too
abstract and theoretical to reassure the parties and influence
them to reject unacceptable settlements.
Jurisdictions mandating party-paid mediation need to be
particularly concerned about the effect of the policy on women.
As discussed above, 79 some court systems requiring party pay-
ment assess the fees equally between the parties. The Descrip-
tive Study clearly shows that female divorce litigants earn sig-
nificantly less than their former husbands.380 Most mothers will
be the primary custodial parent. 1' Child support payments do
378 See MARRIAGE, DIVORCE, AND CHILDREN'S ADJUSTMENT, supra note 8, at 133
(noting that 90% of divorce cases are settled through attorney negotiations).
3m See supra notes 75-76 and accompanying text.
' See Bryan, supra note 349, at 449-50 (noting that the "[ilncome disparity be-
tween negotiating spouses then affects their negotiating strength").
"8' See MARRIAGE, DIVORCE, AND CHILDREN'S ADJUSTMENT, supra note 8, at 31
(discussing statistics that show children are not likely to reside with their fathers in
the post-divorce period); Advisory Committee Report, supra note 312, at 13
(providing a table showing that physical placement of children in Rhode Island is
generally with their mother).
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not reliably cover the actual costs of raising children.' Alimony
awards are becoming shorter in duration and more rare than in
the past." The evidence continues to show that men's financial
positions improve after a divorce, while women's standards of
living decline."
Equal division of mandatory divorce mediation fees clearly
has a disproportionately harsh effect on women." The required
fees can exacerbate pressures to settle for financial reasons, and
indirectly reduce women's access to court proceedings by reduc-
ing the funds available for further litigation of the case."" In
addition, requiring payment for mediation from a financially
strapped divorcing party can reduce the inherent value of me-
diation. A woman faced with monetary strain may be tempted to
show up for one required mediation session, cut the session
short, and terminate the process prematurely to save funds to
pay her attorney.
Some courts divide the mediation fees "equitably" between
the parties.387 This does not necessarily remove the deleterious
32 See Pearson, The Equity of Mediated Divorce Agreements, supra note 312, at
195 (describing post-divorce problems such as: inadequate arrangements for pay-
ment of children's higher education, the low economic status of women, and raising
orders that comply with child-support guidelines but fail to meet the needs of chil-
dren); Advisory Committee Report, supra note 312, at 23-24 (noting the harshness
of short-term alimony).
See Advisory Committee Report, supra note 312, at 8-10 (discussing declin-
ing alimony awards and the factors that effect them as well as the length of the
awards). "By 1988 the median length was down to 2.5 years." Id at 11.
s" See id. at 23 (analyzing post-divorce standards of living based on a study
conducted by the Women's Legal Defense Fund of Washington, D.C.).
See generally Jana B. Singer, The 1rivatization of Family Law, 1992 WIS. L.
REV. 1443, 1499 (discussing mandatory divorce mediation). Singer describes the im-
pact of mediation on women. See id. at 1546-49; see also Grillo, supra note 349, at
1581-94 (discussing several ways in which mediation places women at severe disad-
vantages); McEwen et al., supra note 30, at 1319 (explaining the imbalances be-
tween the sexes and why women are at a disadvantage).
See Craig A. McEwen & Laura Williams, Legal Policy and Access to Justice
Through Courts and Mediation, 13 OHIO ST. J. ON DisP. RESOL. 865, 872 (1998)
("The financial cost of mediation may determine whether the parties can continue
on to court if the mediation does not produce settlement."); cf. Boddie v. Connecti-
cut, 401 U.S. 371, 376-77 (1971) (holding that mandatory fees in divorce actions are
a violation of Due Process because they deny indigent plaintiffs access to the judicial
process). But see Susan C. Kuhn, Comment, Mandatory Mediation: California Civil
Code Section 4307, 33 EMORY L.J. 733, 756 (1984) (asserting that people who resolve
their disputes through mediation usually comply with the agreement, thus making
further litigation unnecessary) (footnote omitted).
3" Robert B. Moberly, Ethical Standards for Court-Appointed Mediation and
Florida's Mandatoy Mediation Experiment, 21 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 702, 715 (1994)
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effect mandatory divorce mediation has on women. The wife
may be truly unable to afford anything, yet may still be assessed
a portion of the fee. Furthermore, litigation of the fee assess-
ment is often impractical and expensive.
Mandatory party-paid divorce mediation may also be dispro-
portionately unfair to members of racial and ethnic minorities.'
It is no secret that Black and Hispanic Americans, when com-
pared to white citizens, continue to suffer economic disadvan-
tages.389 Requiring parties to participate in and pay for media-
tion can be expected to harshly affect minorities, as it does
women, making unfettered access to the court more difficult. In
addition, many mediation programs require entry level media-
tors to have a postgraduate degree in a human services field or a
law degree, as well as specialized mediation training." These
educational credentials tend to close out minorities from the
ranks of mediation service providers.39' Mandatory mediation
(seeking equitable billing of fees and costs).
3 See Richard Delgado et. al., Fairness and Formality: Minimizing the Risk of
Prejudice in Alternative Dispute Resolution, 1985 WIS. L. REV. 1359, 1368
(suggesting that there is an enhanced risk of prejudice in alternative dispute reso-
lution because the traditional constraints on judicial bias are absent); see also Carol
J. King, Are Justice and Harmony Mutually Exclusive? A Response to Professor
Nader, 10 OHIO ST. J. ON DisP. RESOL. 65, 82-83 (1994) (summarizing critiques that
cultural differences, societal prejudice, and power imbalances can lead to unfair
treatment of minorities in the mediation process). The article was written in re-
sponse to Professor Nader's view that "all mediation, not just mandatory mediation
is dangerous, except among equals." See id. at 82 (citing Laura Nader, Controlling
Processes in the Practice of Law: Hierarchy and Pacification in the Movement to Re-
form Dispute Ideology, 9 OIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 1, 9 (1993) (emphasis added)).
= See Alissa J. Rubin, Racial Divide Widens, Study Says, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 1,
1998, at A18 (finding that the median family income of blacks and Hispanics is only
55% that of whites, and that minorities are three times more likely to live below the
poverty line).
See McEwen et al., supra note 30, at 1343-44 (stating that in a number of
jurisdictions mediators receiving court referrals must hold advanced degrees in such
disciplines as law, mental health, or accounting and must complete mediation
training, which sometimes also includes a continuing education requirement); Sil-
berman & Schepard, supra note 7, at 409 (noting that the New York State Law Re-
vision Commission recommendation on the child custody dispute resolution process
requires that mediation be conducted by a licensed mental health professional with
a master's degree and at least two years of experience in working with families or by
a lawyer with two years of experience working with families). See generally Donald
T. Weckstein, Mediator Certification: Why and How, 30 U.S.F. L. REV. 757 (1996)
(discussing the advantages and disadvantages of mediator certification require-
ments).
29 See Silberman & Schepard, supra note 7, at 409 (noting that several practi-
tioners are concerned that qualifications can "carry a professional bias" and disen-
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programs order minorities to use and pay for a process that could
easily be perceived as culturally insensitive and racially exclu-
sionary.
There are additional reasons that support free mandatory
mediation. In the recent past, there has been a shift in the char-
acterizations of the judge's role. Rather than being viewed as
arbiters of the rule of right presiding over trials, or as the filters
for determining the truth, or as protectors of societal values as
expressed in the law, judges are now often seen as resolvers of
disputes. 92 Thus, the role of the judge closely approximates the
role of the mediator. Therefore, if public funding is appropri-
ately used to support the judiciary, it is equally appropriate to
use it for mandated mediation.
It is possible, though unlikely, that given the recent trend
toward preservation of tax revenues, party-paid mandatory pre-
trial mediation could be held an unconstitutional denial of access
to the courts. 93 As discussed above, unconstitutionality would be
determined by weighing the relative burdens imposed on the liti-
gants by the program fees, including the negative impact of the
fees upon the individual's ability to pursue the case in court.3" If
the burden is deemed excessive, a statute requiring mandatory
participation in the program could be struck down because it
denies due process. Further, a program with a fee structure that
disproportionately burdens women and minorities may violate
the constitutional requirement of equal protection by the states.
franchise many practicing mediators, but not specifically noting race and national
origin as concerns).
See Judith Resnick, Managerial Judges, 96 HARV. L. REV. 374, 377-79 (1982)
(noting that judges have taken on an increasingly managerial role in resolving dis-
putes).
39 Compare Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371, 376-77 (1971) (holding that
access to the court for a divorce proceeding is a fundamental right, therefore, a stat-
ute that limits such access must be viewed with heightened scrutiny) and McEwen
& Williams, supra note 386, at 881-82 (asserting that because "access to justice
means availability of mediation to all parties," mediation services must be ade-
quately funded and effectively made available to everyone) with Kuhn, supra note
386, at 760-63 (discussing state and federal precedent regarding access to the judi-
cial system in divorce proceedings and concluding that mandatory mediation does
not violate Due Process, because it delays rather than denies access) and Martin M.
Loring, Recent Cases, Constitutional Law: Statutorily Required Mediation as a Pre-
condition to Lawsuit Denies Access to the Courts, 45 Mo. L. REV. 316, 321 (1980)
(stating that access to the courts is not a fundamental right; therefore, only a ra-
tional basis test needs to be applied to statutes abridging such access).
s94 See supra notes 170-283 and accompanying text.
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Mediation is not, and should not, be viewed as a guarantee
of resolution. Litigation, however, does not guarantee finality.
Although many parties view litigation as a promise of eventual
finality through adjudication or attorney negotiation, this may
not always be the case. When faced with limited funds, divorc-
ing parties might sensibly want to forego paying for and invest-
ing their time in a process such as mediation which might fail to
result in any settlement. Instead, the parties may choose litiga-
tion because it appears to lead to successful results and seems to
be a better use of their time and money. Appearances, however,
can be deceptive, as is especially apparent in child custody dis-
putes. In these cases finality is often elusive. If the underlying
conflict between the parents persists,395 post-decree litigation
may become relentless.396 Providing truly affordable mediation
preserves the parties' ability to make a fiscal choice, yet in-
creases the odds of attaining a more lasting resolution through
mediation.
Courts that mandate party-paid mediation run the risk of
causing public dissatisfaction with the program, which reflects
poorly on the courts. The Descriptive Study shows that settle-
ment in mediation correlates with party satisfaction with the
process. Conversely, those who do not settle are less pleased
with mediation. Dissatisfaction only stands to increase when
those who have not settled in mediation are required to pay more
than a nominal fee for the services.
The number of couples who obtain a divorce without hiring
counsel has increased steadily since the 1960s.397 In some met-
ropolitan areas, close to half of all divorces are granted to unrep-
resented couples.399 One Arizona county estimates that in 90% of
.. See Barbara Stark, Divorce, Law, Feminism, and Psychoanalysis: In Dreams
Begin Responsibilities, 38 UCLA L. REV. 1483, 1522 (1991) (discussing mothers'
post-decree worries that a custodial father cannot care for his children as well as a
mother).
m See Richard K Schwartz, A New Role for the Guardian ad Litem, 3 OHIO ST.
J. ON DISP. RESOL. 117, 142 (1987) ("The most salient problem accompanying joint
custody mediation is the mediator's inability to compel participation by reluctant
parents and to ensure their compliance with the joint custody decree or mediated
agreements.").
See generally McEwen et al., supra note 30 (discussing the advantages of
lawyer participation in mediation); Peter E. Van Runkle, Lassiter v. Department of
Social Services: What it Means for the Indigent Divorce Litigant, 43 OHIO ST. L.J.
969, 979-80 (discussing the state's interest in having counsel present).
See Robert B. Yegge, Divorce Litigants Without Damages, 28 FAAM. L.Q. 407,
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divorce cases at least one litigant is unrepresented" The rea-
son is simple-lack of money to hire an attorney.40° Free legal
services for the divorcing poor have also suffered serious cut-
backs.40 ' One potential solution to this problem would be to
supply free or very inexpensive access to mediation programs.
Mediation programs provide an opportunity for productive dis-
cussion of divorce issues between the pro se litigants. If media-
tion resolves the dispute, then the cost of subsequent legal serv-
ices for processing the divorce is obviated or substantially
reduced. Providing access to divorce and custody orders for the
poor will help reduce the inappropriate use of pro se protective
orders.4 2
The best way to provide non-discriminatory access to me-
diation is to provide public funding for court-annexed mediation
programs. Eliminating the requirement that parties pay media-
tion fees will prevent unintended settlement pressure that is
economically based.0 3 Public financing will alleviate the signifi-
cant disparate impact that mandated utilization and payment of
mediation has on women. 404 Directives to divide a divorce media-
tor's fee equally between the parties rest upon unsupported as-
sumptions of financial equality between wives and husbands,
and should be avoided in an effort to relieve settlement pres-
sure.45  Publicly supported mediation programs also mitigate
408 (1994); Pearson, supra note 353, at 321 (citing Michelle Duryee, Mandating Me-
diation: Myth and Reality, 30 FAMILY & CONCIL. CTS. REV. 507, 518 (1992), and in-
dicating the rate is 40% in Alameda County, California).
" Bruce D. Sales et al., Self-Representation in Divorce Cases, Report Prepared
for the American Bar Ass'n Standing Committee on the Delivery of Legal Services,
Jan. 1993, at 15 (reporting on pro se litigants in Maricopa County, Arizona).
40 See Maggie Vincent, Note, Mandatory Mediation of Custody Disputes: Criti-
cism, Legislation, and Support, 20 VT. L. REV. 255, 280 (1995) (explaining that ap-
proximately 65% of California divorces are brought by pro se litigants and that the
reason is "simple lack of money," and citing Suzanne Northington, Pro Per Behavior,
CAL. LAW., May 14, 1994, at 29 ).
401 See Pearson, supra note 353, at 330 (finding that in most study communities,
legal services have been severely curtailed for divorcing parties).
See id. at 328.
3 See McEwen & Williams, supra note 386, at 874 ("A party who is mindful of a
ticling cost meter for the mediation session may feel pressure to settle the media-
tion .. ").
4 See Singer, supra note 385, at 1549 (suggesting that privatized mediation ex-
acerbates "gender-based power inequalities within the family").
405 See Joel Douglas and Lynn J. Marer, Bringing the Parties Apart-Divorce
Mediations Debt to Labor Mediation, 49 DISP. RESOL. J. 29, 31 (1994) (discussing
mediators' fees); see also McEwen et al., supra note 30, at 1323-24..
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concerns about race-based economic unfairness. Concerns about
the composition of the mediator pool, however, are not addressed
by program funding."6 Public financial support will make the
individual benefits of mediation available to the widest possible
spectrum of divorcing parties. In turn, the process will be used
extensively by individuals, maximizing the potential benefits to
the court system and the public at large.
A. Suggestions for Program Funding
Courts have a number of options for the structure and
funding of free or very low cost divorce and custody mediation
services. Courts can hire mediators as employees, or contract
with private sector mediators for a set fee."7 Funding for per-
sonnel can be provided by general state revenues."' Some courts
have sought to generate additional income to fund mediation
programs by increasing the filing fees for the particular types of
litigation or marriage licenses."' Other jurisdictions provide
some public subsidies for mediation.410 For example, Colorado
charges reduced rates411 and Maine charges small administrative
processing fees.4"
Currently, many courts employ workers to screen couples to
determine which cases are appropriate for mediation. Courts
may, however, be better served by shifting job duties and provid-
ing mediation in lieu of, or in addition to, screening. In the court
40 See Weckstein, supra note 390, at 761 (expressing concern that licensing re-
quirements for mediators exclude otherwise competent persons who lack the fi-
nances to enroll in training).
4
7 See Christy Hendricks, Note, The Trend Toward Mandatory Mediation in
Custody and Visitation Disputes of Minor Children: An Overview, 32 U. LOUISVILLE
J. FAI. L. 491, 503 (1994).
See Judy C. Cohn, Custody Disputes: The Case for Independent Lawyer-
Mediators, 10 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 487, 493-94 (1994) (noting that in jurisdictions
with mandatory mediation, mediation is funded by tax revenues).
*9 See generally CAL. GOVT CODE § 26840.3 (Deering Supp. 1999) (authorizing
the superior courts of all counties to raise the marriage license fee by up to $5 to
fund mediation services).
410 See Larry R. Spain, Alternative Dispute Resolution for the Poor: Is It an Al-
ternative?, 70 N.D. L. REV. 269, 276-77 (1994) (discussing various methods of sub-
sidizing mediation services, including public funding, subsidization through regular
court fees, and the use of trained volunteer mediators).
411 See Lloyd Burton et. al, Mandatory Arbitration in Colorado: An Initial Look
at a Privatized ADR Program, 14 JUST. SYS. J. 183, 186-88 (1991) (discussing arbi-
trator fees and scope of judicial oversight).
42 See ME. OT. R. l(a) (requiring a fee of $120.00 for mediation of domestic re-
lations cases).
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program administered in Franklin County, Ohio, employees who
spoke with custody disputants found very few cases inappropri-
ate for mediation referral. Based on this information, it would
be beneficial to allow employees to provide mediation in custody
disputes. Instead of simply completing assessments and refer-
rals, a few mediation coordinators, or even just one, could pro-
vide direct services to a number of couples.
Implementing a small court-annexed mediation program is
another option for jurisdictions faced with monetary constraints.
A court can train currently employed custody investigation and
evaluation personnel in mediation. For example, in Toledo the
court trained several current employees in mediation and was
thus able to divert a small number of cases to them. Random re-
ferrals allow for research and evaluation geared towards examin-
ing case characteristics associated with successful outcomes.
This makes it possible to select future referrals most produc-
tively. Over time, if the court is satisfied with the program, re-
sources can be reallocated or generated to fund service expan-
sion.
Some jurisdictions have attempted to make mediation more
affordable to those with low to moderate incomes through the
adoption of sliding fee scales. 13 Carefully developed sliding fees
may make mediation affordable for both the parties and the
courts. The effect of this approach has not yet been closely ex-
amined. The financial strains experienced by almost all middle-
and low-income families would have to be carefully considered by
program designers in setting fees, in order to ensure that the
fees are reasonable.
Not all divorcing couples have a financial need for free me-
diation services. Although requiring only the very wealthy to
make party payments for court-ordered mediation is seemingly
unfair, it can be supported by an analogy to the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure. Rule 53 permits the appointment of special
masters at party expense in exceptional cases.414 The same
413 See McEwen & Williams, supra note 386, at 876 (discussing a Minnesota
program designed to make mediation available to low income populations); Kimber-
lee K. Kovach, The Costs of Mediation: What Should They Be, and Who Should Pay
Them?, DISP. RESOL. MAG., 1996, at 13, 15 (discussing solutions to mediation fund-
ing problems).
414 See FED. R. Civ. P. 53(a).
The court in which any action is pending may appoint a special master
therein. As used in these rules, the word 'master' includes a referee ....
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practice can be followed in domestic relations courts.
Few, if any, divorce mediation programs currently rely on
volunteer mediators to provide services to divorcing or separat-
ing couples.415 This is based on a false underlying assumption
that mediators must be paid for their time in order for mediation
to be successful. In reality, using volunteer mediators to staff
community mediation centers may enhance the value of the
services provided and the productivity level of the staff. Most
community programs can recruit more volunteer mediators than
they can actually use.416 The volunteers generally bring great
commitment and enthusiasm to the job, finding real satisfaction
in helping people resolve their problems. Many volunteers also
feel they are providing a valuable public service.417 The volun-
teers' availability and their positive attitudes tend to lead to-
ward a program just as successful, if not more so, than one in
The compensation to be allowed to a master shall be fixed by the court, and
shall be charged upon such of the parties or pay out of any fund or subject
matter of the action, which is in the custody and control of the court as the
court may direct.
Id.
411 Courts differ as to the quality that mediation must meet in order to be eligi-
ble for public funding. See ROGERS & McEWEN, supra note 4, at § 10.2, at 181-82.
Generally, quality mediation is viewed as supervision by an honest third party who
allows the disputing parties to decide whether to settle. See id. § 10.2, at 181. This
would seem to indicate that volunteers would be able to administer a mediation
program as third parties even if they lacked professional expertise and were not
getting paid. Most mediators in divorce or custody cases are either mental health
professionals or lawyers. See id. § 11.2, at 204 (reporting that mental health profes-
sionals constitute 78% of private sector mediators and 90% of public sector media-
tors, and lawyers constitute 15% of private sector mediators and 17% of public sec-
tor administrators). In addition, the Codes of Ethics for Mediators make it clear that
mediators are not unpaid volunteers and may charge for their services. See id. at
Appendix D, at 7. Costs and fees must be agreed upon with the parties and they
must be reasonable. See id. at 8. Contingent fees and commissions for referral are
not allowed. See id.
418 Staffing was never a problem while the author served on the board of direc-
tors of a community mediation center staffed by volunteer mediators. But see Susan
E. Raitt et al., The Use of Mediation in Small Claims Courts, 9 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP.
RESOL. 55, 87 (1993) (stating that there is often an insufficient number of volunteers
to staff publicly funded mediation centers).
417 The main complaint received from our volunteers was that they wanted more
cases to mediate. When services were expanded to include divorce and family me-
diation, volunteers did not shy away from these cases. See Amy Roquemore, Volun-
teers Use Mediation to Keep Fights Out of Court, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Sept. 14,
1998, at 8A (discussing a mediation program made up of two hundred volunteers
and quoting one volunteer who gets " 'personal gratification out of helping people
discover that they have the ability within themselves to solve their problems' "),
available in 1998 WL 13102457.
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which mediators are paid.
Poverty-stricken courts interested in expanding mediation
services to domestic relations cases should seriously consider
staffing a program with volunteers. Doing so would certainly
control the costs of starting and running a program. A paid
court employee would be needed to coordinate the training and
schedule the cases to be handled by volunteer mediators. Em-
ploying one coordinator, however, would be far less costly than
hiring a full staff of mediators.
Volunteer mediators would have to be adequately trained.
Their training should be provided free of charge. Perhaps, expe-
rienced mediators would be willing to donate their time to train
new volunteers and to act as mentors and co-mediators for the
newest recruits. On-the-job training is recommended, since it is
an excellent quality control mechanism.
Naysayers will certainly raise objections to the idea of
staffing court-annexed divorce mediation programs with volun-
teers. One of their concerns may be whether there would be
enough qualified volunteers to sustain a program providing free
mediation services to all, or at least a majority, of the suitable
cases.
Many court-approved mediation programs require mediators
to hold certain credentials, such as a college or masters degree in
human services, or a law degree.418 The possession of these
418 For example, the Tennessee Mediation Association formed a Qualifications
Committee that established a college degree plus advanced degree or four years
post-college work experience as a requirement for mediators. See Judge Marietta
Shipley, Family Mediation in Tennessee, 26 U. MEM. L. REV. 1085, 1094 (1996).
North Carolina has a four-year college degree requirement as well. See Tony Biller,
Comment, Good Faith Mediation: Improving Efficiency, Cost, and Satisfaction in
North Carolina's Pre-trial Process, 18 CAMPBELL L. REV. 281, 287 n.43 (1996). Jef-
ferson County, in Kentucky, has a rule that mediators must have a college degree
and basic education or training in behavioral science. See Louise Everett Graham,
Implementing Custody Mediation in Family Court: Some Comments on the Jefferson
County Family Court Experience, 81 KY. L.J. 1107, 1114 (1993). For the proposition
that college or professional experience is not necessary, see Jill Richey Rayburn,
Note, Neighborhood Justice Centers: Community Use of ADR-Does It Really Work?,
26 U. MEM. L. REV. 1197, 1216 (1996) (stating the only requirement for being a suc-
cessful mediator is possessing "the skills to do the job."; see also Elizabeth R. Kosier,
Mediation in Nebraska: An Innovative Past, a Spirited Present, and a Provocative
Future, 31 CREIGHTON L. REV. 183, 190 (1997) (stating that a college degree is not a
pre-requisite to becoming a mediator). But see Bobby Marzine Harges, Mediator
Qualifications: The Trend Toward Professionalization, BYU L. REV. 687, 708 (1997)
(discussing Professor Kimberlee Kovach's view that a four-year college degree is
necessary in order to assure that a mediator is competent).
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qualifications by volunteers is meant to advance the quality of
mediation services. The requirement of educational credentials
functions as a filtering mechanism, in that it diminishes the size
of the pool of potential volunteer mediators and locates only the
most "qualified" ones.
However, there is reason to doubt the validity of the as-
sumption that paper credentials promote quality. Intelligent
laypersons can develop a good understanding of family law as
well as the psychological dynamics of divorce and separation on
parents and children. One's maturity level, life experience, and
experience mediating cases are more predictive of success in the
mediation field than one's professional background.419
In addition, evaluating volunteers based on their educa-
tional degrees may reduce the racial, ethnic, and economic di-
versity of mediators. A group of homogenous mediators is not
desirable, given the tremendous diversity of parties appearing
before the court. Encouraging people of different backgrounds to
become mediators would be a preferable alternative. It would go
a long way towards diminishing both the language and cultural
barriers that stand between the mediators and the people they
serve. Furthermore, by encouraging mediator diversity, the
court could be sending a message to the parties that they are
represented by the judicial system and are valued just as much
as white, upper and middle-class people.
If paper credentials are adopted, the program's administra-
tors may encounter difficulties in generating a sufficient number
of volunteers to staff the program adequately. Although the
likelihood of this problem occurring cannot be precisely ascer-
tained without experimentation, there is evidence that it would
not occur. The experience of community mediation centers has
been encouraging, in that their volunteer positions were filled
when a credential requirement policy was implemented. Many-
some might argue too many-community mediation center vol-
unteers are well-educated professionals. A sufficient number of
family mediation volunteers could reasonably be expected to be
drawn from the same pool.
Courts that decide to set up a divorce mediation program
419 See James J. Alfini, Trashing, Bashing, and Hashing It Out: Is This the End
of 'Good Mediation"?, 19 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 47, 48 (1991) (suggesting that profes-
sional and academic credentials are not the most reliable criteria for "good media-
tion.").
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staffed by volunteers could anticipate resistance from mediators
who are interested in establishing themselves in fee-generating
private practices. Hopefully, such political concerns will not de-
ter public policy makers from exploring the feasibility of estab-
lishing programs that cost the public very little, yet provide
services to many. Although the experience of community media-
tion centers can shed light on the proposed family mediation
model, it should be noted that the time frame for family media-
tion differs somewhat from the time frame for routine media-
tions conducted by community centers. In contrast to many
neighborhood justice center mediations, family and divorce me-
diation is seldom concluded in one session.420 The time required
for family mediation can be expected to increase when the ses-
sions are not limited to custody issues and involve financial is-
sues as well. Despite the increase in time, full scale mediation is
preferable to limited issue divorce mediation.42' Volunteers who
participate in divorce mediation programs must plan to spend
more than one session per case. This could increase administra-
tive coordination time.
Although providing cost-free mediation to all parties is the
ideal option, cash-strapped courts could charge non-indigent
parties referred to mediation a small fee to offset administrative
costs. Fees, even if nominal, however, should be waived for those
unable to afford them.
B. Two-Stage Protocol for Court-Annexed Divorce Mediation
Although mediation can be helpful in resolving divorce and
custody conflicts, it is not a panacea. Two major areas pose
problems for planners of court mediation programs. First, qual-
ity control could prove to be a significant problem for planners of
420 Our data revealed that the Toledo court-annexed mediations were more
quickly resolved than the Columbus cases conducted by private sector mediators,
with no reports of decreased satisfaction levels by the respondents. We have no ex-
planation for this difference. Even the shorter Toledo mediations frequently re-
quired more than one mediation session.
42, This is due to the fact that family issues are difficult to isolate. For example,
the issues of divorce and custody are closely linked. They can be viewed as
"polycentric" problems which can be solved in many ways but are without precise
legal rules to govern them. See ROGERS & MCEWEN, supra note 4, § 12.2, at 4, n.18
(citing Fuller, The Forms and Limits of Adjudication, 92 HARV. L. REV. 353, 394-
404 (1978)). Lawmakers approach custody disputes in tandem with divorce proceed-
ings when they attempt to protect the children involved in these matters. See id. at
§ 12:02, at 229-30.
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public court-annexed mediation programs. The courts certainly
have a significant stake in resolving contested cases in mediation
and controlling costs. If the courts' interests in docket reduction
takes precedence over mediation's values for free party choice of
settlement, trial, or other methods of resolving the dispute,
many of mediation's benefits will be compromised.
Administrators of court programs may be tempted to assign
court employed mediators high caseloads. Although this would
solve the short-term problem of docket congestion, it would not
yield positive long-term results. Because mediation is intense
and tiring work, mediators may become exhausted by interven-
ing in family problems day after day. Obviously, when caseload
pressures become overwhelming, the quality of services provided
will suffer. Prior studies of court-annexed mediation indicate
that in some programs one-quarter to one-third of the partici-
pants felt rushed, and that the process required more time.4"
This perception has a negative effect on client satisfaction rates.
Cursory discussion of issues also jeopardizes the parties' chances
of achieving a satisfactory, lasting outcome.
In addition, mediators may be tempted to increase settle-
ment pressure on the parties when the courts issuing their pay-
checks press for high agreement rates. The court's agenda can
influence mediators to become more directive. Settlement-
focused mediation risks diluting mediation's benefits of en-
hanced, more therapeutic communication and informed bargain-
ing.42
Court-annexed programs face significant problems because
the cases that judges most want to divert from their dockets are
often the cases that are least likely to settle in mediation. The
protracted, convoluted case of Stockwell v. Stockwell 4A provides
such an example. In that case, a mother fled from Idaho to Con-
necticut with her two daughters. Once in Connecticut, she
changed her children's names in order to avoid complying with
her ex-husband's court-ordered visitation rights. Her former
husband had to search for several months to find the children.
42 See Pearson & Thoennes, supra note 5, at 20.
42 See id. at 28 (stating that parties view the out-of-court process of mediation
as more humane than the parallel in-court legal process); id. at 24-25 (finding that
mediation is most successful when more time is devoted to discussion of settlement
terms and less to coaching spouses on negotiation).
424 775 P.2d 611 (Idaho 1989).
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During the subsequent proceedings, the court stated that it be-
lieved that unless the father was awarded custody, he would
never see the children again.425 The court further noted that the
proceedings had been "unusually acrimonious and expensive," 6
and that the parties were placing their interests above the best
interests of the children. Therefore, the court ordered mediation
before authorizing the continuation of trial court proceedings.4
The extraordinarily high levels of longstanding distrust and
conflict in this case do not bode well for the eventual success of
mediation. Research indicates that clients choosing divorce me-
diation were significantly more likely to believe their spouses
had integrity, were fair-minded, and had ability to cooperate re-
garding the children than did those rejecting mediation.4' Me-
diation clients also seemed less likely to project all blame for the
failure of their relationships onto an ex-spouse, and they were
more willing to admit that they shared some responsibility for
the breakup."9 Mediation participants who obtained no benefit
from the mediation process were more likely to be divorcing in
reaction to an angry, demeaning, emotionally unstable, or sub-
stance-abusing spouse than were successful mediation clients."'
It is a rather safe bet that the Stockwell litigants had little mu-
tual trust, respect, ability to cooperate, or recognition of mutual
responsibility for the divorce. One or both of the parties may
have been psychologically impaired or angry. Further, given the
court's comments about the need for a change of custody, the ex-
husband had little incentive to cooperate or compromise. This
constellation of factors should elicit sympathy for the plight of
the mediator in the case, who has been assigned an extraordi-
narily difficult job.
Some contentious, thorny custody cases that drain judicial
time and energy do resolve in mediation. For example, in the
Toledo Study discussed in this article, mediators felt that the
judges and referees sent very difficult cases to them, in which
425 See id at 613.
421 Id. at 615.
427 See id.
428 See Kelly & Gigy, supra note 319, at 269.
429 See id. at 269-70. A more favorable view of one's spouse may encourage one
to utilize mediation proceedings in order to terminate a marriage. See id.
"0 See id. at 277. These couples would only remain in mediation for the prelimi-
nary stage of the process. See id.
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the parents were seriously at odds about child custody.4' In
spite of the level of difficulty, internal reports show that about
half the cases referred to mediation resulted in settlement. 2
Studies of other mediation programs show comparable and
higher settlement rates.
These statistics also show that the "mediation success" glass
is half empty, as well as half full. Of the cases referred to the
program, 47.2% did not settle. Standard mediation alone is un-
likely to serve the goals of society and the courts in resolving the
most difficult, contentious cases. The cases that tend to fail to
settle in mediation are the same high conflict divorces and sepa-
rations that frustrate the system,434 draining court time and en-
431 See Descriptive Study of Children, supra note 50, at 9.
43 See Memorandum from Paul J. Langevin to Michelle MacFarlane, Judge
Galvin, and Judge Yarbrough (Jan. 15, 1992) (on file with author). Of 125 closed
cases handled from April 1990 to December 1991, 51 reached full agreement (40.8%)
and 10 reached partial agreement (8%). Fifty-nine did not reach agreement (47.2%).
The status of the remaining 4% was unsure or services were refused. An earlier
study of 99 cases found over 75% of those responding to a survey felt mediation was
beneficial. See Memorandum from Paul J. Langevin to Michelle MacFarlane, Judge
Galvin, and Judge Yarbrough (July 29, 1991) (on file with author).
4 See RENEGOTIATING FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS, supra note 8, at 178-79
(reporting that in the Charlottesville Mediation Project, 77% of the families in me-
diation reached a settlement, whereas only 28% of the families in the litigation
track reached a settlement); ELEANOR E. MACCOBY & ROBERT H. MNOOKIN, DI-
VIDING THE CHILD: SOCIAL AND LEGAL DILEMiMAS OF CUSTODY 271-73 (1992) (noting
that nearly all high conflict cases were resolved through negotiations, some of which
were a result of court-annexed mediation); Charlene E. Depner et al., Client Evalua-
tions of Mediation Services: The Impact of Case Characteristics and Mediation Serv-
ice Models, 32 FAM. & CONCILIATION CTS. REV. 306, 308 (1994) (noting that media-
tion outcomes vary from agreement to impasse but that most clients are satisfied
with their sessions either way); Mary Duryee, Mandatory Court Mediation, Demo-
graphic Summary and Consumer Evaluation of One Court Service: Executive Sum-
mary, 30 FAM. & CONCILIATION CTS. REV. 260, 261 (1992) (stating that in a study
done in California in which an average of one-third of all couples filing for dissolu-
tion were referred to a mediation program, 76% came to full or partial agreement;
the families usually took part in two to three sessions); Joan B. Kelly, A Decade of
Divorce Mediation Research: Some Answers and Questions, 34 FAM. & CON-
CILIATION CTS. REv. 373, 375 (1996) (noting that, according to studies, mediations
result in agreement 50% to 85% of the time) (citations omitted); Kelly & Gigy, in
MEDIATION RESEARCH, supra note 319, at 273 (reporting a 57% success rate for
mediation in the North Carolina mediation study and mentioning that mediation
success usually ranges between 40% to 70%, according to studies); Alan Slater et al.,
Client Satisfaction Survey: A Consumer Evaluation of Mediation and Investigative
Services: Executive Summary, 30 FAM. & CONCILIATION CTS. REv. 252, 254-55
(1992) (discussing clients' generally positive evaluations of mediation services).
4' See Michael E. Lamb et al., The Effects of Divorce and Custody Arrangements
on Children's Behavior, Development, and Adjustment, 35 FAM. & CONCILIATION
CTS. REV. 393, 396 (1997) (discussing high-conflict parents who take up excessive
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Prior research indicates that the high conflict divorcing sub-
group consists of couples who often have great ambivalence
about separation. Many suffer from personality disorders or
psychopathology. 436 These parents are not well-equipped to pro-
tect their children from the emotional fallout of divorce. 7 The
adults are too involved in their conflict to be objective or rational
in their interpersonal dealings or perceptions of each other.
They spend a great deal of energy defending themselves against
actual or perceived attacks by the other, both emotional and
physical. Distrust is severe.48  The parents struggle to meet
their own emotional needs and are often unable to separate their
own needs from the needs of their children."9 The negative
characteristics of the former partner are exaggerated and the
positive aspects go unrecognized. This is often due to a need to
vilify the other to justify and lessen the pain of the breakup."0
The psychological dynamics contributing to high conflict divorces
are not amenable to correction by attorney negotiation or
through a trial. Traditional mediation is also less likely to be
successful with these cases.
Despite these obstacles, society and the court system need to
devote significant efforts and resources to help high conflict par-
ents resolve their deep-seated problems. Some of the motives for
helping high conflict families are altruistic, while others are
more self-serving. They include the desire to rescue parents and
children from a very difficult situation, as well as the hope that
the public will experience collateral financial benefits in the long
run. Children caught in high conflict situations have difficulty
judicial and social resources).
4 See id.
48 See id. (noting that high-conflict couples often have an affinity toward anger
and distrust, verbal or physical aggression, and confusing their children's needs
with their own).
437 See id.
43" See JANET R. JOHNSTON & LINDA E.G. CAMPBELL, IMPASSES OF DIVORCE:
THE DYNAMICS AND ]RESOLUTION OF FAMILY CONFLICT 89-90 (1988) (discussing the
reactions of confused spouses to divorce, and mentioning that these spouses seek
revenge and protection from the other party).
49 See id. at 91 ("Some parents need to protect their children from what they
perceive the spouse as having done to them during the separation."). Parents project
their own helplessness onto their children. See id.
"0 See id. at 90-91 (describing parents who try to portray their partners as dan-
gerous and project their anger onto them).
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later in life in forming healthy, stable future relationships."'
These children also have greater chances of developing serious
emotional and behavioral problems than do other children, re-
quiring more mental health and other school and community re-
sources."2 If parents were helped to resolve the issues fueling
the conflict, the drain on society and the courts could be less-
ened.
Intensive therapeutic, problem solving mediation-type inter-
ventions have had encouraging results in handling highly con-
flicted separations.' These kinds of interventions take a fair
amount of professional time, averaging from seventeen to
twenty-seven hours, depending on the program structure. Fol-
low-up studies show high-up to 80%-rates of agreement and
good follow-up with greatly reduced rates of relitigation.' Given
these benefits, the investment seems well worth the cost.
Research concerning the effectiveness of various models of
dispute resolution processes for different types of cases is now
substantial enough to permit us to effectively direct public re-
sources and services toward these models. A two-stage court-
annexed mediation model, using both traditional mediation and
intensive intervention for intractable conflicts, is a viable option
that holds benefits for the parties, the children, and the court
system.
Many divorce and custody cases are resolved through an
agreement by the parties or through simple attorney negotia-
4' See Lamb et al., supra note 434, at 396 (noting that, considering the stress, it
is remarkable that the children do not show even more severe psychopathological
symptoms).
2 See ida (noting that children required a disproportionate share of mental
health resources).
4 See JOHNSTON & CAMPBELL, supra note 438, at 198 (stating that a combina-
tion of counseling and mediation are most effective for high-conflict families when
they are carried out simultaneously rather than separately).
" See Pearson & Thoennes, in MEDIATION RESEARCH, supra note 5, at 18
(stating that nearly 80% of child support cases in a Delaware study resulted in set-
tlement; this was the highest agreement rate; other studies showed 40% agreement
rates). Evidence on compliance and relitigation was mixed. See id at 21. In the Cus-
tody Mediation Project, 80% of the couples reported compliance with the agreement
by their spouse. See id- Only 60% of those who had litigated in court reported simi-
lar compliance. See id. In the Divorce Mediation Research Project, results were
along the same lines, although the difference in compliance was not as sharp. See id.
With respect to relitigation, it was less common among successful mediation clients
than litigating clients in the Custody Mediation Project. See id. Results differed in
the Divorce Mediation Research Project, however, where relitigation was prevalent
amongst both groups. See i& at 21-22.
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tions. These cases take little court time and give rise to minimal
concern about the need to protect the children, as the parents
can normally be presumed to be capable of attending to their
children's distress and their needs. Disputes that are not easily
resolved could be referred to traditional mediation early in the
life of the case. Most cases should be sent to mediation, since
blanket exclusion based on case characteristics cannot be sup-
ported by the evidence to date. Program rules should allow easy,
inexpensive opt-out provisions for parties who feel endangered
by participation."5 Attorneys for the parties should be permitted
to attend mediation as an additional safeguard of fairness. 6
Mediation sessions should be confidential. Allowing media-
tor reports to be made to the court increases settlement pressure
without justification. In addition, mediators do not gather suffi-
cient factual information on which to base an opinion regarding
relative custodial fitness. Mediation involves only one party's
unsubstantiated word against the other's. The mediator does
not interview witnesses or gather facts or information needed to
make an intelligent, informed recommendation as to the out-
come. If mediation remains a consensual, non-pressured proc-
ess, it should prove to be a helpful intervention for many of the
cases that do not resolve in the initial stages.
Using volunteer mediators, or mediators who agree to
charge very low fees and grant fee waivers to those who cannot
afford to pay, will allow open access to the mediation program. A
volunteer program avoids the risk of bureaucratization and
quality control limitations faced by programs hiring full-time
mediators. Mediator satisfaction advances quality control. If a
volunteer ceases to find mediation rewarding, he or she is far
more likely to quit the program than is an employee who needs
the pay and benefits. In addition, using volunteers minimizes
the cost to the courts of establishing a dispute resolution pro-
gram.
The money saved by recruiting volunteers to provide initial
mediations can be redirected to establish intense, therapeutic
44 Situations in which parties live far apart could be excluded or handled by
telephone or electronic mediation proceedings.See McEwen et al., supra note 30, at 1375-94 (advocating the position that
lawyers' presence in mediation proceedings would lead to optimal legal conse-
quences for all those involved).
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services combining mediation with evaluation."7 Unlike stan-
dard mediation, confidentiality would not necessarily be guaran-
teed in the intense mediation/evaluation model. The parents
and children would initially be evaluated to clarify the sources of
the unrelenting conflict. Counseling would be provided as neces-
sary, followed by problem solving discussions. If an agreement
were reached, the results could be presented to the court and
confidentiality would not have to be breached..
If no resolution resulted from therapeutic mediation, the
case must be adjudicated. Custody evaluation could continue,
drawing on the information gathered about the family previously
and adding new information as needed. The recommendations
flowing from the evaluation would be made available to the par-
ties, their attorneys, and the court. The evaluators could be
called as witnesses and would be subject to cross-examination.
Most courts already have custody investigation and evalua-
tion components. Reworking the service-delivery and training
models to produce a different type of program, focused far more
on problem-solving than on choosing one parent over the other,
does not necessarily have to be substantially more expensive.
There are no easy answers to the dilemmas faced by our family
courts on a daily basis. The current system is costly for both the
courts and the litigants. Court investigations and independent
evaluations are expensive. Guardians ad litem for the children
are often appointed in custody battles at public expense for the
indigent. If we foster new approaches, including traditional and
therapeutic mediation, we may find that money is invested for
little or no return, particularly in the most difficult cases. Even
so, new ideas are worth trying, and preliminary findings are en-
couraging. The worst that can happen is that cases will not be
resolved any more effectively and that as a society we will end
up right where we started. Improvement, however, is a worthy
goal. If we do not invest time, money, and resources in experi-
menting with change, we remain doomed to continue with
"business as usual"-a scenario that is far from ideal.
CONCLUSION
The American legal system has historically valued the ideal
44 The model developed and studied by Johnston and Campbell, supra notes 438
and 443, separated the two phases.
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of access to justice for all members of society. Until recently,
court adjudication was recognized as the primary model for dis-
pensing justice. Within approximately the last twenty years, the
use of mediation has been advanced as a different alternative for
fair, satisfactory resolution of disputes through a participatory
process leading to a consensual outcome.
Courts have encouraged greater use of mediation with hopes
of controlling dockets and reducing the delays and costs of mod-
ern litigation. Domestic relations courts also aspired to reduce
the negative impact of bitterly fought divorce and custody dis-
putes on children by diverting cases to a forum seen as more ca-
pable of resolving the underlying conflicts between parents than
traditional adjudication or attorney negotiation.
Totally voluntary mediation programs did not handle a suf-
ficient volume of cases to have any significant impact on the
court system's goals. Mandatory mediation became more appeal-
ing, especially as research showed continued participant satis-
faction even when mediation was involuntary.
Unfortunately, as courts have demonstrated increased inter-
est in adding mediation to the range of available dispute resolu-
tion services, money for funding new programs has become less
readily available. Funding problems have led to the passage of
statutes and rules allowing courts to require parties to use and
pay for mediation as a prerequisite to having their cases heard in
court. An increasing number of litigants, both in general civil
and family law cases, have been compelled to pay for mediation
in addition to the other costs of litigation.
In the civil case context, this practice may be more expedient
than wise. In the domestic relations case context, it raises seri-
ous concerns about functional denial of the due process guaran-
tee of access to the courts where parties cannot afford both me-
diation and litigation. In addition, the practical reality of the
significant financial constraints facing most divorcing parties
makes a party payment approach punitive. It clearly places the
interests of the court in case diversion ahead of the litigants'
needs and interest in free choice of dispute resolution options.
The weight of argument and preliminary research favor publicly
funded divorce mediation as the best way to guarantee equal ac-
cess to both alternative dispute resolution and the courts.
To date, empirical research has not provided guidance for
screening cases ahead of time for suitability for mediation. In
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fact, using case characteristics such as conflict level or the pres-
ence of domestic violence, which have been widely adopted as cri-
teria for excluding cases from mediation, is not supported by the
evidence. Mediation also compares favorably with attorney ne-
gotiation on measures of participant satisfaction. The research
results further support public policies encouraging broad access
to free or easily affordable court-annexed divorce mediation.
Policy makers have not fully explored the feasibility of re-
cruiting volunteers as divorce mediators. Some evidence lends
support to the workability of this approach."8 If courts can find
inexpensive ways of providing family mediation, funds could be
diverted to explore the efficacy of specialized programs designed
to maximize the chances of attaining resolution of the difficult,
highly acrimonious cases. These matters tax the resources of the
courts and the patience of the judges, yet they are seldom truly
resolved by court decrees. Such programs would likely require
additional resources, but could be supported in part by funds
currently used to provide custody investigation and evaluation
services. Cases that cannot be resolved and are not fit for non-
adversarial settlement can proceed to trial instead.
The recent increase in divorce rates has strained the ability
of courts to deal with the negative sequelae of shattered families,
both with respect to the volume of work and the quality of out-
comes. No one is naive enough to suggest that the many complex
problems engendered by massive social change are susceptible to
easy resolution. But new approaches are worth trying, for the
benefit not only of the court system, but of the litigants as well-
regardless of their ability to pay.
"' See programs in Washington State, Washington, D.C., Oklahoma, and West
Virginia, supra notes 99-102.
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